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Preface

What this guide is about
Oracle Express Database Design and Performance Guide: Basic describes how to design 
and build Express databases to promote good build and query performance.

However, please note that this is an introductory guide. It is not intended to be a 
comprehensive source of performance information and design technique. Instead, 
the purpose of this guide is to provide the most basic information that will yield the 
greatest results with the least amount of effort.

Intended audience
This guide is intended for database designers, database implementers, and database 
administrators (DBAs). Anyone who designs, builds, or maintains an Express 
database should read this guide.

Before you begin
It is not necessary to install any products before you read this guide. In fact, you 
may want to read some or all of this guide before you install any Express products. 
The products you might install include the following:

■ Express — This can be Oracle Express Server (hereinafter referred to as Express 
Server) release 6 or Personal Express release 6.

Typically, you will install Express Server on a server machine or install Personal 
Express on your PC. For information about installing Express, see your Express 
Installation and Configuration Guide.

■ Oracle Express Administrator (hereinafter referred to as Administrator) — You 
can use Administrator to define database objects, load data, and aggregate that 
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data. Typically, you will install Administrator on your PC. For information 
about installing Administrator, see the Installation appendix in the Oracle 
Express Database Administration Guide.

■ Oracle Financial Analyzer (hereinafter referred to as Financial Analyzer) — You 
or your users can use Financial Analyzer to analyze the data that is stored in the 
Express database.

Typically, Financial Analyzer is installed on each user’s PC. For information 
about installing Financial Analyzer, see the Oracle Financial Analyzer  Installation 
and Upgrade Guide.

■ Oracle Sales Analyzer  — You or your users can use Oracle Sales Analyzer to 
analyze the data that is stored in the Express database.

Typically, Oracle Sales Analyzer is installed on each user’s PC. For information 
about installing Oracle Sales Analyzer, see the Oracle Sales Analyzer Installation 
Guide.

■ Oracle Express Objects — You or your users can use Oracle Express Objects to 
analyze the data that is stored on the Express database.

Typically, Oracle Express Objects is installed on each user’s PC. For information 
about installing Oracle Express Objects, see the Oracle Express Objects and Oracle 
Express Analyzer Installation Guide.

■ Oracle Express Analyzer (hereinafter referred to as Express Analyzer) — You or 
your users can use Express Analyzer to analyze the data that is stored on the 
Express database.

Typically, Express Analyzer is installed on each user’s PC. For information 
about installing Express Analyzer, see the Oracle Express Objects and Oracle 
Express Analyzer Installation Guide.

Structure of this document
Oracle Express Database Design and Performance Guide: Basic is structured as follows:

■ Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to performance issues.

■ Chapter 2 is a checklist that you should use every time you design and build a 
new Express database.

■ Chapter 3 provides definitions of performance terms, as well as an illustrated 
overview of what causes good and bad performance.
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■ Chapter 4 is a collection of basic rules that will help you to prevent potential 
disasters in regard to performance.

■ Chapter 5 teaches you how to use the Express language AGGREGATE 
command and function to combine the precalculation of data with calculation 
on the fly. This strategy promotes good database build peformance, while 
maintaining the speed of user-query performance.

■ Chapter 6 presents a few short case studies that illustrate how you can fix 
specific performance problems, as well as a comprehensive case study that 
shows how to detect and fix a wide range of performance problems.

■ Appendix A provides an example of how you should sort input-level data 
records in order to get fast data-load performance.

■ Appendix B describes new and obsolete features in this release of Express that 
have an impact on performance.

Related Documentation

Technical notes
You can find more advanced performance topics described in the following 
technical notes, which are included in the Express Server documentation set:

■ Tips for Ensuring Good ROLLUP Performance — Explains the steps that you 
can take to get the best performance when you aggregate data with the 
ROLLUP command.

■ Ensuring Accurate AGGREGATE Results — Explains under what 
circumstances you need to take extra steps to make sure that any data that is 
aggregated with the AGGREGATE command is correct. This is relevant only 
when you have special needs, such as the need to solve a model after a partial 
aggregation.
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Printed manuals
This manual is part of a documentation set that also includes the following 
manuals:

■ Oracle Express Server Installation and Configuration Guide for Windows NT or 
Oracle Express Server Installation and Configuration Guide for Sun SPARC Solaris— 
Explains how to install, configure, and manage Oracle Express Server.

■ Personal Express Installation and Configuration Guide— Explains how to install, 
configure, and manage Personal Express.

■ Oracle Express Database Administration Guide — Describes the structure of 
Express data and explains how to create and maintain Express databases. The 
guide also explains how to configure Express databases for use with client 
applications.

■ Oracle Express Programmer’s Guide to the Express Language — Explains the 
programming environment for Express, the structure of Express data, the 
Express language, and how to write Express programs. The guide also 
illustrates programming strategies for accessing and working with data.

■ Oracle Express SNAPI Guide — Explains how to use SNAPI to connect to Oracle 
Express Server or Personal Express and obtain Express data. The guide also 
provides installation instructions and setup information.

■ Oracle Express Web Products Installation Guide — Explains how to install and 
configure the server-side components of Oracle Express Web Agent and Oracle 
Express Web Publisher.

■ Oracle Express Web Agent User’s Guide — Explains how to create an Express 
application that generates and manipulates dynamic views of Express data for 
display by Web browsers.

■ Oracle Express Web Agent Guide to Add-In Views— Explains how a programmer 
can design and implement add-in views, which are custom view types that are 
not delivered with Oracle Express Web Agent.

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide — Explains how to use 
Oracle Express Relational Access Manager to enable Express applications to 
access and display data from a relational database. The guide also explains 
fundamental concepts pertaining to data warehouse design and optimization.
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Windows Help systems
In addition to the manuals, the following Help systems are available with Express:

■ Oracle Express Instance Manager Help — Provides online Help for managing 
Oracle Express Server, including starting, stopping, and managing Express 
services, selecting Express modules and configuring runtime settings for 
Express services, and monitoring individual Express client sessions.

■ Personal Express Help — Provides online Help for starting, stopping, and 
managing Personal Express.

■ Express Language Help — Provides online Help for the commands, functions, 
options, and programs that make up the Express language.

■ Oracle Express Administrator Help — Provides online Help for creating 
Express databases and configuring Express databases for use with client 
applications.

■ Express Web Agent Help — Provides online Help for Express Web Agent 
programs, objects, and properties, which are used to generate and manipulate 
dynamic views of Express data for display by Web browsers.

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Administrator Help — Provides online Help 
for defining an Express data model, building a supporting data warehouse 
schema, mapping the data model to the schema, and maintaining a 
corresponding Express database.

■ Relational Access Manager – Query Statistics Help — Provides online Help for 
reporting statistics about runtime query activity in the data warehouse as a 
means of evaluating the performance of an Oracle Express Relational Access 
Manager system.
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Conventions

Text conventions
You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Mouse usage
Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to use the 
right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have 
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right buttons, then 
you will need to use the reverse button when you follow the procedures in this 
manual.

Convention Usage

Boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, field names, 
and hyperlinks.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary information 
in tables (for example, Result).

Fixed-width text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system 
commands, and URLs; also indicates examples and anything 
that you must type exactly as it appears.

For example: If you are asked to type show eversion, you 
would type all the characters exactly as shown in the 
fixed-width font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is used 
when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or have 
labels that change dynamically based on their current context. 
The wording of variable text does not exactly match what you 
see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis, for new terms, and for titles 
of documents.

Underlined text Indicates a default value in descriptions of Express language 
syntax.

UPPERCASE text Indicates Express commands and objects and acronyms.
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Formats for key combinations and sequences
Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

IF you see the format . . . THEN . . .

Key1+Key2, press and hold down the first key while you press the second 
key. 

For example: “Press Alt+Tab” means to press and hold down 
the Alt key while you press the Tab key.

Key1, Key2, press and release the keys one after the other. 

For example: “Press Alt, F, O” means to press and release the 
Alt key, press and release the F key, and then press and 
release the O key.
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1
Introduction

Chapter summary
This chapter gives an introduction to performance issues.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ How Useful Is This Guide for MOLAP, ROLAP, or HOLAP Users?

■ Is Express the Right Tool for You to Use?

■ Why Performance Can Be a Problem

■ What Is Performance Tuning?

■ Who Will Be Doing the Performance Tuning?

How Useful Is This Guide for MOLAP, ROLAP, or HOLAP Users?

Definition: MOLAP
MOLAP is multidimensional online analytical processing. In Express, this means 
that either:

■ All the data in your database is precalculated and stored in the Express 
database, or

■ Some of the data in your database is precalculated and stored in the Express 
database, and the rest of the data will be calculated on the fly.
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Definition: ROLAP
ROLAP is relational online analytical processing. In Express, this means that all data 
is stored in a relational database, such as Oracle8. Using Oracle Express Relational 
Access Administrator, which is the graphical user interface for Relational Access 
Manager, you can build Express databases that model the data in a relational 
database.

In other words, you design and build an Express database. But instead of storing 
data in the Express database, you retrieve data through the relational manager at 
runtime and store the data on a temporary basis in the Express cache.

Definition: HOLAP
HOLAP is hybrid online analytical processing, which means that MOLAP and 
ROLAP are combined in a hybrid environment. In Express, this means that you can 
use Relational Access Manager to store certain data in the Express database, while 
fetching other data from a relational database on an as-needed basis.

Data that is stored in Express in a hybrid database is not typically stored in the 
RDBMS. Storing data in a hybrid database provides improved performance and a 
reduced load on the RDBMS. Advantages are especially pronounced in cases where 
summary-level data is not available in the RDBMS: storing such data in Express can 
result in a very significant improvement in performance.

Which one do you use?
The degree to which this guide will be useful for you depends on whether you use 
MOLAP, ROLAP, or HOLAP:

■ Almost all of the information in this guide is appropriate for MOLAP.

■ On the other hand, very little information in this guide may apply to ROLAP. 
Instead, you should read the Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s 
Guide, and other Relational Access Manager documentation.

■ Much of the information in this guide is appropriate for HOLAP. However, you 
should also read the Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide and 
other Relational Access Manager documentation.
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Is Express the Right Tool for You to Use?

The difference between an RDBMS and a multidimensional database
If you are not sure if Express is the right tool for you, then you should first consider 
the objectives of each type of database:

■ The main objective of most relational systems is to store vast quantities of 
transaction data as efficiently as possible.

■ The main objective of a multidimensional database is to get the information 
from the database to the user as quickly as possible.

A relational database stores data in tables that are composed of rows and columns 
that contain data values. The tables that make up the database can be set up in any 
number of ways, but the overall structure of a typical relational database 
management system (RDBMS) is designed for online transaction processing (OLTP).

By contrast, multidimensional databases tend to be used by decision-support 
processing (DSS) applications, which define performance in terms of the time it 
takes for users to get responses to their queries to the database.

When to use Express or Discoverer
Oracle Discoverer is an ad hoc query and analysis tool for accessing data in 
relational data warehouses or data marts and operational databases. Whether you 
use Oracle Discoverer or Oracle Express depends on your needs.

In general, it is a good idea to use Oracle Discoverer when your needs are simple. 
You can use Oracle Discoverer for basic queries and reports and when you have no 
need to customize the interface.

Express offers sophisticated and powerful analytics, as well as more powerful 
modeling. You should use Express with an analytic application-development tool 
(such as Oracle Financial Analyzer) when you need to build a custom application or 
to do sophisticated analysis. In fact, you should use Express when you want to use 
the functionality of any of the Express tools or applications.

Also, keep in mind that an Oracle Express Relational Access Manager architecture 
allows you to combine the scalability of RDBMS with the analytical power of the 
Express multidimensional engine.

There may be times when your users may want to use both Express and Discoverer. 
For example, suppose a user is analyzing summary-level Express data. That same 
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user can drill through to Oracle Discoverer to view the detail-level data from which 
the Express data was derived.

What Is Performance Tuning?

Definition: Performance tuning
Express performance tuning primarily refers to the actions you take while you are 
designing an Express database.

The decisions that you make — and how those decisions affect performance — will 
vary from database to database, as well as from server to server.

How Express performance tuning differs from RDBMS performance tuning
When you design and build a relational database, you have to define indexes. You 
do not have to define indexes when you design an Express database. In Express, 
from an index and construction point of view, a lot of the work is done 
automatically. The difference is that you need to understand Express objects and 
how they work.

In fact, Express uses offset addressing to find data instead of searching linear 
storage. It is the searching of linear storage that indexes help to perform more 
efficiently. Therefore, you can think of every data storage cell in Express as being 
fully indexed when compared to a relational database.

It is important to understand issues such as the importance of the order in which 
you specify dimensions when you define a variable. The dimension order 
determines how data is stored. And the way in which data is stored has an impact 
on how efficiently Express is able to access that data, as shown in “A Visual 
Overview of the Issues That Determine Performance” on page 3-12.

Who Will Be Doing the Performance Tuning?

The role of the application designer and implementer
The main portion of performance tuning is the responsibility of the application 
designer and implementer, because this person will make the vast majority of 
performance decisions in the database design.
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The application designer and implementer will tune the database design before the 
database is built. The majority of information in this guide is geared toward the 
application designer and implementer. Almost every decision this person makes 
will affect performance.

The role of the DBA
Once the application designer and implementer has built the database, it is likely 
that the DBA will be responsible for maintaining that database. Primarily, this 
means that the DBA will keep the data current, typically by loading new data and 
then aggregating it. Therefore, the major performance concerns of the DBA will 
probably be data load performance and aggregation performance (see Chapter 5).

The role of the system administrator
The system administrator is likely to be responsible for balancing the number of 
software programs that are installed on the same machine as Express Server. In an 
ideal world, one computer should be dedicated to running Express Server. 
However, depending on your resources, this may not be feasible or even possible. 
Therefore, the system administrator should balance the needs of Express with the 
needs of the other programs running on the same machine in order to ensure good 
performance for Express.

The system administrator may be responsible for installing Express Server and 
deciding how many instances of it are needed (see the Express Server 
documentation, including the Express Installation and Configuration Guide).

Why Performance Can Be a Problem

The problem: Getting data into the database
One of the great strengths of Express is that query performance is typically very 
fast. In fact, query performance is so good that it is almost independent of database 
size. In other words, getting data out of the database is rarely a problem.

On the other hand, if you do not know how to use Express efficiently, your major 
performance problem is likely to be getting data into the database — meaning, 
loading detail-level data and aggregating that data. Typically, you run programs as 
batch jobs to load and aggregate data. You will often have a batch window, 
meaning, a limited amount of time in which to run these programs.
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The main performance problem that you are likely to face is not being able to load 
and aggregate data in the batch window that is provided. This guide is designed to 
help you learn how to fit your data loads and aggregations into your batch window.

Why is it necessary to aggregate data?
Aggregating the data in an Express database improves the speed of user queries. 
Aggregated data is stored on disk. Therefore, when a user queries the database, if 
the data that user wants has already been aggregated, then Express simply needs to 
locate that data, move it from disk to memory in order to access it, and return it to 
the user.

If every user had to wait for data to be aggregated for every query they made, 
overall query performance would suffer.

Why can aggregating data be a time-consuming process?
For any OLAP database, regardless of the product, aggregation can be 
time-consuming if you do not know how to manage this process.

If you have an extremely simple database design in which each dimension has only 
one hierarchy that has few levels and very few dimension values per level, your 
aggregation performance will probably be very good. But that is not a realistic 
scenario. The fact is that each dimension can have more than one hierarchy, and 
those hierarchies can be very complex. If you aggregate data for every possible 
dimension value at every level of every hierarchy for every dimension, then the task 
of aggregating data will take a long time and the database will be very large. Your 
batch load window tends to be driven by database size — the larger the database, 
the longer it will take to load and aggregate the data. Likewise, database growth is 
driven by the following:

■ The number of variables for which data needs to be aggregated

■ The number of dimensions in each variable

■ The number of dimension values in each dimension

■ The number of hierarchies in each dimension

■ The number of levels in each hierarchy

■ The number of detail-level data records

■ The sparsity of the detail-level data
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The goal: Balance aggregation and calculation on the fly
If you aggregate all of a variable’s data, then aggregation performance will suffer. In 
fact, you may not be able to load and aggregate the data in your batch window.

If you do not aggregate any of a variable’s data — meaning, you specify that all of 
its data should be calculated on the fly — you may find that query performance is 
unacceptable. One of the reasons that query performance is an Express strength is 
that precalculating data results in fast query performance. Therefore, if you choose 
not to precalculate any data, then you are failing to take advantage of an Express 
advantage.

The way to achieve good overall performance is to balance the amount of data that 
you aggregate with the amount of data that you specify to be calculated on the fly.

Typically, it is a good strategy to use the skip-level approach — meaning, 
precalculate the data for every other level in the hierarchies of one or two 
dimensions in a variable’s definition. For details about using the skip-level 
approach, refer to “A typical aggregation strategy: Use the skip-level approach” on 
page 5-16.

Use AGGREGATE to balance your batch and runtime workloads
The Express language AGGREGATE command and AGGREGATE function give 
you a way to aggregate some of a variable’s data and specify that the rest should be 
calculated on the fly. Refer to Chapter 5 to learn how to use AGGREGATE.

Example: Balancing your batch and runtime workloads
Typically, you will organize each dimension into at least one hierarchy. For example, 
a TIME dimension might have detail-level data for each day of the year. The 
hierarchy that you design for the TIME dimension may organize that daily data into 
weeks, then into months, then into quarters, and finally into years.

If you aggregate all levels of all hierarchies for every dimension, the time in which 
the data is aggregated may be so slow that it cannot fit into your batch window. For 
example, if you are given a 6-hour window in which to load new detail-level data 
and aggregate it, you might need 12 hours just to aggregate all of the data. But if 
you aggregate some of the data, the aggregation processes may only take 4 hours to 
run.

For example, suppose that your users tend to query data primarily at the weekly 
level. They may, on occasion, query other levels. Using the skip-level approach 
(which is described in “A typical aggregation strategy: Use the skip-level approach” 
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on page 5-16), a good strategy is to aggregate the detail-level data for the weekly 
and quarterly levels only. You can specify that the other levels of the hierarchy 
should be calculated on the fly.

By combining aggregation and calculation on the fly, you balance your needs with 
the users’ needs. Query performance will be very good, and you should be able to 
fit your data load and aggregation processes into your batch window.

The role of memory in regard to performance
The amount of memory that is available to Express plays a key role in both data 
load/aggregation performance and query performance. The more memory that is 
available, the larger the page pool can be, which means that less paging is likely to 
occur. The ideal situation is to have enough memory so that you could fit the entire 
Express database into memory at once.
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2
The Express Performance Checklist

Chapter summary
This chapter provides a checklist of tasks that you should follow to promote good 
Express performance. Please be aware that performance is primarily determined by 
the way in which you design your database — it is critical that you also follow the 
rules in Chapter 4.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ The Complete Checklist: From Hardware to Query

■ The Hardware Checklist

■ The Installation Checklist

■ The Database Design Checklist

■ The Database Build Checklist

■ The Query Checklist

The Complete Checklist: From Hardware to Query

The complete checklist
The following set of checklists describes all of the recommendations you should 
follow from the time you plan to purchase Express until the Express database is 
being queried by users. Please note that this chapter describes each item in the 
following checklist in detail.
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The Hardware Checklist:

❏ “Try to use a new computer” on page 2-4

❏ “Dedicate the computer to Express” on page 2-4

❏ “Dedicate up to 2 to 4GB of memory per instance of Express Server” on page 
2-5

❏ “Make sure the computer has more than one CPU” on page 2-6

❏ “Try to use the fastest possible CPU speed” on page 2-6

❏ “Buy a good I/O subsystem” on page 2-6

❏ “Format the hard drive” on page 2-10

The Installation Checklist:

❏ “When to reduce the number of page buffers” on page 2-11

❏ “Remove any Express Server modules that are unnecessary” on page 2-12

❏ “Install every recommended patch” on page 2-17

❏ “For I/O subsystems: Set the correct file system paths” on page 2-17

❏ “NT platform: When memory is greater than 2GB” on page 2-20

❏ “NT platform: Do not install Express Server on a domain controller” on page 
2-20

❏ “Configure the operating system to de-emphasize file caching” on page 2-20

The Database Design Checklist:

❏ “Plan your Express data model” on page 2-24

❏ “Plan your dimension order according to your users’ application” on page 2-24

❏ “Determine the most efficient way to organize data on disk” on page 2-28

❏ “Decide where to place the TIME dimension in the dimension order” on page 
2-28

❏ “Define your database objects with the appropriate data type” on page 2-30

❏ “Pay attention to the order of the dimensions in a composite” on page 2-30

❏ “Take advantage of Express’s internal looping” on page 2-31

❏ “Use the ACROSS keyword with the “=” command and composites” on page 
2-33
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❏ “Specify the scope of computations” on page 2-34

❏ “Reverse the dimension order for explicit loops” on page 2-34

The Database Build Checklist:

❏ “Order the dimension values based on the dimension’s primary hierarchy” on 
page 2-36

❏ “Sort the detail data based on the variable’s dimensionality” on page 2-37

❏ “Load all of the dimension values before you load any data values” on page 
2-37

❏ “Use internal format” on page 2-38

❏ “Use the AGGREGATE command to aggregate data” on page 2-39

❏ “Combine precalculation and calculation on the fly” on page 2-39

❏ “Use MONITOR and TRACKPRG to get performance information” on page 
2-40

❏ “If an inside loop uses ampersand substitution, consider removing it” on page 
2-40

The Query Checklist:

❏ “If query performance is acceptable, do not try to improve it” on page 2-41

❏ “If query performance suffers, check the ThreadPoolMax setting” on page 2-41

❏ “If you use calculation on the fly, did you compile the aggregation map?” on 
page 2-42

❏ “Pre-calculate more of your data” on page 2-43

For more information about the checklist
Read the rest of this chapter for more information about the items on the checklist.
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The Hardware Checklist

The hardware section of the performance checklist
The following list is the hardware section of the performance checklist:

❏ “Try to use a new computer” on page 2-4

❏ “Dedicate the computer to Express” on page 2-4

❏ “Dedicate up to 2 to 4GB of memory per instance of Express Server” on page 
2-5

❏ “Make sure the computer has more than one CPU” on page 2-6

❏ “Try to use the fastest possible CPU speed” on page 2-6

❏ “Buy a good I/O subsystem” on page 2-6

❏ “Format the hard drive” on page 2-10

Each of these tasks is discussed in the remainder of this topic.

Try to use a new computer
After purchasing Express Server and other Express products, you might be tempted 
to install them on an old computer that happens to be available. The problem is that 
the older and slower a system is, the more effort will be required to tune Express if 
timing requirements are aggressive.

If at all possible, use a new computer instead of an old one. If your budget will not 
allow you to buy a new computer, then compare the cost of new hardware against 
the person-hour costs of optimizing Express (which may require sophisticated 
database designs) to meet your performance requirements on a slower system.

Dedicate the computer to Express
In order to achieve the best possible performance, you should install Express on a 
computer that you dedicate to Express. In other words, do not install or run any 
programs other than your Express products and any software that they require.

If you choose to use the computer to run software other than Express — for 
example, a relational database management system — then you should be aware 
that Express will have to share the computer’s resources (such as CPUs and 
memory). As a result, Express performance is likely to suffer.
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If it is not possible to dedicate a computer to Express, then make sure that the 
computer has enough resources to support both Express and all of the other 
software programs that run on that computer. For example, suppose you run one 
instance of Express Server on a computer. Suppose that all of the other software 
programs that run on that machine require a total of 6GB of memory — and the 
single instance of Express Server requires 4GB. That means that you should make 
sure that the computer has a minimum of 10GB of memory.

Dedicate up to 2 to 4GB of memory per instance of Express Server
If you plan to run more than one instance of Express Server on the same computer, 
it is a good practice for the computer to have:

■ Up to 4GB of memory for every Express Server instance on Sun Solaris

■ Up to 3GB of memory for every Express Server instance on NT Enterprise 
Edition

■ Up to 4GB (or more) for every Express Server instance on Digital UNIX

■ Up to 2GB of memory for every Express Server instance on all other platforms

For example, if you plan to run three instances of Express Server on the same 
computer, it is a good idea for that machine to have up to 12GB of memory if the 
operating system is Sun Solaris.

Remember that if the computer is not dedicated to Express, you must make sure 
that it has enough memory to support all of the software programs that run on that 
machine.

If your budget will not allow you to buy the memory that is needed, then consider 
the cost of labor over the course of time. In other words, if you do not buy the 
memory that is required by Express in order to perform well, your DBA will spend 
more time loading and aggregating data, and your users may have to wait longer 
when they query data.

On the other hand, the amount of memory is less of an issue for small user 
communities and small databases. For example, if the database is small and your 
entire user community consists of only five or six read-only users, then Express can 
perform well with 256MB to 512MB of memory. Similarly, if the database is only 
200MB, then large amounts of memory will not improve performance.
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Make sure the computer has more than one CPU
Express performs at its best when the computer on which Express Server is installed 
has more than one CPU. Although Express will run on a computer that has only one 
CPU, performance is likely to suffer.

The number of CPUs will have the greatest impact on query performance — the 
more CPUs, the better. At this time, data loads and aggregations do not use much 
more than one CPU. Even so, load and aggregation performances will benefit from 
a second CPU because it will be free to perform other nonapplication tasks, such as 
operating system tasks.

Typically, as long as the computer has two CPUs, the number of CPUs does not 
matter in regard to build performance. In other words, for data loads and 
aggregation, performance will be about the same regardless of whether the 
computer has two or eight CPUs.

On the other hand, multiple CPUs can greatly improve query performance. This is 
especially important when you have multiple instances of Express running on the 
same machine. In general, it is a good practice to have one CPU for every instance 
of Express.

Try to use the fastest possible CPU speed
Software performance improves with the speed of the computer’s CPUs. This 
means that Express Server should be installed on a computer that has more than 
one CPU, and those CPUs should be the fastest CPUs that are available to you.

In fact, if your budget forces you to choose between buying several CPUs and 
buying fast CPUs, you should choose the fast CPUs in order for Express to achieve 
the best performance.

Buy a good I/O subsystem
Building and querying Express databases are tasks that are extremely disk I/O 
intensive. As a result, the disk subsystem can be the most common bottleneck if you 
do not take steps to set up a good I/O subsystem.

Two important aspects of disk I/O are bandwidth and throughput. Traditionally, an 
RDBMS requires a large throughput, while a multidimensional database requires a 
high bandwidth. However, if a multidimensional database has a significant number 
of concurrent users, it may also require a high throughput I/O configuration. 
Bandwidth is limited by I/O controllers, while throughput is limited by disks. You 
can improve bandwidth by spreading disks across a large number of I/O 
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controllers. You can improve throughput with a smaller number of controllers but 
with a large number of disks per controller.

As long as your largest Express database is smaller in bytes than the memory on the 
computer on which Express Server is installed, then you do not need to consider 
buying a high-performance data-storage system.

However, once an Express database grows larger than memory, performance will 
probably suffer. To improve performance, you should consider one of the following 
alternatives:

■ If your budget allows, buy a high-performance data-storage system, such as a 
hardware-based RAID.

■ If you cannot afford to buy a high-performance data-storage system, buy 
multiple disks and create your own software striping system to create a single 
file system.

■ If you cannot afford to buy multiple disks, then reduce the maximum Express 
database file size to spread data across multiple file systems. You can do this by 
using the DATABASE command with the FILESIZE keyword. This sets the 
maximum size of each component file (main file and extension files) for a 
specified database or, if no database is specified, for the current database. When 
a file’s size grows beyond the value of FILESIZE or the current disk or location 
becomes full, Express creates a database extension file. You should also make 
sure that the file system paths are set correctly, as described in “For I/O 
subsystems: Set the correct file system paths” on page 2-17.

Recommendations for using RAID with Express
RAID is the best I/O subsystem solution. You can implement RAID either as a 
hardware controller or by using software. Regardless of how you implement RAID, 
it can perform striping most efficiently and yield the highest level of performance.

It is important to consider fault tolerance, as well as total disk requirements and I/O 
access rates.

If you purchase RAID technology, consider the following recommendations:

■ RAID 5 is the safest setting but will also result in slow performance. If you use 
software striping, RAID 5 results in very slow write performance. 

RAID 5 offers fault tolerance through distributed data guarding. It has a 4:1 
write ratio (2 physical reads plus 2 physical writes: 1 logical write) and a 1:1 
read ratio (1 physical read: 1 logical read). All RAID 5 data is stored in one 
physical location, so there is no benefit from split reads. The amount of storage 
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that is required is one drive (parity) for every x number of drives (data). Under 
RAID 5, there may be a substantial write penalty of 20 to 35 percent, depending 
on the application.

In general, RAID 5 is not the best choice to use with Express.

■ RAID 0 is the least expensive and the least safe choice but also results in the 
best performance. 

RAID 0 offers no fault tolerance for your drives. It has a 1:1 write ratio (1 
physical write: 1 logical write) and a 1:1 read ratio. All RAID 0 data is stored in 
one physical location. This is the most economical choice, because the total 
number of physical drives equals the number of logical drives.

As long as you can use an alternative method to ensure the safety of your data 
(such as mirroring), RAID 0 is a good choice to use with Express.

■ RAID 0+1 is the most expensive choice, balancing performance and safety.

In this case, you would use RAID 1 on critical drives and RAID 0 on other 
drives. You should put log drives on a RAID 1 drive so that no log files will be 
lost if there is a single disk failure.

RAID 1 offers fault tolerance through data mirroring. It has a 2:1 write ratio (2 
physical writes: 1 logical write) and a 1:1 read ratio. All RAID 1 data is stored in 
two physical locations. Split reads improve performance, because the database 
is able to read from either copy of the data. Because it requires twice the amount 
of storage, RAID 1 is the least economical choice, but it provides the best fault 
tolerance.

If you can afford to buy all the disk space that you need, RAID 0+1 is a good 
choice to use with Express.

Recommendations for creating your own software striping system
RAID controllers can be expensive. If you cannot afford to buy a high-performance 
data-storage system, then you should create your own software striping system. To 
do so, do not limit the computer to a single disk. Instead, you can buy several 
inexpensive hardware disks, and then use software (such as Veritas) to make your 
own striping system.
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If you create your own software striping system, consider the following 
recommendations:

■ Set up three different disk arrays for your I/O subsystem. In other words, you 
can have three mount points for each Express instance. A typical strategy is to 
set up one mount point for the database file (the target machine), one mount 
point for the data staging area (the source machine), and one mount point for 
EXPTEMP files, which are temporary files that Express automatically creates. 
These mount points should not share any disk(s).

■ If you use one disk array for a data staging area, you can use fewer disks in this 
array, because data loading typically consists of sequential reads.

■ Do not split physical disks across the same set of file systems. For example, if 
you have a 12G file system that consists of three 4G hard disks, you may have 
one mount point for each disk. In general, you should not set up more than one 
mount point for one disk (or disk group) unless those mount points are used at 
different times of day and they are used for different reasons.

■ Limiting the number of disks can contribute to slow performance. For example, 
if you must choose between buying four 8G disks and eight 4G disks, you are 
likely to get better performance with eight 4G disks. The number of disks can be 
more important than the amount of disk space per disk.

Recommendations for reducing the maximum size of an Express database
In general, you should not reduce the Express database file size. However, if you 
can afford to buy neither a hardware controller such as RAID nor software to set up 
your own disk array, then you can use the DATABASE command with the FILESIZE 
keyword to reduce the maximum size of your Express database file and its 
extension files as a last resort.

If you reduce the file size, you will increase the number of files in which any 
Express database is stored. You can then spread these files across multiple file 
systems or mounted drives.

The default file size is 2G. Suppose you change the file size to 128MB. Instead of 
being stored in one file or a few files, the Express database is now stored in a large 
number of files. If you spread these files across multiple devices, performance can 
improve. Refer to the DATABASE command Help topic in the Express Language 
Reference Help system for more information about using the FILESIZE keyword.
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Case study: How a software striping system improves performance
A company had built an Express database on a computer that had six hard disks. 
The company had already used software to make their own striping system. All six 
disks were 99 percent busy, which resulted in slow performance for a data load 
process. In general, when a disk becomes 30 percent busy, you will begin to notice 
that performance is a bit slower. When a disk becomes 60 percent busy, performance 
becomes obviously slower.

In this case, the solution was to buy one more hard disk for the computer. By 
adding just one disk, performance improved dramatically. Instead of six disks being 
99 percent busy, the computer now has seven disks that are 30 percent busy for the 
same data load process. As a result, the data load process ran more than twice as 
fast after the seventh disk was added.

Format the hard drive
For optimal performance, the disk format should use a block size equal to the 
Express Server page size or an integer multiple of that size. For 32-bit Express 
Server, the page size is 4096 bytes. For 64-bit Express Server, the page size is 8192 
bytes.

For example, if you have an NT platform, the most common way to format hard 
disks is to specify 512 bytes per sector, and one sector per cluster. This is not optimal 
for Express and most likely not optimal for an RDBMS that runs on that hard disk. 
Suppose the page size of your variable is 4K. In this case, to read one page of 
Express data, the operating system needs to issue 4 reads, which causes less than 
optimal I/O performance. The optimal way to format an NT hard drive is to specify 
4K per sector.

The Installation Checklist

The installation section of the performance checklist
The following list is the installation section of the performance checklist:

❏ “When to reduce the number of page buffers” on page 2-11

❏ “Remove any Express Server modules that are unnecessary” on page 2-12

❏ “Install every recommended patch” on page 2-17

❏ “For I/O subsystems: Set the correct file system paths” on page 2-17
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❏ “NT platform: When memory is greater than 2GB” on page 2-20

❏ “NT platform: Do not install Express Server on a domain controller” on page 
2-20

❏ “Configure the operating system to de-emphasize file caching” on page 2-20

Each of these tasks is discussed in the remainder of this topic.

When to reduce the number of page buffers
If you notice that excessive paging and high I/O occur on the computer on which 
Express is installed, then you should consider reducing the number of page buffers. 
Depending on the platform, you can use a tool such as the Performance Monitor or 
vmstat to check for paging and I/O.

You can improve performance by reducing the number of page buffers only when 
either of the following is true:

■ Express Server is installed on a computer on which other applications (such as a 
relational database management system) are also installed. In other words, the 
computer is not dedicated to Express.

■ More than one instance of Express Server is running on the same computer.

How to reduce the number of page buffers
To reduce the number of page buffers, reduce the setting of the PageBufferCount 
parameter of your Express Server instance.

However, you must be aware that PageBufferCount is related to other paging 
settings. If the relationship between these paging settings is incorrect, or if the value 
of PageBufferCount is too large for your system, Express Server will not start. If you 
set the page buffer too small or too large, then you can experience poor 
performance. For details, refer to the PageBufferCount Help topic in the Help 
system of your configuration tool for Express Server.

What does PageBufferCount do?
The PageBufferCount setting determines the amount of memory that is allocated for 
the Page Pool when an Express service starts up. The Page Pool is a shared cache in 
which the Paging Manager makes database pages available to Express sessions.

When you reduce the value of PageBufferCount, you will be providing more 
memory for other services and applications, if any, that are running on the same 
computer.
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What is the default value of PageBufferCount?
The value of PageBufferCount is a number of page buffers.

The size of a page buffer is the size of a database page:

■ Each page buffer on a 32-bit platform is 4K bytes.

■ Each page buffer on a 64-bit platform is 8K bytes.

The default setting for PageBufferCount is displayed as “NA.” The actual default 
value of PageBufferCount varies, depending on the platform on which Express 
Server is installed and the amount of physical memory on the computer. The default 
value of PageBufferCount is generally half the amount of physical memory. To get 
the actual setting of PageBufferCount, look at the event log file (named 
OESEvent.log for Express Server). The location of the event log file is determined 
by the EventLogPath parameter setting.

For more information about the PageBufferCount parameter setting, refer to the 
PageBufferCount Help topic in the Help system of your configuration tool for 
Express Server.

If one Express Server instance runs on a dedicated computer
If there is only one instance of Express Server on a computer, and that computer is 
dedicated to Express, then you should not reduce the PageBufferCount setting.

In this case, you can ignore PageBufferCount — or you can even increase the value. 
To determine the increased value, look at the OESevent.log to find out the current 
allocation that is based on the default NA setting. However, you should also be 
aware that setting PageBufferCount too high can cause operational problems, such 
as the inability of one or more instances of Express Server to initialize, the inability 
of additional Express clients to connect to the server, and client session 
segmentation violations when attempting a SQL connection to an Oracle RDBMS. 
For details, refer to the Express Installation and Configuration Guide.

Remove any Express Server modules that are unnecessary
When Express Server is installed, a variety of installation options are available, such 
as a Typical Install, a Complete Install, and a Custom Install. Regardless of which 
option was chosen, it is very likely that there are several modules that have been 
installed that you actually do not need. Removing these unneeded modules can 
have a significant impact on improving performance.
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How to remove modules
After Express Server has been installed, use your configuration tool to remove 
modules.

For example, if your configuration tool is the Express Instance Manager, use the 
following procedure:

1. In the Instance Manager Navigator, select the Express instance that you want 
and provide valid user credentials for the host computer.

2. Under the entry for the Express instance in the Navigator, choose Modules. The 
Modules sheet appears in the right-hand window, listing all required and 
optional modules that are currently available to the Express instance. All 
required modules are identified by a checkmark.

3. In the General page of the Modules sheet, select a module and click the Remove 
button. Do not remove required modules, which are identified in the table later 
in this topic.

4. When you finish removing modules from the sheet, click the Apply button. No 
module will be removed until you click Apply.

To get information about a module, select that module, click the Properties button, 
and then click the Help button in the Properties dialog box.

Once you remove a module from an Express instance, you can add it back to that 
instance at any time.

What happens if I remove a required module?
If you remove modules, and Express Server stops, then this is an indication that you 
have removed a module that is required by another module. If you suspect that this 
may have happened, then look in the Event log for the following type of message:

[136]Workspace Mgr - ifid resolution failed: RESARRAY[9].
[136]OES Kernel - ERROR: initialization failed.

If you find this kind of message in your Event log, then use your configuration tool 
to add modules back to the Express instance and restart Express Server.

If your configuration tool is the Express Instance Manager, then it is unlikely that 
you will accidentally remove a required module, because you will be prompted to 
confirm the removal of required modules.
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The modules: You can remove any modules that are not required
The following table lists all installed modules. The file name for each module will 
have either an .so or a .dll extension. Do not remove any modules that are 
required.

Description Module Name Is this module required or optional?

CORBA Session Manager xscosess Required only if you are using Express 
Instance Manager and you want to be 
able to manage sessions; otherwise, 
optional

Engine xseng Required

Exception Manager xsexcept Required

Express Communications xscxca Required only to support Express 
Communications Architecture

External Call xsextcal Required only if you are using 
EXTCALL SPL support; otherwise, 
optional

I/O Manager xsiomgr Required

Init/Term xsinittm Required

International Character xsics Required

Memory Manager xsmemmgr Required

ODBC xsodbc Required only if you are using ODBC 
access to SQL, Relational Access 
Administrator, or Relational Access 
Manager; otherwise, optional. If ODBC 
support is not installed, then OCI 
support must be installed.

Oracle Call xsoci Required only if you are using OCI 
access to SQL, Oracle Express Relational 
Access Administrator (hereinafter 
known as Relational Access 
Administrator), or Oracle Express 
Relational Access Manager (hereinafter 
known as Relational Access Manager); 
otherwise, optional. If OCI support is 
not installed, then ODBC support must 
be installed.

Paging Manager xspgmgr Required
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Performance Manager xspermon Required only if you are actively using 
NT Performance Monitor; otherwise, 
optional 

Persistent Session xspsess Required by the Financial Analyzer’s 
Task Processor; required by the Oracle 
Express Batch Manager, which is used 
by Oracle Express Administrator 
(hereinafter known as Administrator), 
Oracle Sales Analyzer, Relational 
Access Administrator, and Relational 
Access Manager; otherwise, optional

Remote Operations xsromgr Required only to support SNAPI and 
Express Web Agent; optional if you are 
using XCA only.

Security Manager xssec Required

Session Manager xssessit Required

Shell Command xsshell Required only if you are using SHELL 
SPL support; otherwise, optional

SNAPI Direct Call xssnsx Required only if you need 16-bit local 
SNAPI support—for versions prior to 
6.3 only; otherwise, optional

SNAPI Engine xssnsr Required — in addition, either 
Microsoft RPC support or Remote 
Operations support must also be 
installed.

SNAPI RPC xssnrp Required only if you are using MS-RPC 
SNAPI (if the SNAPI Engine is installed, 
then either Microsoft RPC support or 
Remote Operations support must also 
be installed); otherwise, optional

SNAPI Remote Operations xssnrr Required only if you are using RO 
SNAPI (if the SNAPI Engine is installed, 
then either Microsoft RPC support or 
Remote Operations support must also 
be installed); otherwise, optional

Description Module Name Is this module required or optional?
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Guidelines for removing SQL modules
There are three SQL modules:

■ xssqlout — the SQL Manager, which is used for all SQL connections

■ xsoci — for OCI support

■ xsodbc — for ODBC support

SQL xssqlout Required only if you are using SQL 
support, Relational Access 
Administrator, or Relational Access 
Manager; if the SQL Manager is 
installed, then either OCI support or 
ODBC support must also be installed; 
otherwise, optional

Stack Manager xsstack Required

Test Engine xsteng Required only if you are using Test 
Engine support; otherwise, optional

Thread Pool Manager xsopool Required

Varying Character support 
(versions prior to 6.3 only)

xsvchar Required

Web Agent xswasr Required only if you are using Oracle 
Express Web Agent; otherwise, optional

Web Agent RPC (NT only) xswarp Required only if you are using MS-RPC 
to Oracle Express Web Agent; 
otherwise, optional

Web Agent Remote 
Operations

xswarr Required only if you are using RO to 
Oracle Express Web Agent (required on 
Unix and some configurations on NT); 
otherwise, optional

Workspace Manager xswsmgr Required

Description Module Name Is this module required or optional?
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The following table provides guidelines for removing SQL modules:

Install every recommended patch
The following types of patches are recommended every so often:

■ A patch for the version of Express Server that you have purchased

■ A patch for the platform on which you have installed Express Server

Always install every patch that is recommended, regardless of whether it is a patch 
for Express Server or for the platform. Every patch can improve Express 
performance. In many cases, the results can be dramatic.

For I/O subsystems: Set the correct file system paths
If the computer on which Express Server is installed has more than one disk, then 
make sure that the file system paths are set correctly.

You should set up a different mount point for temporary files, extension files, and 
database files in order to avoid I/O contention. In fact, you can use multiple mount 
points for each group of files. The file system paths must point to the correct mount 
points. Therefore, the file path parameters that you must set correctly are:

■ ServerDBPath: This parameter identifies the default paths that Express will 
search for Express databases.

■ ExtensionFilePath: This parameter identifies the location where Express should 
create extension files for Express databases.

■ SessionTempFilePath: This parameter identifies the location where Express can 
create an EXPTEMP database for each client session.

■ GlobalTempDBPath: This parameter identifies the location where Express can 
create a global temporary (GLOBTEMP) database for each session.

To connect to:
The following SQL 

module(s) are required
You can remove the 

following SQL module(s)

An Oracle8 database xssqlout and xsoci xsodbc

A 3rd party relational 
database

xssqlout and xsodbc xsoci

No relational databases none xssqlout, xsoci, and xsodbc

Both Oracle8 and a 3rd 
party relational database

xssqlout, xsoci, and xsodbc none
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For more information about any of these parameters, refer to their related Help 
topics in your configuration tool’s Help system.

Example: Setting parameters for one Express instance
If you are running only one instance of Express on a computer, then consider the 
following strategy. This example assumes that Express is installed on an NT 
platform, although you can use the same strategy regardless of platform.

Suppose you have three drives, and each is on a separate disk. The drives are 
named D:, E:, and F:. All of the parameters are set to their respective defaults. You 
can improve performance by specifying a different disk for these parameters. 
Therefore, instead of putting Express databases, their extension files, EXPTEMP 
databases and their extension files, and GLOBTEMP database and extension files all 
on the same disk, you can spread them out across all of the available disks.

For example, suppose you create directories named mydtbs (to store Express 
databases), esextend (to store extension files for those databases), and estemp 
(for EXPTEMP and GLOBTEMP database and extension files) at the top levels of 
your E: and F: drives. Now, change the parameter settings to the following. (Note 
that the file path names are separated by semicolons.)

ServerDBPath=D:/OraHome1/olap/oes630/service;E:/mydtbs;F:/mydtbs
ExtensionFilePath=E:/esextend;F:/esextend;D:/OraHome1/olap/oes630/esextend
SessionTempFilePath=F:/estemp;D:/OraHome1/olap/oes630/estemp;E:/estemp
GlobalTempDBPath=D:/OraHome1/olap/oes630/estemp;E:/estemp;F:/estemp

In this example, these settings will lead to the following results:

■ You can store Express database files in the default location on D: or in the 
mydtbs directories that you created on E: and F: — Express will search all of 
these locations for database files.

■ If an extension file needs to be created for a database, it will be stored in the 
esextend directory on E:. If a second extension file needs to be created for that 
same database, the second extension file will be stored in the esextend 
directory on F:, and so on.

■ EXPTEMP database files for all users will be stored in the estemp directory on 
F:. If an extension file is created for a user’s EXPTEMP database, then that 
extension file will be stored in the estemp directory on F:. If a second extension 
file is created for that same user’s EXPTEMP database, then that second 
extension file will be stored in the estemp directory on D:, and so on.

■ GLOBALTEMP database files for all sessions will be stored in the estemp 
directory on D:. If an extension file is created for the GLOBALTEMP database, 
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that extension file will be stored in the estemp directory on E:; a second 
extension file for the same GLOBALTEMP database will be stored in the 
estemp directory on F:, and so on.

Example: Setting parameters for multiple Express instances
Suppose you have three Express instances running on one computer that has 
multiple disks. It can be a good strategy to use different parameter settings for each 
Express instance. This example assumes that Express is installed on a Unix 
platform, although you can use the same strategy regardless of platform. Suppose 
you have three file systems, each with its own disk (or disk set). The file systems are 
named /data1, /data2, and /data3. Suppose that you begin with the strategy that is 
described in “Example: Setting parameters for one Express instance.” However, 
instead of setting the parameters exactly the same for each Express instance, you 
change them slightly for each instance.For example, for three Express instances, you 
could use the following settings. (Note that semicolons separate file path names.)

■ For the first Express instance:

ServerDBPath=/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630/service;/data2/mydtbs;/data3/mydtbs
ExtensionFilePath=/data2/esextend;/data3/esextend;/data1/OraHome1/olap 
/oes630/esextend
SessionTempFilePath=/data3/estemp;/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630/estemp;/data2 
/estemp
GlobalTempDBPath=/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630/estemp;/data2/estemp; 
/data3/estemp

■ For the second Express instance:

ServerDBPath=/data2/mydtbs;/data3/mydtbs;/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630/service
ExtensionFilePath=/data3/esextend;/data1/OraHome1/olap /oes630/esextend; 
/data2/esextend
SessionTempFilePath=/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630/estemp;/data2/estemp 
/data3/estemp
GlobalTempDBPath=/data2/estemp;/data3/estemp;/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630 
/estemp

■ For the third Express instance:

ServerDBPath=/data3/mydtbs;/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630/service;/data2/mydtbs
ExtensionFilePath=/data1/OraHome1/olap /oes630/esextend;/data2/esextend; 
/data3/esextend
SessionTempFilePath=/data2/estemp;/data3/estemp;/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630 
/estemp
GlobalTempDBPath=/data3/estemp;/data1/OraHome1/olap/oes630/estemp;/data2 
/estemp
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NT platform: When memory is greater than 2GB
If Express Server is installed on NT, and the computer has more than 2GB of 
memory, run the NT Enterprise Edition.

The NT Enterprise Edition allows Express Server to access more memory for the 
PageBufferCount parameter. For more information about PageBufferCount, refer to 
“When to reduce the number of page buffers” on page 2-11.

The NT Enterprise Edition must be large-address aware. By default, the NT 
Enterprise Edition provides only 2GB of address space. You should change this so 
that the NT Enterprise Edition provides 3GB of address space instead. To do so, you 
will need to change the boot.ini file to turn on the large-address aware 
capabilities. Add the boot parameter /3GB to the operating systems section, as 
shown in the following example.

multi(0)disk(0)rdisk(0)partition(1)\WINNT="Windows NT Server,
Enterprise Edition Version 4.00 [3G address space]" /3GB

NT platform: Do not install Express Server on a domain controller
If the platform that your computers use is NT, do not install Express Server on a 
computer that has been configured as a file server or a domain controller. For 
details, refer to “NT Platform: Do Not Install on a Domain Controller” on page 4-4.

Instead, you should install Express Server on an application server. If this is a 
dedicated Express machine, then it should be configured to optimize for a network 
application.

By default, NT Servers are configured as a file server by specifying Maximize 
Throughput for File Sharing in the Optimization box in the Server dialog box. This 
is not appropriate for Express Server. Instead, an NT Server should be configured as 
an application server by selecting the Maximize Throughput for Network 
Applications radio button in the Optimization box in the Server dialog box. Refer to 
your installation and configuration guide for NT for more details.

Configure the operating system to de-emphasize file caching
If the computer on which Express is installed has been configured as a file server, 
you should take steps to de-emphasize file caching. Otherwise, it is possible that the 
operating system and Express Server can be competing with each other to perform 
essentially the same task — moving pages in and out of memory — at the same 
time.
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The way in which you de-emphasize file caching depends on the operating system:

■ For an NT platform, install Express Server on a computer that has been 
configured as an application server.

■ For a Solaris platform, use priority paging.

■ For an AIX platform, use vmtune to reduce the AIX file cache size.

■ For Digital Unix, change the universal cache buffer settings and possibly the 
advanced file system cache buffer setting.

NT platform: Install Express Server on an application server
If your operating system is NT, then install Express Server on a computer that has 
been configured as an application server.  For more information, refer to “NT 
platform: Do not install Express Server on a domain controller” on page 2-20 and 
“NT Platform: Do Not Install on a Domain Controller” on page 4-4.

Solaris platform: Use priority paging
If Express Server is installed on Solaris, then be sure to use priority paging. This 
prevents Solaris from using memory for file caching that could be better used by an 
application.

When you use priority paging, you must make sure that the execution bit is not set 
on the Express data files and databases. In other words, if these files currently have 
rwx permissions, then change the mode so that they only have rw permissions. If 
you do not take this step, then you are likely to encounter paging problems.

The way in which you use priority paging depends on the version of Solaris that 
you have:

■ If you have Solaris 2.6, first install the fast mutex patch.

■ If you have a version prior to Solaris 2.7, then get the priority paging patch, 
install it, and turn on the priority paging feature.

■ If you have Solaris 2.7, then turn on the priority paging feature by following 
this procedure:

■ Change directories to /etc.

■ Edit the system file by adding the following line:

set Priority_Paging=1

■ Reboot the computer.
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■ To enable priority paging on a live 32-bit system, set the following with adb:

■ # adb -kw /dev/ksyms /dev/mem

■ lotsfree/D

■ lotsfree: 730 <- value of lotsfree

■ cachefree/W 0t 1460 <-2 x value of lotsfree

■ To enable priority paging on a live 64-bit system, set the following with adb:

■ # adb -kw /dev/ksyms /dev/mem

■ lotsfree/E

■ lotsfree: 730 <- value of lotsfree

■ cachefree/Z 0t 1460 <-2 x value of lotsfree

AIX platform: Use VMTune to reduce the AIX file cache size
By default, the AIX operating system allows its file system to use up to 80 percent of 
its physical memory to cache files. This can become a serious problem if a process 
reads a very large file. If Express is active, AIX will page out the Express page buffer 
area and other memory areas. The result is page thrashing.

To avoid this problem, use the vmtune utility to change the settings of the following 
parameters:

■ Set the minperm parameter to 5 percent of the size of the operating system file 
system cache.

■ Set the maxperm parameter to 10 percent of the size of the operating system file 
system cache.

The syntax to adjust the settings for both parameters is as follows:

vmtune -p min% -P max%

Therefore, you would use the following command to set the minperm parameter to 
5 percent and the maxperm parameter to 10 percent of the size of the operating 
system file system cache:

vmtune -p 5 -P 10

Changing the settings for these parameters will make more memory available that 
Express will need in order to perform well. But you should also be aware that if 
there is not much memory available, then using the vmtune utility may be of little 
help to performance.
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Digital UNIX platform: Change the universal cache buffer settings
By default, the Digital UNIX operating system allows its file system to use up to 100 
percent of its physical memory to cache files. This can become a serious problem if a 
process reads a very large file. If Express is active, Digital UNIX will page out the 
Express page buffer area and other memory areas. The result is page thrashing.

To avoid this problem, change the settings of the following UCB (universal cache 
buffer) parameters:

■ Set the UCBminpercent parameter to 10 percent of the size of the operating 
system file system cache.

■ Set the UCBmaxpercent parameter to 20 percent of the size of the operating 
system file system cache.

If you change the UCB parameter settings, and page thrashing is still a problem, 
there is one more parameter setting that you can change: ADVFScacheMaxPercent, 
which specifies the maximum percentage of physical memory that is used by the 
advanced file system to cache files.

By default, ADVFScacheMaxPercent is set to 7. Typically, Express performance will 
not be affected when this default value is used. If ADVFScacheMaxPercent is set to 
a value higher than 7, or if page thrashing is still a problem, then reducing this 
setting can improve Express performance.

The Database Design Checklist

The database design section of the performance checklist
The following list is the database design section of the performance checklist:

❏ “Plan your Express data model” on page 2-24

❏ “Plan your dimension order according to your users’ application” on page 2-24

❏ “Determine the most efficient way to organize data on disk” on page 2-28

❏ “Decide where to place the TIME dimension in the dimension order” on page 
2-28

❏ “Define your database objects with the appropriate data type” on page 2-30

❏ “Pay attention to the order of the dimensions in a composite” on page 2-30

❏ “Take advantage of Express’s internal looping” on page 2-31
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❏ “Use the ACROSS keyword with the “=” command and composites” on page 
2-33

❏ “Specify the scope of computations” on page 2-34

❏ “Reverse the dimension order for explicit loops” on page 2-34

Each of these tasks is discussed in the remainder of this topic.

Plan your Express data model
The Express data model refers to the way in which you translate your users’ needs 
to an Express database.

It is critical to talk to the people who will be using the Express database to find out 
exactly what data they want to query, as well as how they need to see it displayed. 
For example, if the Express users can draw a picture of how they want the data to 
be displayed, you can then use that picture as a starting point to determine what 
dimensions, hierarchies, levels, attributes, and variables you will need to create in 
order to organize and store the data.

Also, be sure to read Chapter 3 in this guide, which gives an overview of what 
causes bad performance and what promotes good performance, as well as how data 
is organized on disk. The more you understand about these subjects, the better 
decisions you will make when you plan an Express data model.

Plan your dimension order according to your users’ application
There are different recommendations for the way in which you physically order the 
dimensions in a variable definition, depending on the Express application that will 
be used by your users. You should consider these recommendations when you plan 
your database.

If your users use Oracle Financial Analyzer
If your users use Oracle Financial Analyzer (hereinafter known as Financial 
Analyzer), then consider the following recommendations for the dimension order in 
a variable definition:

■ <LINE <COMPOSITE> TIME>

LINE is the fastest-varying dimension, the composite is the 
intermediate-varying dimension, and TIME is the slowest-varying dimension. 
(Refer to Chapter 3 for definitions of these terms.)
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This dimension order can be a good solution when:

■ The LINE dimension (typically, the Account Line or the Line Item 
dimension) is dense — in other words, the LINE dimension has relatively 
few dimension values (tens to hundreds).

■ The LINE dimension has complex models or several different models that 
need to be solved over it.

■ There is a lot of controlled sparsity in the TIME dimension. (See “Definition: 
Controlled sparsity” on page 3-6.)

■ Whenever new detail data is loaded into the database, that detail data 
consists of only one new period of data.

■ You have a good understanding of database segmentation, and you know 
how to keep it to a minimum. Otherwise, performance will suffer.

Please note that it is not a good strategy to make TIME the slowest-varying 
dimension if you plan to perform inter-time period calculations, such as a 
moving average or a year-to-date total, because this will slow performance. In 
this case, TIME should be the fastest-varying dimension.

■ <LINE TIME <COMPOSITE>

LINE is the fastest-varying dimension, TIME is the intermediate-varying 
dimension, and the composite is the slowest-varying dimension.

This dimension order can be a good solution when:

■ The LINE dimension (typically, the Account Line or the Line Item 
dimension) is dense — in other words, the LINE dimension has relatively 
few dimension values (tens to hundreds).

■ The LINE dimension has complex models or several different models that 
need to be solved over it.

■ The models have many time-related functions (such as LAG or LEAD) that 
require accessing many TIME dimension values.

■ There is no, or an acceptable level of, controlled sparsity in TIME.

■ Whenever new detail data is loaded into the database, that detail data 
consists of multiple periods of data.

■ You have a good understanding of database segmentation, and you know 
how to keep it to a minimum. Otherwise, performance will suffer.
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■ <TIME <COMPOSITE>>

TIME is the fastest-varying dimension, and the composite (which now includes 
LINE) is the slowest-varying dimension.

This dimension order can be a good solution when:

■ The LINE dimension is sparse (hundreds to thousands of dimension 
values).

■ The LINE dimension does not have complex models or lots of different 
models that need to be solved over it.

■ The models have many time-related functions (such as LAG or LEAD) that 
require accessing many TIME dimension values.

■ TIME has little or no controlled sparsity.

■ The new detail data that is loaded into the database consists of multiple 
periods of data.

■ You are knowledgeable about segmentation and the appropriateness of 
using simple one-year segments on the TIME dimension. See “The 
recommendation for keeping segments to a minimum” on page 4-15 for an 
example of using simple one-year segments.

If your users use Oracle Sales Analyzer
If your users use Oracle Sales Analyzer, then consider the following 
recommendations for the dimension order in a variable definition.

Note that version 11i of Oracle Sales Analyzer allows the use of the AGGREGATE 
command to promote better aggregation performance. Prior to this version, 
composites were not supported because they did not provide a performance benefit 
for Oracle Sales Analyzer. Using AGGREGATE not only results in better 
aggregation performance but also gives you the opportunity to combine partial 
aggregation with calculation on the fly through customization to the Oracle Sales 
Analyzer data loaders; calculation on the fly is not supported by the default Oracle 
Sales Analyzer data loaders.

If your version of Oracle Sales Analyzer is earlier than 11i, then it will be necessary 
to use conjoint dimensions instead of composites.

■ TIME <CONJOINT/COMPOSITE>

TIME is the fastest-varying dimension, and the composite or the conjoint 
dimension is the slowest-varying dimension.
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This dimension order can be a good solution when:

■ You want to optimize for the performance of data loads that contain data 
for many TIME periods (such as historical data, meaning, all of the data that 
currently exists for your database).

■ You are rebuilding your database, unless the TIME data is very sparse.

■ The percentage of TIME dimension values for which data does not yet exist 
(such as future time periods) is small.

■ You are not concerned about the initial size of the database.

■ You are knowledgeable about segmentation and the appropriateness of 
using simple one-year segments on the TIME dimension. See “The 
recommendation for keeping segments to a minimum” on page 4-15 for an 
example of using simple one-year segments.

■ Many time periods are used in queries or calculations (for example, time 
series forecasting).

■ <<CONJOINT/COMPOSITE> TIME>

The composite or the conjoint dimension is the fastest-varying dimension, and 
TIME is the slowest-varying dimension.

This dimension order can be a good solution when:

■ You want to optimize for the performance of incremental data loads (new 
detail data that is loaded on a regular basis, such as weekly or daily).

■ The percentage of TIME dimension values for which data does not yet exist 
(such as future time periods) is large.

■ You have a good understanding of database segmentation, and you know 
how to keep it to a minimum. Otherwise, performance will suffer.

If your users use Oracle Express Objects or Oracle Express Analyzer
If your users use Oracle Express Objects or Oracle Express Analyzer (hereinafter 
known as Express Analyzer), then consider the following recommendations for the 
dimension order in a variable definition.

■ <TIME <COMPOSITE>>

TIME is the fastest-varying dimension, and the composite is the 
slowest-varying dimension.
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In general, using this dimension order is a good practice, especially if there are 
no more than about five base dimensions in the composite.

■ <TIME DIM2 <COMPOSITE>>

TIME is the fastest-varying dimension, a dimension of your choice is the 
intermediate-varying dimension, and the composite is the slowest-varying 
dimension.

If a variable is dimensioned by more than about six dimensions, you may be 
able to achieve better performance by putting all except two dimensions in a 
composite. For information about how to decide which dimension to choose as 
DIM2 in this dimension order, see “Do Not Assume a Composite Should 
Contain All But One Dimension” on page 4-7.

Determine the most efficient way to organize data on disk
When you define a variable, the dimension order that you specify will determine 
how that variable’s data is organized on the computer’s disk space. Because Express 
moves pages of data from disk to memory, the dimension order will also affect 
paging — and, therefore, will have a tremendous impact on performance.

Read Chapter 3 to learn more about how dimension order dictates how data is laid 
out on pages, and why this has such a great impact on performance.

Decide where to place the TIME dimension in the dimension order
The TIME dimension is the dimension that organizes data by units of time, such as 
days, weeks, months, quarters, and years.

Find out how often new detail data will be loaded and aggregated in the database, 
and compare that to your users’ needs. The issue is that you need to decide where 
to place the TIME dimension in the variable’s dimension order.

Follow these general guidelines:

■ If you define all of the TIME dimension values that you will ever need 
(meaning, you define now all of the TIME dimension values that will be needed 
in the future), then the TIME dimension should typically be first in the 
dimension order (see “Plan your dimension order according to your users’ 
application” on page 2-24 for recommended dimension orders).

■ If you know that you will be adding TIME dimension values on an incremental 
basis, then TIME should be last in the dimension order.
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Regardless of where you decide to place the TIME dimension in the dimension 
order, it is also important to consider the recommendations for managing 
segmentation in “Keep the Number of Segments to a Minimum” on page 4-15.

Example: When TIME should be first in the dimension order
Suppose that you plan a database that will contain a maximum of three years’ 
worth of data. You have all of the data for 1999, but you only have some data for 
2000 and no data for 2001. Before you build the database, you decide to define all 
the TIME dimension values that you will need for all three years.

For example, if your detail-level data is at the monthly level, and you plan to 
aggregate data to quarters and years, then you would add the following dimension 
values to the database before you load any data: YR99, YR00, YRO1, Q199, Q299, 
Q399, Q499, Q100, Q200, Q300, Q400, Q101, Q201, Q301, Q401, JAN99, FEB99, 
MAR99, APR99, MAY99, JUN99, JUL99, AUG99, SEP99, OCT99, NOV99, DEC99, 
JAN00, FEB00, MAR00, APR00, MAY00, JUN00, JUL00, AUG00, SEP00, OCT00, 
NOV00, DEC00, JAN01, FEB01, MAR01, APR01, MAY01, JUN01, JUL01, AUG01, 
SEP01, OCT01, NOV01, and DEC01.

In this case, the TIME dimension should be first in the dimension order, meaning, 
TIME will be the fastest-varying dimension.

Example: When TIME should be last in the dimension order
Suppose that you plan a database for which you plan to keep historical data 
indefinitely. In other words, you currently have data for 1999 and some data for 
2000, and that data may be stored in the database for the next ten or twenty years or 
longer. You decide to define the TIME dimension values only as you need them.

For example, suppose that your detail-level data is at the monthly level, and you 
plan to aggregate data to quarters and years. If the most recent data that you have is 
for January 2000, then you would add the following dimension values to the 
database before you load any data: YR99, YR00, Q199, Q299, Q399, Q499, Q100, 
JAN99, FEB99, MAR99, APR99, MAY99, JUN99, JUL99, AUG99, SEP99, OCT99, 
NOV99, DEC99, and JAN00.

In this example, you would plan to add data once a month. But before you could 
add data, you would need to define at least one new dimension value. For example, 
when you add February data, you must add a FEB00 dimension value before 
loading the data. On the other hand, one year from now, when you add data for 
January 2001, you would need to add three dimension values: JAN01, Q101, and 
YR01.
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In this example, the TIME dimension should be last in the dimension order, 
meaning, TIME will be the slowest-varying dimension.

Define your database objects with the appropriate data type
When you define the objects for your database, choose a data type that will be 
sufficient but not oversized for the number of characters or digits required.

For example, suppose you define a variable named UNITS, which stores the data 
that represents the number of units of each product that has been sold. If the 
numbers were small, it would be a good practice to specify a short integer as the 
data type for UNITS, because each number will not only be a whole number (as 
opposed to a decimal) but will also likely be relatively small.

Short integers requires 2 bytes of storage space per value, while integers require 4 
bytes of storage space per value. By defining UNITS as a short integer instead of an 
integer, this will double the number of UNITS values that can be stored on a page of 
data. As a result, the memory requirements, the amount of I/O, or both can be 
reduced when Express runs large computations. When you reduce memory 
requirements or the amount of I/O, performance improves.

Short decimals can handle numbers with up to 7 significant decimal digits. 
Decimals handle a larger range but, more importantly, decimals provide up to 15 
significant digits. If your application does not require the extra precision, then use 
short decimals, which require 4 bytes per value rather than 8 bytes per value.

Pay attention to the order of the dimensions in a composite
The order of the base dimensions in a composite is very important. You can 
promote better performance by putting the base dimensions of a composite in order, 
ranging from the dimension with the largest number of detail-level dimension 
values to the dimension with the smallest number of detail-level dimension values.

For example, suppose you define the variable named Units with the following 
dimension order:

<Time <Composite>>

Organize all of the dimensions (other than TIME) according to the number of 
detail-level dimension values they have, beginning with the dimension that has the 
largest number of detail-level dimension values.
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Example: Ordering the base dimensions in a composite
Suppose that the composite has the following dimensions.

The correct order for these dimensions, based on the number of detail-level 
dimension values in each dimension, is as follows.

1. GEOGRAPHY (50,000 dimension values)

2. PRODUCT (40,000 dimension values)

3. CHANNEL (10 dimension values)

Example: What the variable definition looks like
It is good practice to use named composites. The following command defines a 
composite named geogprodchan.

DEFINE geogprodchan COMPOSITE <geography, product, channel>

Therefore, the definition of UNITS will look like this:

define units integer <time geogprodchan <geography, product, channel>>

Take advantage of Express’s internal looping
If you use the Express language, then you should take advantage of the benefits of 
the internal behavior of Express instead of writing SPL programs that do the same 
thing.

Some of the benefits that you should consider include the following:

■ Instead of creating your own loops (such as writing explicit FOR loops in your 
program), take advantage of Express’s own internal looping logic, as illustrated 
in the examples below.

■ If the FILEREAD command can process all of the detail data records, then use 
FILEREAD instead of FILEVIEW.

Dimension Name Number of Low-Level Dimension Values

Channel 10

Geography 50,000

Product 40,000
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Example: Why you should let Express do the looping
Instead of constructing your own code to perform loops, use assignment 
statements. In almost all cases, Express will loop over dimensions and execute a 
command for every cell of the variable.

For example, suppose you want to analyze your sales data. You have a SALES 
variable that contains actual sales figures, a UNITS variable that contains the 
number of units sold, and a PRICE variable that contains pricing figures. These 
variables have the following definitions:

DEFINE sales VARIABLE DECIMAL <month product geography>
DEFINE units VARIABLE INTEGER <month product geography>
DEFINE price VARIABLE DECIMAL <month product>

You want to multiply the UNITS variable by the PRICE variable, but you want to 
factor in a 5 percent discount for all products that cost more than $100. The next 
example shows how you might accomplish this task by writing your own code — 
this will slow down performance. The last example shows how you can write code 
that will let Express do the looping — this will improve performance.

Example: Do not write your own looping code
To analyze your sales data, you might be tempted to write the following code.

DEFINE poorperformance PROGRAM
PROGRAM
variable _Myprice decimal

for PRODUCT
  do
    if PRICE gt 100
      then _Myprice = PRICE * .95
      else _Myprice = PRICE

    SALES = UNITS * _Myprice
  doend
END

Although this code is well written, it is not appropriate to use with an Express 
database. The above program will actually take much longer than necessary to 
execute. In other words, this code contributes to bad performance. The next 
example shows how you can use more efficient code to get better performance.
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Example: How to write code that lets Express do the looping
A more efficient solution is to use an assignment statement instead of writing your 
own looping code. You can accomplish the same task by writing fewer lines of code. 
This results in much better performance:

DEFINE goodperformance PROGRAM
PROGRAM
SALES = UNITS * (if PRICE gt 100 then PRICE * .95 else PRICE)
END

When you let Express do the looping, it will generate internal code that is more 
efficient. For example, suppose that you add or delete dimension values over the 
course of time, or that you move dimension values from one branch to another in its 
hierarchy. This can result in a mismatch between the default status order and the 
order in which Express stores the cells of data on disk.

If you let Express do the looping, it can loop in the order in which cells of data are 
stored when appropriate. This improves performance, because the data is 
contiguous on disk.

If you write your own looping code, then Express will loop in the order of the 
current status. In this case, the data is likely to be spread out across many pages in 
an order that may be haphazard when compared to the order of the cells of data on 
disk.

Use the ACROSS keyword with the “=” command and composites
Whenever you use the “=” command with a variable that has a composite, use the 
ACROSS keyword to get the best performance.

If you are assigning data to a variable that has a composite, the default behavior is 
to loop over all the values in status for each of the dimensions in the variable’s 
definition. Express automatically creates any missing target cells that are being 
assigned non-NA values, and automatically adds the required composite tuples. In 
other words, you lose the benefits of having a composite.

When you use the ACROSS keyword, it causes the “=” command to change the way 
it loops for those dimensions of the target that are part of the composite. Instead of 
looping over all possible combinations of the values in the status of those 
dimensions, the “=” command loops only over those combinations of the values in 
status that already exist in the composite. Refer to the “=” Help topic in the Express 
Language Reference Help system for more information about using the ACROSS 
keyword.
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Example: Using the ACROSS keyword
Suppose you use the following commands to define a named composite and two 
variables:

DEFINE prod.geog COMPOSITE <product geography>
DEFINE sales1 DECIMAL <month prod.geog <product geography>>
DEFINE sales2 DECIMAL <month prod.geog <product geography>>

Suppose that you have loaded data into SALES1, and you now want to copy the 
data from SALES1 to SALES2. Use the following command to do so:

sales2 = sales1 ACROSS prod.geog <product geography>

Example: Setting a variable’s data cells to a zero value
Suppose you have loaded data into the SALES1 variable in the previous example. 
However, you want to change the value in every cell that contains data to 0. To 
accomplish this task, use the following command:

sales1 = 0 ACROSS prod.geog <product geography>

Specify the scope of computations
If you understand how to limit a computation to its exact purpose, then you can 
save computing resources, as well as improve performance. In other words, make 
sure that the computation does only the work that is necessary.

Some examples of specifying the scope of computations includes the following:

■ If you use the ROLLUP command, limit the dimensions to the detail data. (You 
will need to use ROLLUP to aggregate data when a variable is dimensioned by 
a conjoint dimension — otherwise, you should use the AGGREGATE 
command.) Refer to the Tips for Ensuring Good ROLLUP Performance technical 
note for details.

■ If you want to run any kind of computation after you have loaded incremental 
data, then use the LIMIT command whenever possible to restrict those 
computations to only the data that is needed.

Reverse the dimension order for explicit loops
If you write explicit loops, performance will improve if you use the reverse of a 
variable’s dimension order. This is also true for some Express functions, such as the 
TOTAL function.
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Example: Reverse the dimension order for explicit loops
Suppose the SALES variable has the following definition:

DEFINE sales INTEGER <geography product time>

If you use the TOTAL function, you should reverse the order of the dimensions. For 
example, use the following command to report the TOTAL of SALES:

REPORT TOTAL(SALES, PRODUCT, GEOGRAPHY)

This makes the order of computation conform to the ordering of cells within the 
variable.

The Database Build Checklist

The database build section of the performance checklist
The following list is the database build section of the performance checklist:

❏ “Order the dimension values based on the dimension’s primary hierarchy” on 
page 2-36

❏ “Sort the detail data based on the variable’s dimensionality” on page 2-37

❏ “Load all of the dimension values before you load any data values” on page 
2-37

❏ “Use internal format” on page 2-38

❏ “Use the AGGREGATE command to aggregate data” on page 2-39

❏ “Combine precalculation and calculation on the fly” on page 2-39

❏ “Use MONITOR and TRACKPRG to get performance information” on page 
2-40

❏ “If an inside loop uses ampersand substitution, consider removing it” on page 
2-40

Each of these tasks is discussed in the remainder of this topic.

A major performance issue is the batch window for builds
If you experience a performance problem with Express, that problem is likely to be 
that you are given a batch window in which you must load data and aggregate it. In 
other words, you may load new detail data and aggregate it on a regular basis, 
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which may be monthly, weekly, or daily. You will probably be given a narrow 
amount of time in which you must complete both the data load and aggregation — 
this is your batch window, so-called because you will probably perform these task 
by running programs as batch jobs.

The batch window is almost always determined by the business process 
requirements. For example, suppose your users want to begin accessing the 
database at 9:00 a.m. every day, and the detail-level data is available for you to load 
at 8:00 p.m. every night. In this case, the batch window is 13 hours — the time that 
you have available between 8:00 p.m. and 9:00 a.m. to load and aggregate data. The 
ability to fit within the batch window is driven by the database size. The larger the 
database, the more time it takes to load and aggregate data. Your database size is 
determined by the number of dimensions, dimension values, variables, hierarchies, 
hierarchy levels, and detail data records, as well as the sparsity of your data and 
how you manage it. Therefore, the way in which you design your database has a 
very direct impact on the required time to build or incrementally update it.

Order the dimension values based on the dimension’s primary hierarchy
If you load dimension values into an Express database — as opposed to defining 
them in the database — then be sure to add all of the dimension values for each 
dimension in the correct order, according to the dimension’s primary hierarchy.

If a dimension has only one hierarchy, then order all of the dimension values from 
the highest level dimension value to the detail-level dimension values, keeping 
siblings together.

However, if a dimension has more than one hierarchy, then you need to decide 
which hierarchy is likely to be used most often — this is the primary hierarchy. 
Order the dimension values so that they are kept together in hierarchy levels, and 
put the primary dimension values in front of the nonprimary dimension values.

Example: Sorting dimension values for a hierarchy
Suppose that your GEOGRAPHY dimension has months for detail-level data that 
represent cities. Those cities aggregate into countries, which aggregate into regions. 
Suppose that you have detail-level data for European cities. You would add the 
dimension values in the following order: EUROPE, ENGLAND, FRANCE, ITALY, 
SCOTLAND, LONDON, WINDSOR, YORK, LIVERPOOL, PARIS, GIVERNY, 
CANNES, NICE, ROME, MILAN, FLORENCE, NAPLES, GLASGOW, 
EDINBURGH, INVERNESS.
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You can do this programmatically by using the following commands:

LIMIT geography to ALL
LIMIT geography to ancestors
LIMIT geography remove descendants
LIMIT geography add descendants

Load all of the dimension values before you load any data values
If you load dimension values from files — as opposed to defining them in the 
database — then load all of the dimension values for every dimension in your 
Express database before you load any variable data. Be sure to sort the dimension 
values before you load them, as described in “Order the dimension values based on 
the dimension’s primary hierarchy” on page 2-36

The role of dimensions and dimension values is to organize data. When you load 
data values, those dimension values must already be in place and ready to act as 
organizers. This will not only improve performance but also ensure that data values 
are loaded correctly. It also prevents potential segmentation problems.

Sort the detail data based on the variable’s dimensionality
Sorting your input files gives you control over how quickly data can be loaded into 
an Express database.

When you sort data for an Express database, it is important to sort that data based 
on the variable’s dimensionality, meaning, according to the order of the dimensions 
in the variable’s definition. If you sort data in this way, your data load performance 
will be fast, because Express will be able to load data from one cell to the next 
instead of having to locate cells on random pages and moving those pages from 
disk to memory in order to load each data value. To learn more about how Express 
orders cells for data storage, see “A Visual Overview of the Issues That Determine 
Performance” on page 3-12.

Example: Ordering detail data
Suppose you use the following definition to define a composite named 
prodgeogchan:

DEFINE prodgeogchan COMPOSITE <product, geography, channel>

Suppose your SALES variable has the following definition:

DEFINE sales integer <time prodgeogchan <product, geography, channel>>
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In this case, TIME is the fastest-varying dimension, while PRODUCT, 
GEOGRAPHY, and CHANNEL are the base dimensions of a composite.

Suppose that you receive data in an input file in which each record has the 
following organization:

TIME     CHANNEL   PRODUCT    GEOGRAPHY   SALES

If the TIME dimension represents monthly data, an actual record might look like the 
following example:

JAN99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    42,892.83

Therefore, for each composite tuple (such as the combination of Direct, Tents, and 
Michigan) you must group together all of the TIME records and organize them in 
the same logical order in which Express will use to store the data. The following 
example shows how all of the records for a single composite tuple are organized to 
improve data load performance.

JAN99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    42,892.83
FEB99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    44,051.22
MAR99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    48,562.61
APR99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    68,924.00
MAY99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    75,773.43
JUN99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    88,953.56
JUL99    Direct    Tents    Michigan   123,573.33
AUG99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    97,521.90
SEP99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    91,234.56
OCT99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    63,765.11
NOV99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    56,789.32
DEC99    Direct    Tents    Michigan    31,289.00

For a more comprehensive example for sorting detail-level data, refer to 
Appendix A.

Use internal format
This recommendation is useful if you write your own data loader programs, and if 
you can request that the detail data files are delivered to you in the format that you 
need. If these conditions are true, then request that the detail data files use internal 
format, meaning, binary.

If you write your own data loader programs, you probably use the FILEREAD 
command. You should be aware that FILEREAD has a binary attribute that you 
should use if your detail data files use internal format. Read the Express Language 
Help topic for the FILEREAD command to learn how to use the binary attribute.
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If you cannot get detail data files that use internal format, then the next best 
strategy is to get detail data files that use fixed-width formatting. The FILEREAD 
command also has a fixed-width attribute that you can use.

Use the AGGREGATE command to aggregate data
Once you have loaded detail data into an Express database, you may then need to 
aggregate that data. Each dimension in a variable’s definition typically has a 
hierarchy — it is common for detail data to be the lowest level data for each 
dimension’s hierarchy. For example, your detail data file may contain daily sales 
figures that you then need to aggregate into months, quarters, and years for the 
TIME dimension hierarchy.

There are three common ways to aggregate data in an Express database:

■ Write an aggregation program that uses the AGGREGATE command.

■ Write an aggregation program that uses the ROLLUP command.

■ Use the Rollup Wizard in Administrator to generate an aggregation program, 
which uses the ROLLUP command.

Using the AGGREGATE command can dramatically improve aggregation 
performance. Read Chapter 5 to learn how to use AGGREGATE. When you use 
AGGREGATE, your aggregation programs will be significantly shorter in regard to 
lines of code, and you should see a significant improvement in the time it takes to 
aggregate the same data that you would aggregate with a ROLLUP program.

Combine precalculation and calculation on the fly
When you use the AGGREGATE command, you can improve aggregation 
performance even more by using the following strategy:

■ Use the AGGREGATE command to precalculate a majority of the data. It is a 
good practice to use the skip-level approach, as described in “A typical 
aggregation strategy: Use the skip-level approach” on page 5-16. Only the data 
that you pre-calculate is stored in the database. This reduces not only the time it 
takes to aggregate data but also the size of the database.

■ Specify that the rest of the data should be calculated on the fly. That means that 
any data that has not been pre-calculated will be calculated at the time that a 
user requests that data. If you use good judgment in deciding which data 
should be calculated on the fly, query performance should not suffer.
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Refer to Chapter 5 to learn how to use the AGGREGATE command to pre-calculate 
data and how to use the AGGREGATE function to specify that the rest of the data 
should be calculated on the fly.

Use MONITOR and TRACKPRG to get performance information
You can use the MONITOR and TRACKPRG commands with OLAP Worksheet to 
get information about the programs that you will execute during the build process.

■ MONITOR — Records data on the performance cost of each line in a specified 
program.

■ TRACKPRG — Tracks the performance cost of every program that runs while 
you have tracking turned on.

For more information, see the Help topic for each command in the Express 
Language Reference Help system.

If an inside loop uses ampersand substitution, consider removing it
If you write code that uses ampersand (&) substitution inside loops, and a loop 
takes too long to execute, then you can improve performance by rewriting the code 
so that it does not use ampersand substitution.

When you use ampersand substitution, your code cannot be precompiled. 
Therefore, that code must be evaluated every time that it is called.

The Query Checklist

The query section of the performance checklist
The following list is the query section of the performance checklist:

❏ “If query performance is acceptable, do not try to improve it” on page 2-41

❏ “If query performance suffers, check the ThreadPoolMax setting” on page 2-41

❏ “If you use calculation on the fly, did you compile the aggregation map?” on 
page 2-42

❏ “Pre-calculate more of your data” on page 2-43

Each of these tasks is discussed in the remainder of this topic.
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If query performance is acceptable, do not try to improve it
One of the greatest strengths of Express is its query performance, which is typically 
very good. In other words, you will probably never need to do anything to improve 
query performance.

Query performance is almost independent of database size, as long as the database 
is designed properly, and there are no memory or I/O bottlenecks. Therefore, query 
performance scales as your database grows.

As long as query performance is good, or even as long as it is acceptable to your 
users, you should not attempt to improve it. Doing so could have negative effects 
on data load or aggregation performance.

Typically, you will not need to make any changes to facilitate query performance 
unless you have a large number of concurrent users or you are running Express on a 
memory-constrained machine.

If query performance suffers, check the ThreadPoolMax setting
If your users complain about query performance, and it is essential that you take 
steps to improve it, then you can use your configuration tool to check the following 
Express parameter settings:

■ ThreadPoolMax

■ MaxSessions

The setting for the ThreadPoolMax parameter should always be less than or equal 
to the setting for the MaxSessions parameter. MaxSessions specifies the maximum 
number of sessions, while ThreadPoolMax specifies the maximum number of 
threads in the thread pool that is used by sessions.

Every active session requires a thread. If no threads are available when a new 
session needs one, then that session will have to wait until a thread becomes 
available. Sometimes, reducing the number of threads can improve performance — 
if there is a lot of contention for resources, reducing the number of threads can 
reduce that contention. A reduction in contention improves throughput, which 
improves performance.

For example, suppose that there is a thread on one CPU, and that thread is waiting 
for access to a certain resource. Because the thread is waiting, it is not computable. 
Now suppose there is a second thread that is computable. That second thread will 
displace the non-computable thread on the CPU. This is an example of a context 
switch. If context switches are high, lowering the number of threads can reduce the 
amount of contention for resources among threads. 
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How to check Express parameter settings
Use your configuration tool to check and, if necessary, change parameter settings 
for your Express instance.

For example, if your configuration tool is the Express Instance Manager, use the 
following procedure:

1. In the Instance Manager Navigator, select the Express instance that you want 
and, if necessary, provide valid user credentials for the host computer.

2. Under the entry for the Express instance in the Navigator, choose Parameters.

3. Choose the SessionManagement group of parameters.

4. Choose the SessionManagement subgroup of parameters. The list of 
parameters is displayed in the right-hand window. The name of each parameter 
in this subgroup, including MaxSessions and ThreadPoolMax, is listed with its 
current setting and its default setting.

5. You can edit the current setting of ThreadPoolMax if it is larger than the current 
setting of MaxSessions. Remember that the goal is for the setting of 
ThreadPoolMax to be less than or equal to the setting of MaxSessions.

A strategy for finding the best setting for ThreadPoolMax
If you have enough time to test different settings for ThreadPoolMax, then one 
strategy is to begin by setting ThreadPoolMax at 32. You can then run tests to find 
out how the new setting affects query performance. Next, increase the setting to a 
higher number and run the same tests. If you can change the setting to several 
different numbers, this process can help you determine the setting for 
ThreadPoolMax that will have the best impact on query performance.

If you use calculation on the fly, did you compile the aggregation map?
You can combine using the AGGREGATE command to pre-calculate some data and 
using the AGGREGATE function to calculate the rest of the data on the fly, as 
explained in Chapter 5.

If you use this technique, you must compile the aggregation map after data has 
been loaded into the database and before you make the database available to your 
users. This step is included in “What do I need to set up calculation on the fly?” on 
page 5-22 and explained in more detail in “Step 4 — Compile the aggregation map” 
on page 5-23.
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If you fail to compile the aggregation map in advance, then every time a user 
queries data, that user will have to wait while Express first compiles the 
aggregation map and then uses it to calculate the data that the user requested.

Compiling the aggregation map is not an issue when you use the AGGREGATE 
command to pre-calculate data. This is because the aggregation map is 
automatically compiled as part of the AGGREGATE command, as long as you 
include the FUNCDATA keyword with the AGGREGATE command in batch. The 
issue is that the aggregation map needs to be compiled separately for use by the 
AGGREGATE function. If you do not perform the compilation, the AGGREGATE 
function will automatically compile the aggregation map every time the 
AGGREGATE function is called.

To prevent this behavior, you can compile the aggregation map. For example, if 
your aggregation map is named SALES.AGG, execute the following commands:

COMPILE sales.agg
UPDATE

Pre-calculate more of your data
If there is time available in your batch window, consider pre-calculating some of the 
data that is currently being calculated on the fly. The more data you can 
pre-calculate, the faster the query times are likely to be. In other words, you will 
promote the fastest-possible query times by pre-calculating all of a variable’s data. 
On the other hand, pre-calculating all of a variable’s data will result in the slowest 
possible aggregation time. Therefore, your goal should be to find the best balance 
between pre-calculation and calculation on the fly.

To pre-calculate more data, you will need to edit your aggregation map, then 
rebuild your database by executing the AGGREGATE command with the edited 
aggregation map. You will also need to recompile the aggregation map (for its use 
by the AGGREGATE function) before you make the re-aggregated database 
available for user queries.
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3
What Causes Good or Bad Performance?

Chapter summary
This chapter describes the terminology and issues related to sparsity, which is 
important to manage in order to promote good performance — see the Glossary for 
definitions of terms that are not related to sparsity. This chapter also gives a visual 
overview of the issues that cause good or bad performance.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ The Terminology of Sparsity

■ A Visual Overview of the Issues That Determine Performance

The Terminology of Sparsity

Definition: Detail-level data
The detail-level data for a variable is the data that you load into the database. In 
other words, the detail-level data is the lowest level data that you load and 
aggregate into higher levels.
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Definition: Cell
A cell is the physical space on disk where a single data value for a variable is stored.

A single data value exists for a combination of dimension values, one from each 
relevant dimension. 

Example: A data value stored in a cell
Suppose that a SALES variable’s definition includes three dimensions named 
Month, Product, and Geography. In this case, a combination would consist of one 
Month dimension value (such as Jan99), one Product dimension value (such as 
Snowshoes), and one Geography dimension value (such as Luxembourg). 

The cell for this combination of dimension values for the SALES variable would 
store the decimal number that represents how much money was made from the 
sales of snowshoes in Luxembourg in January 1999.

Definition: Page
A page is a block of data, which is the physical unit of storage for information in an 
Express database.

The number of cells per page depends on the size in bytes of the database object, 
and whether you have a 32-bit or a 64-bit computer. For example, a single data 
value for an integer variable requires 4 bytes of storage space. A single data value 
for a decimal variable requires 8 bytes of storage space.

■ On a 32-bit machine, a page for an integer variable contains about 1000 cells (4K 
bytes/4 bytes per cell).

■ On a 32-bit machine, a page for a decimal variable contains about 500 cells (4K 
bytes/8 bytes per cell).

■ On a 64-bit machine, a page for an integer variable contains about 2000 cells (8K 
bytes/4 bytes per cell).

■ On a 64-bit machine, a page for a decimal variable contains about 1000 cells (8K 
bytes/8 bytes per cell).

One cell
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These numbers are approximate, because each page requires some cells to store 
information that acts as overhead. For example, on a 32-bit machine, a page for a 
decimal variable contains 512 cells, but a small number of those cells are used to 
store information about the data that is stored on that page — while the vast 
majority of those cells will store actual data.

If you picture a page as a row of cells, that picture might look like the following.

You can picture the same page of data as several contiguous rows of cells instead of 
one long row, as shown in the following illustration.

Suppose you define a multi-dimensional variable in Express. A single page will 
contain many values of the variable, and many pages will be used to store the entire 
variable.

The role that pages play in regard to performance
Express locates a specific cell of data by figuring out on which page that cell is 
located, and then by determining how far that cell is located from the first cell on 
the same page. In other words, Express uses the first cell on a page as a reference 
point to locate any other cell on that page.

...
Last Cell 
on the 
page

...
Cell    Cell     Cell     Cell    Cell     Cell     Cell    Cell     Cell
   1        2         3         4         5         6        7         8         9

Cell 1

Last Cell on the 
page
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Once Express locates a cell of data that it needs, it checks to see if that page is 
already in memory. If not, that page is moved from disk to memory. Locating data 
on a page takes time. Moving a page from disk to memory takes substantially more 
time. Therefore, if you can group cells of data together that are likely to be accessed 
at the same time, Express will be able to locate the cells quickly.

For example, suppose that Express has just read the data in Cell 122 on a page. That 
means that Express located not only the cell but also the page on which that cell is 
located, and moved that page from disk to memory. Now suppose that the next data 
that is needed is located in Cell 123 on the same page. In this case, Express will 
locate and read the data in Cell 123 immediately.

However, if the next data that is needed is located in Cell 5421 on another page, 
Express must find not only the cell but also the page on which it is located. If that 
page has not already been moved from disk into memory, Express must then move 
the page into memory before the data can be read.

Definition: NA value
When you first define a variable, all of its values are NA by default. When a cell has 
an NA value, it means that the cell either does not currently have a value assigned 
to it or that a calculation produced an invalid result (for example, an overflowed or 
underflowed number).

Express will not store a page if all of its cells contain NA values.

However, if one or more cells on a page contain actual data, then the entire page is 
stored. If that page also has any cells that contain NA values, then all of those NA 
values are stored on disk. NA values take up as much disk space as actual data. 
Unless the NA values are grouped together, you do not want variables with a large 
number of NA values, because this wastes disk space and slows down performance.

Definition: NA page
An NA page is a page that contains nothing but NA values. In other words, every 
cell on the page contains an NA value instead of data. 
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The following illustration shows an NA page. In this illustration, its cells are shown 
as empty, but each cell actually contains the value “NA”.

Express does not store NA pages.

Definition: Sparsity
Sparsity refers to the degree to which cells contain NA values instead of data. For 
example, if a variable is 25 percent sparse, that means that 25 percent of that 
variable’s cells contain NA values, and 75 percent of that variable’s cells contain 
data.

One NA Page

(each cell has an 
NA value)

One page with 
data that is about 
25 percent sparse
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Definition: Sparse data
If a variable has a large number of NA values, its data is called sparse data. In 
general, if a variable’s detail-level data is more than 80 percent sparse, then you will 
need to manage sparsity in order to promote good performance.

Definition: Controlled sparsity
Controlled sparsity means that a range of values of one or more dimensions has no 
data. This is often a result of the way you design your database.

The following illustration shows three pages, which illustrate a typical pattern of 
controlled sparsity.

Definition: Random sparsity
Random sparsity means that NA values are scattered throughout a variable, usually 
because some combinations of dimension values never have any data. This is often 
a result of the nature of your business. Random sparsity tends to be more common 
than controlled sparsity.

This is an NA page 
(will not be stored by 
Express)

The data on this 
page is about 60 
percent sparse

The data on this 
page is 100 percent 
dense
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The following illustration shows three pages of data, which illustrate what random 
sparsity might look like.

Definition: Sparsity pattern
Two or more variables have the same sparsity pattern when all of the following are 
true:

■ All of the variables have exactly the same dimensions in exactly the same order

■ All of the variables have many of the same NA cells

■ Roughly the same number of cells have NA values

The following illustration shows the first page of data for the variable SALES and 
the first page of data for the variable UNITS. Although the sparsity patterns are not 

Pages of data with random sparsity
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identical, they are very similar. Therefore, these pages are considered to have the 
same sparsity pattern.

Definition: Dimension
A dimension is an Express database object that you define. The purpose of a 
dimension is to organize the data of one or more variable.

Once you have defined a dimension, you must add dimension values to it. For 
example, if you define a TIME dimension, the dimension values that you add might 
be JAN99, FEB99, MAR99, and so on, which represent the months in the year 1999.

When you define a variable, you specify the dimensions that will organize that 
variable’s data. The order in which you specify those dimensions plays a major role 
in performance.

Fastest-varying dimension
The fastest-varying dimension is the first in the dimension order. For example, in 
the following variable definition, TIME is the fastest-varying dimension:

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time product geography>

The term fastest-varying refers to the fact that this dimension’s values vary the 
fastest in regard to the order in which Express creates data storage cells.

For example, suppose SALES has monthly detail-level data for one year. The first 
data storage cell might contain the sales figure for tents sold in San Francisco in 
January 1999. The next data storage cell might contain the sales figure for tents sold 
in San Francisco in February 1999. Neither the PRODUCT (tents) nor the 

First page of data 
for the SALES 
variable

First page of data 
for the UNITS 
variable
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GEOGRAPHY (San Francisco) dimension value changed, but the TIME dimension 
value varied from January to February. Refer to “Illustration: Express object 
definitions specify how data is stored” on page 3-13 for a more detailed example.

Intermediate-varying dimension
The intermediate-varying dimension is any dimension that is neither first nor last in 
the dimension order. For example, in the following variable definition, PRODUCT 
is the intermediate-varying dimension:

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time product geography>

Slowest-varying dimension
The slowest-varying dimension is the last dimension in the dimension order. For 
example, in the following variable definition, GEOGRAPHY is the slowest-varying 
dimension:

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time product geography>

Definition: Composite
A composite is like one enormous dimension that is actually made up of two or 
more base dimensions (which are dimensions that you have already defined in the 
database). If you define a variable with a composite, Express creates composite 
tuples (the equivalent of dimension values) only for those combinations of the 
composite’s base dimension values for which data exists.

The basic idea of a composite is that it gives you a way to group most of the 
dimensions in a variable’s definition in order to manage sparsity. A composite 
manages sparsity by dramatically reducing the number of NA values that would 
otherwise be stored on disk. Typically, you should put most—but not all—of a 
variable’s dimensions in a composite.

There are two types of composites: named composites and unnamed composites. 
See “Definition: Unnamed composite” on page 3-10 and “Definition: Named 
composite” on page 3-10.

Definition: Tuple
A tuple is to a composite what a dimension value is to a dimension.

Tuples are combinations or intersections of a composite’s base dimension values.
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Instead of dimension values, a composite has tuples only for the combinations of its 
base dimension values that contain data (instead of NA values). For example, 
suppose a composite has three base dimensions: Month, Product, and Geography. 
One tuple represents the combination of one Month dimension value, one Product 
dimension value, and one Geography dimension value. Therefore, an example of a 
tuple is January 1999/Umbrellas/London.

Definition: Unnamed composite
An unnamed composite is a composite that is defined but not named. An unnamed 
composite is defined when a variable’s definition includes the SPARSE keyword. 
All of the dimensions that are included in brackets after the SPARSE keyword are 
the base dimensions of an unnamed composite.

If you use Administrator to define a variable, you can specify that the variable 
should use a composite by placing two or more of the variable’s dimensions in the 
Sparse box (in the Define a Variable dialog box). The dimensions that you put in the 
Sparse box are the composite’s base dimensions.

If you use the Express language to define a variable, you specify that the variable 
should use a composite by using the DEFINE VARIABLE command with the 
SPARSE keyword to identify the composite’s base dimensions.

In either case, when you define the variable, Express defines the composite for you. 
If you specify exactly the same dimensions in exactly the same order for more than 
one variable, then those variables will share the same unnamed composite.

Definition: Named composite
A named composite is a composite that you define and name. Once you have 
defined a named composite, you can use it when you define one or more variables. 
Using named composites makes it easier to manage your composites and gives you 
the ability to get information about them.

If you use Administrator, then you first define a named composite by using the 
Define a Dimension dialog box and choosing Composite from the Type dropdown 
list. When you define a variable, the named composite is displayed as a 
dimension—you add the composite to the Dense box. (Never put a named 
composite in the Sparse box, because this means that you will be adding a named 
composite as a base dimension of an unnamed composite.)

If you use the Express language to define a variable, use the DEFINE COMPOSITE 
command to define a named composite.
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Even when a named composite and an unnamed composite have identical base 
dimensions in exactly the same order, they are still different composites.

You can define two or more named composites that have exactly the same base 
dimensions in exactly the same order. In other words, as long as composites have 
different names, they are considered to be different composites.

When you use a named composite in a variable definition, be sure to use the name 
of the composite instead of the SPARSE keyword. See “Never Use the SPARSE 
Keyword with Named Composites” on page 4-5 for details and examples.

Definition: Conjoint dimension
A conjoint dimension is a special type of dimension whose values correspond to 
specific combinations of values from one or more base dimensions. Normally, the 
conjoint dimension would only have those combinations of base dimension values 
for which you have data.

Composites and conjoint dimensions are similar in regard to what they are and 
what they do. The difference is that conjoint dimensions require explicit 
maintenance, which you must perform yourself. Express automatically maintains 
composites for you. (The conjoint dimension is an early form of sparsity 
management that has been superseded by the composite.)

Definition: Dense dimension
A dense dimension is any dimension that is not included in a composite or a 
conjoint dimension when you define a sparse variable.

Definition: Base dimension
A base dimension is any dimension that is included in a composite or a conjoint 
dimension.

Definition: Sparse variable
A sparse variable is a variable that you define as sparse along one or more of its 
dimensions. In other words, a sparse variable is a variable that includes one or more 
composites (or conjoint dimensions) in its definition.
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Definition: Segment
A segment is a block of disk space that is allocated for the storage of a particular 
variable.

A variable has one or more segments. Each segment contains data storage cells for a 
specific range of dimension values. The number of segments that a variable has 
depends on how you manage that variable and its segments.

Generally, you should keep the number of segments per variable to a minimum to 
ensure good performance. There are, however, cases where careful control of 
segmentation can improve performance. For example, suppose you incrementally 
load new data into your database once a month. Initially, the default segmentation 
will promote good performance. But if you change or add new dimension values to 
any dimension other than the slowest-varying dimension, then over the course of a 
few years, more segments may be automatically created.

In this case, a good strategy is to specify a segment size that can accommodate a 
year’s worth of data. Suppose you have a SALES variable that is dimensioned by 
TIME (as the fastest-varying dimension) and a composite (as the slowest-varying 
dimension). You estimate that the composite has about 200,000 tuples. For each 
year, the TIME dimension has 17 dimension values: 12 months, 4 quarters, and 1 
year. Therefore, you could use the following command to specify a segment size to 
accommodate one year’s worth of data:

CHGDFN sales SEGWIDTH 17 200000

Now, any given year’s worth of data is grouped together in its own segment. This is 
a good strategy when data tends to be accessed for a specific year. For example, 
even if you have historical data for the years 1995 through 2000, you will tend to 
load and aggregate data for the year 2000 only, not for past years. Your users tend to 
query data for the year 2000 only. In this case, Express will be locating and moving 
data pages from the same segment, instead of from multiple segments.

A Visual Overview of the Issues That Determine Performance

The purpose of the illustrations
The illustrations in this chapter are intended to provide a broad overview of the 
major issues that determine performance.
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Illustration: Express object definitions specify how data is stored
In the following illustration, you first define your dimensions, and then define a 
variable, which determines how that variable’s data will be stored.

This is a very general picture of how the definitions of Express database objects 
translate to data storage. In this example, MONTH is the fastest-varying dimension, 

Dimensions                   Dimension Values

MONTH  (M)       JAN99  (M1)
      FEB99  (M2)
      MAR99  (M3)

PRODUCT  (P)       SNOWSHOES  (P1)
      RUNNING SHOES  (P2)
      HIKING BOOTS  (P3)

GEOGRAPHY  (G)       LUXEMBOURG  (G1)
      TAHITI  (G2)
      ICELAND  (G3)
      EGYPT  (G4)

Define a Variable

UNITS <MONTH, PRODUCT, GEOGRAPHY>

The data for UNITS will be stored like this:

Cell 1

Cell 2

Cell 3

Cell 4

Cell 5

Cell 36

.

.

.

Storage space reserved for UNITS value of M1 P1 G1 
(Jan99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg)

Storage space reserved for UNITS value of M2 P1 G1 
(Feb99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg)

Storage space reserved for UNITS value of M3 P1 G1 
(Mar99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg)

Storage space reserved for UNITS value of M1 P2 G1 
(Jan99, Running Shoes, Luxembourg)

Storage space reserved for UNITS value of M2 P2 G1 
(Feb99, Running Shoes, Luxembourg)

Storage space reserved for UNITS value of M3 P3 G4 
(Mar99, Hiking Boots, Egypt)

The way in which you define Express objects determines how data will be stored.
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PRODUCT is the intermediate-varying dimension, and GEOGRAPHY is the 
slowest-varying dimension.

Illustration: When you load data, it is stored in the predetermined cells
The following table represents the data to be loaded for the UNITS variable. The 
numbers represent the number of products sold in each country for each month.

UNITS data for:

Snowshoes Running Shoes Hiking Boots

Jan Feb Mar Jan Feb Mar Jan Feb Mar

Luxembourg 1200 700 200 5900 7100 9000 3500 3200 3600

Tahiti NA NA NA 1100 2200 1200 3500 3900 4200

Iceland 1500 1300 1100 1300 1400 1500 1100 1200 2100

Egypt NA NA NA 2500 2800 3100 3900 4200 6900
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The following illustration shows how the data you load is stored.

If you have variables that use the same dimensions, you should define these 
variables so that they all have exactly the same dimension order. For example, 
suppose you need to define five variables: ADVERTISING, EXPENSE, SALES, 
SHARE, and UNITS. Each variable will be dimensioned by MONTH, PRODUCT, 
and GEOGRAPHY. When you define each variable, specify the dimensions in 
exactly the same order in every variable definition.

When you use the same dimension order in more than one variable definition, the 
organization of the data storage will be exactly the same for each of those variables. 
As a result, the data will be stored and retrieved in the same way for each variable. 
The result is an increase in processing speed. This is a good first step toward 
optimizing performance.

.

.

.

Cell 1

Cell 2

Cell 3

Cell 4

Cell 5

Cell 6

Cell 7

Cell 8

Cell 9

Cell 10

Cell 11

Cell 12

Cell 13

Cell 14

Cell 15

Cell 16

Cell 17

Cell 36

Jan99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg

Feb99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg

Mar99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg

Jan99, Running Shoes, Luxembourg

Feb99, Running Shoes, Luxembourg

Mar99, Hiking Boots, Egypt

Jan99, Hiking Boots, Luxembourg

Mar99, Running Shoes, Luxembourg

Feb99, Hiking Boots, Luxembourg

Mar99, Hiking Boots, Luxembourg

Jan99, Snowshoes, Tahiti

Feb99, Snowshoes, Tahiti

Mar99, Snowshoes, Tahiti

Jan99, Running Shoes, Tahiti

Feb99, Running Shoes, Tahiti

Mar99, Running Shoes, Tahiti

Jan99, Hiking Boots, Tahiti

Feb99, Hiking Boots, Tahiti

1200

 700

 200

5900

7100

9000

3500

3200

3600

  NA

  NA

  NA

1100

2200

1200

3500

3900

6900
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Illustration: What happens to storage when you add dimension values?
You can make as many changes as you want to your dimensions before you add data 
to a variable for the first time, and data storage will not be affected. However, once 
you add data to a variable, adding a new dimension value will have an impact on 
the storage of the data for that new value.

A segment is a grouping of data in a variable. Segments are created either:

■ As a result of your using the CHGDFN command with the SEGWIDTH 
keyword to specify the segment size for a variable, or

■ As a result of your adding new dimension values and data for those new 
dimension values, if the dimension is not the slowest-varying dimension

Variables whose definitions have the same dimensionality (meaning, they have 
exactly the same dimensions in the same order) share segmentation — therefore, the 
storage for that entire group of variables is affected the first time that you add data 
into any one of those variables.

Suppose you define a variable. You then load data for that variable. Some time later, 
it becomes necessary to add new dimension values to one of that variable’s 
dimensions. When you load the new data that is associated with those new 
dimension values — if the dimension values belong to any dimension that is not the 
slowest-varying dimension — that data will be stored in a different segment that 
will be created automatically. Therefore, every time it becomes necessary to add 
new dimension values to one or more dimensions, a new segment is created.

When you add new dimension values to the slowest-varying dimension, the cells to 
store the new data that is associated with those new dimension values are simply 
added to the end of the existing segment. In other words, you do not have to worry 
about segments when you add new dimension values to the slowest-varying 
dimension. This is why is it a good practice to make the composite the 
slowest-varying dimension — in this case, you do not have to worry about 
segments when you add new dimension values for any of the dimensions in that 
composite.

You can still achieve good performance with tens of segments per variable, but a 
large number of segments will slow down performance considerably. Therefore, 
your goal should be to keep the number of segments per variable as low as possible.

In the example, we will look at how adding new dimension values to the 
intermediate-varying dimension, PRODUCT, will affect segmentation.

The UNITS variable is dimensioned by PRODUCT, which has three dimension 
values: Snowshoes, Running Shoes, and Hiking Boots. Suppose that after you have 
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designed and built a database with the UNITS variable, a new product (Sandals) is 
introduced into the product line. That means that you add a new dimension value 
(Sandals) to the dimension (PRODUCT). You will then load the data that is 
associated with Sandals into the existing database. The following table shows the 
data for Sandals.

The following illustration shows the first segment for the UNITS variable, and the 
second segment for UNITS that is created to store the data for the new PRODUCT 
dimension value, Sandals.

For more information about segments and how to manage them, refer to “Keep the 
Number of Segments to a Minimum” on page 4-15.

UNITS 
data for:

Luxembourg Tahiti Iceland Egypt

Jan Feb Mar Jan Feb Mar Jan Feb Mar Jan Feb Mar

Sandals NA NA NA 50 320 360 NA NA NA 110 120 210

Cell 1

Cell 2

Cell 3

Cell 4

Cell 5

Cell 6

Cell 7

Cell 8

Cell 9

Cell 10

Cell 11

Cell 12

Cell 13

Cell 14

Cell 15

Cell 16

Cell 17

Cell 36 Mar99, Hiking Boots, Egypt

.

.

.

1200

 700

 200

5900

7100

9000

3500

3200

3600

  NA

  NA

  NA

1100

2200

1200

3500

3900

6900

Segment 1 (UNITS): Segment 2 (UNITS):

 NA

NA

NA

  50

320

360

 NA

 NA

 NA

110

120

210

Cell 1

Cell 2

Cell 3

Cell 4

Cell 5

Cell 6

Cell 7

Cell 8

Cell 9

Cell 10

Cell 11

Cell 12 Mar99, Sandals, Egypt

Feb99, Sandals, Egypt

Jan99, Sandals, Egypt

Mar99, Sandals, Iceland

Feb99, Sandals, Iceland

Jan99, Sandals, Iceland

Mar99, Sandals, Tahiti

Feb99, Sandals, Tahiti

Jan99, Sandals, Tahiti

Jan99, Sandals, Luxembourg

Feb99, Sandals, Luxembourg

Mar99, Sandals, Luxembourg

Mar99, Snowshoes, Tahiti

Feb99, Snowshoes, Tahiti

Jan99, Snowshoes, Tahiti

Mar99, Hiking Boots, Luxembourg

Feb99, Hiking Boots, Luxembourg

Jan99, Hiking Boots, Luxembourg

Mar99, Running Shoes, Luxembourg

Feb99, Running Shoes, Luxembourg

Jan99, Running Shoes, Luxembourg

Jan99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg

Feb99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg

Mar99, Snowshoes, Luxembourg

Feb99, Hiking Boots, Tahiti

Jan99, Hiking Boots, Tahiti

Mar99, Running Shoes, Tahiti

Feb99, Running Shoes, Tahiti

Jan99, Running Shoes, Tahiti
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Illustration: Efficient grouping of data
Express can fit a limited amount of data from disk storage into memory at any 
given time. To achieve the best possible performance, the goal is to store data in 
groups in a way that Express can quickly retrieve the data that you or your users 
are likely to need.

That means that you should first determine what groups of data are likely to be 
needed. Then group that data sequentially (meaning, the order in which it is likely 
to be accessed) and on the same page as much as possible. You also want to group 
pages of data close together. Remember that you group data by the way in which 
you define Express objects.

The following illustration shows two pages of sparse data that have been moved 
from disk into memory. When you make more memory available to Express, it is 
possible to have more data pages in memory at the same time. As a result, Express 
will process those pages more quickly, because any given page is less likely to have 
been overwritten and is thus more likely to still be in memory — a changed page 
must be written out before being overwritten, and an unchanged page is simply 
overwritten.

Memory

Good performance results when most of the data (represented by 
the gray cells) on any given page will be accessed at the same 
time.

Page space 
for one 
measure

...

...

...

Pages are grouped 
together in 1 page space:

Disk Space

2 pages (moved 
from disk):
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This diagram is intended to illustrate how Express moves data pages from disk to 
memory. Typically, there are thousands of data pages in memory at the same time.

The number of cells that can fit on a page depend on the data type of the variable, 
and whether you use Express on a 32-bit or a 64-bit computer. See “Definition: 
Page” on page 3-2 for details.

Illustration: Inefficient grouping of data
The worst possible performance can result when Express moves a page from disk 
into memory in order to access just one cell on that page. If the pages in memory 
contain very little data to be accessed at the same time, those pages will remain in 
memory for a very short time.

When changes are made to pages in memory, the result of inefficient grouping of 
data is essentially a waste of time and resources. Instead of making the best use of 
time by accessing as much data as possible on the same page and processing that 
data, Express is wasting time by constantly moving pages back and forth from disk 
space to memory and back to disk again.

The following illustration shows how poor performance results from inefficient 
grouping of the data that is likely to be needed at a given time on pages.

Memory

Page space 
for one 
measure

...

...

...

Pages are moved from 
disk space into memory

Disk Space

Slow performance results when a small amount of data 
(represented by the gray cells) on any given page will be 
accessed at the same time.  This means that pages are 
constantly moved into memory, and if changed, written 
back to memory, which takes time -- thus, slowing down 
performance.
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Good I/O yields good performance
The discussion of I/O in this guide refers to the input and output of data in an 
Express database.

In Express, navigating from one page to another has a processing cost. This 
processing cost is a combination of:

■ I/O time as the page is retrieved from disk and moved into memory, and

■ CPU time, because of the processing cost of the operation

What determines the amount of paging?
The amount of paging required will be largely determined by:

■ The number of pages in the database, which is driven by the number of 
dimensions and hierarchy design

■ How much memory is available for Express to use

■ The order of dimensions in each variable definition

■ The way in which you manage sparsity

■ The pattern(s) of data access

Paging and data loads/aggregation
Paging will probably be an issue mostly in regard to loading and aggregating data. 
This is especially true when one or more of the following is true:

■ Your database has many dimensions

■ Each dimension has many hierarchies

■ The dimensions have complex hierarchies

■ A small amount of memory is available to Express

■ Your batch window is short

How to promote good I/O
If you design your database well, then you will have efficient data storage. If you 
have good data storage, Express can use data very efficiently in memory. If Express 
uses data efficiently in memory, that means you will keep paging, and therefore 
I/O, to a minimum. This is what gives you the best possible performance.
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Ultimately, your goal is to define dimensions and variables so that the order of data 
storage matches the order of access as closely as possible.

Please be aware that the data that is likely to be accessed by Express depends on the 
task. If you group data together efficiently for one task (such as user queries), that 
same grouping may be inefficient for another task (such as aggregation).

Therefore, you should first determine what the most important task is in regard to 
performance. Typically, user query performance would be your primary concern. 
Keep in mind that user query performance in Express is typically very good, so it is 
more likely that you will need to focus on data load or aggregation performance. 
You need to decide what the most important task is, and find a way to group data to 
enable performance to be efficient for the most important task but not have too 
much of a negative impact on other tasks.
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4
Rules That Prevent Performance Disasters

Chapter summary
The rules in this chapter are intended to help you avoid making mistakes that can 
be extremely costly in regard to performance.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Are the Rules?

■ Evaluate Your Software Costs vs. Your Hardware Costs

■ If the Express Database Is Larger Than Memory

■ NT Platform: Do Not Install on a Domain Controller

■ Do Not Put All Dimensions into a Single Composite

■ Do Not Assume a Composite Should Contain All But One Dimension

■ Whenever Possible, Variables Should Share Composites

■ Depending on User Queries, Consider Measure Dimensions

■ Keep the Number of Segments to a Minimum
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What Are the Rules?

A list of the rules
The following is a complete list of the rules that are described in this chapter:

■ Evaluate your software costs vs. your hardware cost.

■ If your largest Express database is larger (in bytes) than the memory on the 
computer on which Express Server is installed, then consider buying more 
memory or making sure that the computer has more than one hardware disk.

■ NT platform: Do not install Express Server on a domain controller.

■ When you define a variable, do not put all of its dimensions into a composite. 
At least one dimension should always be left outside of the composite.

■ Although it is generally a good strategy to put all but one dimension into a 
composite, in some cases it is a better strategy to put all but two dimensions 
into a composite.

■ Variables should share composites, whenever possible.

■ If users tend to query more than one variable at the same time, consider 
defining a measure dimension.

■ Keep the number of segments to a minimum.

When you should use the rules
Every time you design and build an Express database, you should follow every rule 
in this chapter. If you fail to do so, you are likely to experience performance 
problems.

Evaluate Your Software Costs vs. Your Hardware Costs

Why you should evaluate software and hardware costs
In general, you cannot expect software to perform well when you install it on an old 
computer or a computer that has poor hardware.
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The recommendation for considering software vs. hardware costs
It is a good practice to install Express on a computer that has the best possible 
hardware. Refer to “The Hardware Checklist” on page 2-4 for recommendations.

If the Express Database Is Larger Than Memory

How a larger-than-memory database causes an overhead
If your largest Express database is larger in bytes than the amount of memory on 
the computer on which Express Server is installed, then it is possible that your 
database build performance may degrade. Query performance will not be affected.

When an Express database is smaller in bytes than the computer’s memory, then it 
is possible to fit the entire database into memory. When this is possible, it promotes 
good performance, because Express will have to move each database page into 
memory only once. When all of the database pages stay in memory, paging is kept 
to a minimum. As illustrated in Chapter 3, keeping paging to a minimum is a 
critical performance issue.

On the other hand, when an Express database grows larger in bytes than the 
amount of memory, performance can slow down considerably. Once memory is full 
of database pages, Express will have to overwrite pages every time it needs to 
access data that is located on a page that is not currently in memory — and any 
pages that have been changed while in memory will first have to be written back to 
disk before they can be overwritten. As a result, Express needs extra time simply to 
write any required pages back to disk and move new pages into memory.

However, keep in mind that what really matters is the size of the working set, 
which is a group of pages that are related and need to be in memory together. For 
example, suppose your database has two variables, SALES and UNITS, for which 
data needs to be aggregated. When you use the ROLLUP command to aggregate 
data for the SALES variable, then the pages that contain data for UNITS are not 
needed in memory for that operation — only the pages that are required to 
aggregate the SALES data need to be in memory at the same time. Therefore, as 
long as the working set can fit into memory, performance should be fine.
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The recommendation for a larger-than-memory database
As soon as an Express database becomes larger than memory, you can choose one of 
the following solutions:

■ Buy more memory.

■ Make sure that the computer on which Express Server is installed has more 
than one hard disk.

If you cannot afford to buy more memory, then having more than one hard disk on 
the computer will at least promote faster paging.

NT Platform: Do Not Install on a Domain Controller

Why you should not install Express Server on an NT domain controller
A Windows NT domain controller is responsible for negotiating requests, in real 
time, for network resources across the entire domain. Therefore, a domain 
controller’s availability must be extremely high.

From time to time, Express Server requires considerable memory and CPU 
resources. This can reduce the availability of the domain controller at a critical time.

Furthermore, if you install on a domain controller, there are no local accounts.

The recommendation for installing Express Server on NT
You should be able to install and run Express Server on any computer on which NT 
4.0 SP3+Workstation/Server/Enterprise Edition has been installed, as long as that 
computer has not been designated as a domain controller.

Support for NT Workstation is intended as a development and test environment, 
because at any time NT will limit all inbound network connections to 0 to 10.

Support for Enterprise Edition provides for an Express address space that is up to 3 
GB of memory. You can specify up to 2 GB of additional page buffers when you run 
Express Server under NT Server Enterprise Edition. In order to do so, refer to the 
information in “NT platform: When memory is greater than 2GB” on page 2-20.
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Never Use the SPARSE Keyword with Named Composites

Why you should be aware of how you use named composites
Composites provide you with a powerful way to manage sparsity. At the same time, 
there is a significant amount of time that is required to generate composite tuples. 
Express stores composite tuples on disk, and they can require a significant amount 
of disk space. As long as you use composites correctly, the benefits of composites 
are so great that the time and disk space that they require are insignificant by 
comparison.

Because the way in which you use named composites and unnamed composites is 
different, it can be easy to make a mistake. In other words, pay attention to the 
syntax when you include composites in the definition of a variable. Using the 
wrong syntax can result in doubling the overhead and infrastructure that is 
required by the composite, which will unnecessarily slow down performance.

The recommendation for using named composites
The most important fact to remember about using named composites is this: Never 
use the SPARSE keyword with a named composite.

The following examples compare the most common mistake users make when 
using named composites, followed by the correct way to use named composites in a 
variable definition.

Example: The wrong way to use named composites
Suppose you have defined TIME, MARKET, and PRODUCT dimensions, all of 
which will be included in the definition of the SALES variable. First, you define a 
composite named MARKET.PRODUCT:

DEFINE market.product COMPOSITE <market product>

The most common mistake that users make is to use the named composite as if it is 
an unnamed composite in the variable definition. The following command 
illustrates the wrong way to use a named composite in a variable definition:

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time SPARSE <market.product>>

The problem with the above command is that the named composite is placed inside 
the brackets following the SPARSE keyword. This syntax tells Express to create an 
unnamed composite whose base dimension is the named composite, 
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MARKET.PRODUCT. In other words, this variable definition causes Express to 
create a composite of a composite, which doubles the overhead and infrastructure.

The next example shows the correct way to use a named composite in a variable 
definition.

Example: The correct way to use named composites
Suppose you use the same command to define a composite named 
MARKET.PRODUCT:

DEFINE market.product COMPOSITE <market product>

When you define the SALES variable, use the composite name instead of the SPARSE 
keyword:

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time market.product <market product>>

In the above definition of the SALES variable, MARKET.PRODUCT is the named 
composite, and its base dimensions (MARKET and PRODUCT) are included in the 
brackets that follow. This syntax tells Express to include the named composite, 
MARKET.PRODUCT, in the definition of SALES.

Do Not Put All Dimensions into a Single Composite

Why you should not put all dimensions into a composite
The purpose of a composite is to control sparsity. Express will automatically create 
only the tuples (and therefore the data storage cells on disk that the tuples need) for 
which data exists. That means that your database will be considerably smaller, and 
less paging will be needed.

However, it is important to select the dimension for which data tends to be dense 
(which is typically a TIME dimension) and keep that dimension out of the 
composite. By doing so, you can promote fast performance as a result of the way in 
which data is organized on pages. For example, TIME dimension values that are 
likely to be needed for aggregation or even for user queries are more likely to be 
grouped together on the same page or on several pages that can fit easily into 
memory. This can minimize paging, which results in faster performance. Refer to 
Chapter 1 for an illustrated overview of how data is organized on pages and the 
role that paging plays in performance.

You should realize that there is a certain amount of overhead that is required by 
composites. As long as you follow the recommendations for using composites, good 
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performance outweighs the cost of this overhead. On the other hand, if you put all 
of the dimensions into one composite, then the overhead becomes a problem — the 
structures that are needed to manage the composite will actually be larger in size 
than the variable’s data.

The recommendation for putting dimensions into a composite
In general, it is a good strategy to leave at least one dimension out of a composite. 
Refer to “Plan your dimension order according to your users’ application” on page 
2-24 for recommendations about variable definitions and which dimensions should 
go into a composite, based on the applications that will be used by your users to 
query the Express database.

Do Not Assume a Composite Should Contain All But One Dimension

Why you should consider keeping two dimensions out of a composite
Depending on your database design and the Express application that will be used 
by your users to query that Express database, it can be a good practice to put all 
except one dimension into a single composite in a variable definition.

However, if the composite is made up of more than five or six base dimensions, 
then performance may suffer.

When you remove one dimension from a composite, two things will happen:

■ The composite will get smaller.

■ The database will get larger.

To get the best performance results, you should identify the dimension whose 
removal will result in making the composite as small as possible, while keeping the 
database growth to a minimum.

The recommendation for managing composites with many dimensions
If your composite has more than five or six dimensions, and you need to improve 
performance, then try removing one of the dimensions from the composite. In other 
words, suppose your variable has the following dimensionality:

TIME SPARSE <DIM1, DIM2, DIM3, DIM4, DIM5, DIM6, DIM7, DIM8>

The strategy is to identify the best dimension to remove from the composite, and 
then redefine your variable with the new dimensionality. For example, suppose you 
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determine that DIM6 is the best candidate for removal. The variable definition will 
then have the following dimensionality:

TIME DIM6 SPARSE <DIM1, DIM2, DIM3, DIM4, DIM5, DIM7, DIM8>

How to decide which dimension to remove from the composite
Use one of the following two ways to determine which dimension to remove from 
the composite:

■ For the best results, follow the steps in “Procedure: How to analyze the 
dimensions in a composite” to analyze each dimension as a candidate for 
removal from the composite.

■ If you do not have time to perform this analysis, then the dimension that you 
remove from the composite should be the dimension with the fewest number of 
dimension values. When you remove a dimension from a composite, the 
database will get bigger. This strategy will help to keep that growth to a 
minimum.

Procedure: How to analyze the dimensions in a composite
Use the following procedure to analyze the dimensions in a composite in order to 
determine which dimension is the best candidate to remove from the composite. 
Each of the following steps is discussed in detail in the remainder of this topic.

1. Use the OBJ function to find out how many tuples exist in the composite. This is 
represented as OBJ(DIMMAX 'cp') in the formula in Step 5.

2. Remove one dimension from the composite, for example, by defining a new 
named composite.

3. Use the OBJ function to find out how many tuples exist in the new composite. 
This is represented as OBJ(DIMMAX 'cpn-1') in the formula in Step 5.

4. If you do not already know the number of dimension values that are in the 
dimension that you removed from the composite, use the OBJ function to get 
the number of dimension values. This is represented as OBJ(DIMMAX 'dim') in 
the formula in step 5.

5. Use the following formula to calculate a rating for variable growth when you 
remove one dimension from the existing composite:

rating = (OBJ(DIMMAX ’dim’) * OBJ(DIMMAX ’cpn-1’))/OBJ(DIMMAX ’cp’)
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This formula produces a number that represents the effect that removing a 
specific dimension will have on the size of any variables that share the same 
dimensionality.

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for every base dimension in the composite. In other 
words, if the composite has 6 base dimensions, define 6 different named 
composites (each with a different dimension removed) and use the formula in 
Step 5 to calculate a rating for each dimension.

7. Compare the rating of each dimension. If any dimension has a rating of 1.0, 
then remove that dimension from the composite. In fact, remove every 
dimension that has a rating of 1.0 from the composite. If no dimensions have a 
1.0 rating, then choose the dimension that has a rating that is closest to 1.0 as 
the dimension to remove from the composite.

These steps are discussed in more detail below.

Step 1: Find out how many tuples exist in the composite
This step requires you to have already defined your dimensions and variables, 
loaded or added the dimension values for every dimension, and loaded data for the 
variable. To obtain the number of tuples in a composite, execute the following 
command.

SHOW OBJ(DIMMAX ’composite_name’)

For example, suppose you have defined a composite named COMP. After loading 
and aggregating the detail-level data, you can find out how many composite tuples 
are in COMP with the command below, which is followed by its output.

SHOW OBJ(DIMMAX ’comp’)
253,421

This means that COMP contains 253,421 composite tuples.

Step 2: Remove one dimension from the composite
To remove one dimension from the composite, you need to define a new composite. 
Suppose that the existing composite, COMP, has the following definition:

DEFINE comp COMPOSITE <DIM1 DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 DIM5 DIM6 DIM7 DIM8>

To remove DIM1 from COMP, use the following commands to define and populate 
a new composite named TESTCOMP1.

DEFINE testcomp1 COMPOSITE <DIM2 DIM3 DIM4 DIM5 DIM6 DIM7 DIM8>
MAINTAIN testcomp1 MERGE <KEY(COMP DIM2), KEY(COMP DIM3), KEY(COMP DIM4) - 
KEY(COMP DIM5), KEY(COMP DIM6), KEY(COMP DIM7), KEY(COMP DIM8)>
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Step 3: Find out how many tuples exist in the new composite
Execute the following command to find out how many tuples will be generated for 
the new composite.

SHOW OBJ(DIMMAX ’new_composite_name’)

For example, to find out how many tuples will be generated for TESTCOMP1, use 
the command below, which is followed by its output.

SHOW OBJ(DIMMAX ’testcomp1’)
221,786

This means that TESTCOMP1 contains 221,786 composite tuples.

Step 4: Find out the number of dimension values in the removed dimension
Execute the following command to find out how many dimension values exist for 
the dimension that you have removed from the composite.

SHOW OBJ(DIMMAX ’removed_dimension’)

For example, to find out how many dimension values are in DIM1, use the 
command below, which is followed by its output:

SHOW OBJ(DIMMAX ’dim1’)
543

This means that there are 543 dimension values for the DIM1 dimension.

Step 5: Use the formula
Now that you have the information that is required, use it in the formula to 
determine the rating for the dimension that has been removed from the composite.

The formula to determine the rating for DIM1 is:

(OBJ(DIMMAX ’dim1’) * OBJ(DIMMAX ’testcomp1’))/OBJ(DIMMAX ’comp’) = rating

Using the results in the examples in the previous steps, this formula translates to the 
following:

(543 * 221786)/253421 = 475.216

The rating for DIM1 is 475.216. The closer the rating is to 1, the better the dimension 
is a candidate for removal from the composite. (In this case, DIM1 is a poor 
candidate and should not be removed from the composite.) In fact, if any dimension 
has a rating that is exactly 1, you should remove that dimension from the 
composite. If more than one dimension has a rating of 1, then remove every 
dimension with a rating of 1 from the composite.
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Step 6: Repeat steps 2 through 5 for every dimension
Define a new composite for each removed dimension. For example, to define and 
populate the composite from which DIM2 is removed, use the following 
commands:

DEFINE testcomp2 COMPOSITE <DIM1 DIM3 DIM4 DIM5 DIM6 DIM7 DIM8>
MAINTAIN testcomp2 MERGE <KEY(COMP DIM1), KEY(COMP DIM3), KEY(COMP DIM4) - 
KEY(COMP DIM5), KEY(COMP DIM6), KEY(COMP DIM7), KEY(COMP DIM8)>

You would then find out how many tuples are in TESTCOMP2 and how many 
dimension values are in DIM2, and then use these numbers in the formula to 
determine the rating for DIM2.

Step 7: Compare the rating for every dimension
Once you have determined a rating for every dimension, then use the number that 
is closest to 1.0 to identify the dimension that is the best candidate for removal from 
the composite.

For example, suppose you get the following results for the 8 dimensions in the 
composite, COMP.

In this example, DIM7 has a rating of 1.477 — of all of the ratings, DIM7 has the 
rating that is closest to1.0. This indicates that DIM7 is the best candidate for removal 
from the composite.

To remove DIM7 from the composite, first, define a new composite.

DEFINE salescomp COMPOSITE <dim1 dim2 dim3 dim 4 dim5 dim6 dim8>

Dimension Removal Rating

DIM1  475.216

DIM2     2.854

DIM3   10.845

DIM4   19.768

DIM5     1.750

DIM6     2.227

DIM7     1.477

DIM8     1.958
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Now, redefine SALES as follows:

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time dim7 salescomp <dim1 dim2 dim3 dim4 dim5 dim6 dim8>

Whenever Possible, Variables Should Share Composites

Why should variables share composites?
When more than one variable can share the same composite, you will gain the 
following benefits:

■ Less time is required to create a composite’s tuples. A large part of the time it 
requires to aggregate data is used to create composite tuples. Therefore, if four 
different variables share the same composite, they share the same composite 
tuples. That means the time it takes to create composite tuples will be 
one-fourth the time that it would take to create composite tuples for a single 
composite that is shared by four variables, as opposed to four different 
composites (if you used a different composite for each variable).

■ Less storage space is required. If you can reduce the number of composites your 
database needs, then you reduce the number of composite tuples that are 
generated. You can reduce database size considerably by sharing composites 
among variables.

The recommendation for variables that can share composites
When variables are similar in nature — meaning, their data tends to have the same 
sparsity pattern and tends to be used in similar ways, you can improve 
performance by making sure that those variables share the same composite.

However, you should also consider the different ways in which variables can share 
composites.

Variables can share named composites
You can define a composite and name it.

For example, suppose you define a composite named SALESCOMP whose base 
dimensions include GEOGRAPHY, PRODUCT, and CHANNEL. You would use the 
following command to define SALESCOMP.

DEFINE salescomp COMPOSITE <geography product channel>
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Suppose that the SALES and the UNITS variables are similar in nature. The 
following examples show how you can define these variables so that they share the 
same named composite, SALESCOMP.

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time salescomp <geography product channel>>
DEFINE units INTEGER <time salescomp <geography product channel>>

In general, it is a good strategy to always use named composites, because they make 
it easier to manage your database objects.

Variables automatically share unnamed composites
You can also specify an unnamed composite when you use the SPARSE keyword to 
define a variable.

For example, you can define the SALES and UNITS variables by using the SPARSE 
keyword to indicate which dimensions are the base dimensions of the composite.

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time SPARSE <geography product channel>>
DEFINE units INTEGER <time SPARSE <geography product channel>>

In other words, whenever you use the SPARSE keyword, any variables that you 
have defined with the SPARSE keyword that specify the same dimensions in exactly 
the same order will automatically share the same composite — whether you want 
them to share the same composite or not.

Depending on User Queries, Consider Measure Dimensions

Why you should consider using measure dimensions
A measure dimension is a dimension whose dimension values represent variables. For 
example, suppose you have defined three variables: SALES, UNITS, and PRICE. 
You can then define a dimension, for example, named MYMEASURE, and its 
dimension values will be SALES, UNITS, and PRICE.

You should consider defining and using a measure dimension when your users 
tend to query the same data for more than one variable at the same time. In this 
example, suppose that your users tend to look at one product at a time, but they 
query the sales data, the number of units sold, and the price for that product before 
they look at any data for another product. It would be a good idea to define the 
MYMEASURE dimension, because this makes it possible to group the data that 
users query together on the same data page.
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In other words, if you do not use a measure dimension, then the data for the SALES, 
UNITS, and PRICE variables will be spread out on many different data pages. 
Suppose the user queries the sales figure for a product, such as TENTS. For 
example, the user requests sales data for TENTS sold on June 21 in Milan, Italy. 
Express locates the page on which that data is located and moves it into memory. 
Next, the user queries the number of units sold for TENTS on June 21 in Milan. 
Express must locate the page on which that UNITS data is located and move it into 
memory. Finally, the user queries the price of TENTS on June 21 in Milan, and 
Express must locate a third page on which the PRICE data is located and move it 
into memory.

Suppose that you use a measure dimension, and the measure dimension is the 
fastest-varying dimension. In this case, the SALES, UNITS, and PRICE data for 
TENTS on June 21 in Milan will be stored next to each other on the same page. 
Instead of having to locate pages of data and move them into memory, Express 
simply moves to the next cell of data.

The recommendation for using measure dimensions
You should only use a measure dimension when your users need to query the same 
kind of data for different variables at the same time.

If models or calculations will be run on the measure dimension, then the measure 
dimension must be the fastest-varying dimension.

If it is not necessary for the measure dimension to be the fastest-varying dimension, 
then it should be among the fastest varying dimensions. For example, suppose you 
would make TIME the fastest-varying dimension if you were not to define a 
measure dimension. Now, suppose that you decide to define a measure dimension 
— in this case, you might make the measure dimension an intermediate-varying 
dimension that immediately follows the fastest-varying dimension (which is TIME). 
In other words, the measure dimension is the second-fastest varying dimension.

For example, the variable’s dimensionality would be as follows:

<time measure <dim1 dim2 dim3>>

This is a good strategy when it is more important for the time periods to be grouped 
together than for the measures to be grouped together — for example, because of 
on-the-fly aggregation for the TIME dimension. On the other hand, if it is more 
important for the measures to be grouped together than for the time periods to be 
grouped together, then the measure dimension should be the fastest-varying 
dimension and TIME should be the intermediate-varying dimension.
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Keep the Number of Segments to a Minimum

Why you should keep the number of segments to a minimum
A segment is a grouping of data in a variable.

Internally, Express uses a segment map to store information about segments. As 
long as the number of segments remains relatively small (such as, tens of segments), 
then Express is able to store the information about every segment for a variable very 
efficiently. However, if the number of segments becomes large (such as, hundreds to 
thousands of segments), then the segment map becomes very complex and difficult 
to navigate.

Your goal should be to keep the number of segments to a minimum.

Refer to “Illustration: What happens to storage when you add dimension values?” 
on page 3-16 for more information, including an illustration that shows what causes 
new segments to be created automatically by Express.

The recommendation for keeping segments to a minimum
Depending on the issues that are discussed in the rest of this chapters, one strategy 
for keeping the number of segments to a minimum is to make the TIME dimension 
the fastest-varying dimension in your variable definitions that require a TIME 
dimension. This is because you will typically always add new TIME data on a 
grouped basis. In other words, every time you perform an incremental data load, 
you are probably adding new TIME data. Therefore, you can easily plan for future 
time periods. That means that whenever TIME is the fastest-varying dimension, you 
should define all of the TIME dimension values that you will need for future data. 
See “Decide where to place the TIME dimension in the dimension order” on page 
2-28 for more information and an example.

In the most general terms, Express automatically creates new segments to 
accommodate new dimension values that you add for any dimension that is not the 
slowest-varying dimension after the database is built for the first time. When you 
add new dimension values to the slowest-varying dimension, Express can simply 
add data storage cells onto the end of the segment without disrupting the 
established storage pattern.

However, when you add new dimension values to the fastest-varying dimension or 
an intermediate-varying dimension, Express cannot fit new data storage cells into 
the pattern of storage that has already been established in that segment — to solve 
this problem, Express creates a new segment. See “Illustration: What happens to 
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storage when you add dimension values?” on page 3-16 for a more detailed 
explanation.

The basics: What you should know before using segments
Before you use segments, you should understand the following basic information:

■ In order to control segmentation, you first define the variable, and then use the 
CHGDFN command with the SEGWIDTH keyword to change the default 
segment length for that variable.

■ You must use the CHGDFN command before you load any data for the variable. 
If you load data before you use the CHGDFN command, then that data will use 
the default segmentation instead of the segmentation that you specified. In 
other words, it is only the data that is loaded after you execute a CHGDFN 
command that will be organized according to the segmentation that you 
specified.

■ If you export a variable, any segmentation that you specified with a CHGDFN 
command will be lost. See the information about how to reapply segmentation 
at the end of this chapter for details.

How TIME as the fastest-varying dimension affects segmentation
TIME is the fastest-varying dimension when it is first in the dimension order of a 
variable definition, such as in the following example:

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time prodgeogchan <product geography channel>>

The way in which TIME affects segmentation depends on whether or not you define 
all of the TIME dimension values needed — including dimension values for all of 
the future TIME periods that will be needed — before any data is loaded into the 
database.

Consider how defining TIME dimension values affects segmentation:

■ If all of the TIME dimension values are defined before data is loaded, then the 
variable’s data will fit into one segment (unless new TIME dimension values are 
later added during a subsequent load).

■ If only the current TIME dimension values are defined before data is loaded, 
then every incremental data load is likely to result in the automatic creation of a 
new segment.

For example, suppose you design a database with the knowledge that this database 
will eventually contain three years of data. The detail-level data will be at month 
level. Eventually, you will need a total of 36 dimension values to represent the 
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months in those three years. However, you only add 12 dimension values right now, 
because you only have data for the year 1999. You then load the 1999 data and 
aggregate it. Following this, you add JAN 2000, Q100, and 2000 dimension values, 
load the month’s data, and aggregate it. This pattern of adding new dimension 
values where needed is then repeated for each subsequent month’s data. 

If you use this strategy, then every time you load new data Express will probably 
create a new segment just for the new data. This means that over the course of time, 
Express will create as many segments as the number of new data loads that you 
perform. This happens because before you can load any new data, you have to 
maintain the TIME dimension by adding the necessary dimension values. For 
example, before you can load data for January 2000, you will have to add a new 
JAN2000 dimension value. It is this adding of new dimension values to the 
fastest-varying dimension that causes new segments to be created.

You can avoid this problem by adding all of the dimension values for 1999, 2000, 
and 2001 before you load any data into the database. If you use this approach, you 
can then load and aggregate data for the next years (2000 and 2001) without 
running the risk of creating new segments.

At the same time, consider the kind of analysis that your users perform. Do your 
users tend to analyze data for a calendar year or for a fiscal year? If they analyze 
data on a calendar year basis, then a segment should contain data from January 1, 
2000, to December 31, 2000. If they analyze data on a fiscal year basis, then a 
segment should contain the data for a fiscal year, such as June 1, 1999, to May 31, 
2000. Similarly, if your users perform forecasting analysis, you will need to define 
future time periods, for example, all of the time periods for the next year.

You should also evaluate the analysis that users perform on data in regard to 
deciding which dimension values should be grouped together in a segment. Do 
users compare the data from the current quarter to the same quarter one year ago? 
Or do they analyze rates and trends over time — do they tend to perform 
day-by-day analysis, such as a moving total? The idea is to identify which 
dimension values your users are likely to need at the same time, and make sure 
those dimension values are grouped into the same segment to promote good 
performance.

The variable will have a huge number of NA cells at the beginning, but at the end, 
most of the cells will contain actual data. The database size will be relatively large 
initially but will remain constant during incremental loads, instead of growing 
every time that you load new data.
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If TIME is the fastest-varying or an intermediate-varying dimension
If you position the TIME dimension as the fastest-varying dimension or as an 
intermediate-varying dimension in the variable definition’s dimension order, then 
every possible data storage cell that can be created to store data associated with 
TIME will be created when you build the database. Consider the following issues:

■ Typically, this is a good strategy for loading multiple time periods of data at 
once or for loading data for full rebuilds of the database.

■ Internal caching mechanisms within the aggregation algorithms of Express 
mean that when a relatively short dimension (as TIME typically is) is 
fastest-varying in the variable’s definition, this design can lead to good 
aggregation performance. However, this benefit can be lost if there are many 
empty (NA) time periods in the database that are being stored on disk.

■ The data for one month will be spread across a large database. If Express needs 
to access all of the data for a single month, then this design will result in a lot of 
processing. The reason is that the data storage cells are scattered across a large 
number of database pages that Express has to move from disk to memory.

Illustration: If TIME is the fastest-varying dimension
Suppose you have sales data for every day of the year. In this case, you would have 
365 TIME dimension values per year, just to store the detail-level data. Now 
suppose that you are designing the SALES variable for the current year. Disk space 
is not a problem, so you define all of the dimension values that you will need for the 
entire year. If today is January 21, and you have loaded data for the first 20 days of 
the year, the way in which data will be laid out on pages will look something like 
the following:

1st group of 
365 cells: 

2nd group of 
365 cells: 

A 3rd (partial) 
group of 
365 cells: 

Jan01, Swimsuits/London
through
Dec31, Swimsuits/London

Jan01, Swimsuits/Liverpool 
through
Dec31, Swimsuits/Liverpool

Jan01, Swimsuits/Cambridge
through
Oct21, Swimsuits/Cambridge
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Please note that this illustration is intended to provide a general picture. Each group 
of shaded cells represent 20 days, while the each group of empty cells represents the 
345 days in the rest of the year for which data does not yet exist. (The empty NA 
cells are actually stored within the database and consume disk space.)

Managing segments: When TIME is the fastest-varying dimension
Using a single-segment strategy may not yield good performance. For example, 
suppose a database contains three years of data. In order to load one time period, it 
is necessary to for all three years of time periods to be read and written. This is 
necessary because the one time period that you need is in the same segment as all of 
the other time periods. On the other hand, if you specify one-year segments, then to 
load one time period, it will only be necessary for one-third of all of the time 
periods to be read and written. This reduces I/O considerably.

Combining TIME as the fastest-varying dimension and specifically managing the 
segments within the TIME dimension is an approach than often works well. 
Typically, this approach provides both good historical load times and good 
incremental load times. By deliberately managing segments in this way, you can 
benefit from the caching mechanism of having a short dimension first, as well as 
minimizing the amount of stored NA data.

If the TIME dimension is the fastest-varying dimension in your variable definitions 
that use a TIME dimension, then using simple one-year segments on the TIME 
dimension is generally appropriate and can result in quite a dramatic performance 
benefit. (Please note that the recommendation of partitioning the storage by year is 
based on the assumption that your database’s TIME dimension will contain the 
typical amount of historical data, meaning, 3 to 4 years. If this is not the case — for 
example, if you have dimension values for 10 years in your database — then you 
should plan on partitioning the storage of the data by approximately three- or 
four-year segments instead of one-year segments.)

This means that you will specify segmentation so that each year’s worth of data will 
be grouped together. In other words, the first year of data will be grouped in one 
segment, the second year of data will be grouped in a second segment, the third 
year of data will be grouped in a third segment, and so on.

When you add data, that data will now be grouped in one-year segments. This 
promotes good performance.

Alternatively, if you use one-year segments, performance will be good, and it is 
unlikely that you will see much change in that performance over the course of time.
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Suppose that you have defined the following named composite and variable:

DEFINE prod.geog.chan COMPOSITE <product, geography, channel>
DEFINE sales integer <time prod.geog.chan <product, geography, channel>>

Suppose your TIME dimension is organized according to a fiscal year hierarchy so 
that the TIME dimension values for the fiscal year 2000 are (in this order): JUN99, 
JUL99, AUG99, SEP99, OCT99, NOV99, DEC99, JAN00, FEB00, MAR00, APR00, 
MAY00, Q100, Q200, Q300, Q400, and YR00. There are 12 detail-data dimension 
values, 4 quarter dimension values, and 1 year dimension value for each year. This 
means that there is a total of 17 TIME dimension values per year.

Suppose that you anticipate that the composite will have a maximum of 500,000 
tuples. To specify one-year segmentation, use the following command before you 
add any data to the SALES variable:

CHGDFN sales SEGWIDTH 17 500000

This command tells Express that you want to group your SALES data in segments 
that will accommodate 17 TIME dimension values and 500,000 composite tuples.

If TIME is the slowest-varying dimension
TIME is the slowest-varying dimension when it is last in the dimension order of a 
variable definition, such as in the following example:

DEFINE myvar DECIMAL <line prodgeogchan <product geography channel> time>

If you position the TIME dimension as the slowest-varying dimension in the 
variable definition’s dimension order, then only the necessary data storage cells 
(that are needed to store data for the TIME values being loaded) will be created 
when you build the database.

Consider the following issues:

■ This is a good strategy when you load and aggregate incremental data.

■ The database will grow incrementally.

■ You get the advantage of NA page handling for TIME. In other words, Express 
automatically manages the sparsity for TIME.

■ All of the data for every TIME period is stored in cells that are physically 
adjacent to each other on data pages. If the detail-level data is at the month 
level, for example, this means that if Express needs to access all of the data for a 
single month, then the processing cost will be minimal. This happens because 
the data for a single month will be stored on many fewer pages than in the cases 
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where the TIME dimension is the fastest-varying dimension or an 
intermediate-varying dimension.

■ It is not a good strategy to make TIME the slowest-varying dimension if you 
plan to perform inter-time period calculations, such as a moving average or a 
year-to-date total, because this will slow performance. In this case, TIME should 
be the fastest-varying dimension.

Placing TIME as the slowest-varying dimension is also a good strategy for reducing 
paging with incremental data loads. However, the performance of a <time 
<composite>> design can often be better if you have segmented the storage by 
year and are planning on incremental loads.   Although this seems counterintuitive, 
the reason for the potentially better performance of <time <composite>> is that 
the Express aggregation algorithm is optimized for having a short dimension first in 
the design (there is a caching algorithm that is advantageous for short, fast-varying 
dimensions). By segmenting the storage by year, you minimize the amount of 
paging (to only include the year you are updating) and still gain the benefit of the 
internal caching algorithm.

Illustration: If TIME is the slowest-varying dimension
Now suppose that TIME is the slowest-varying dimension. For example, your 
SALES variable has PRODUCT as the fastest-varying dimension and GEOGRAPHY 
as the intermediate-varying dimension. If today is January 21, and you have loaded 
data for the first 20 days of the year, the way in which data will be laid out on pages 
will look something like the following:

1st group of
 cells: 

2nd group of 
cells: 

A 3rd (partial) 
group of 
cells: 

Sales data for All Products 
All Geographic locations
on Jan01

Sales data for All Products 
All Geographic locations
on Jan02

Sales data for All Products 
All Geographic locations
on Jan03
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Please note that this illustration is intended to provide a general picture.

Also note that when TIME is the slowest-varying dimension, you will be taking 
advantage of controlled sparsity, as described in Chapter 3. In this case, pages of 
data will exist only for the TIME dimension values of Jan01 through Jan20.

Managing segments: If TIME is not the fastest-varying dimension
If the TIME dimension is not the fastest-varying dimension in your variable 
definitions that use a TIME dimension, then you will probably have to manage 
segments. Consider the following recommendations:

■ Use the OBJ(NUMSEGS) function to find out how many segments a variable 
currently has. See the OBJ Help topic in the Express Language Help system.

■ If you want to change the default segment size, you can use the CHGDFN 
command with the SEGWIDTH keyword to do so. See “The basics: What you 
should know about segments before using them,” later in this topic.

■ If a variable has too many segments, you can reduce the number of segments by 
using the procedure in “How to reapply segmentation after an export and 
before an import,” later in this topic.

These recommendations are intended to be very general guidelines. If you need to 
manage segments, then you should learn as much about them as possible. You can 
do so by reading this guide, as well as reading about the commands that you use to 
manage them, such as the CHGDFN command and the OBJ function, which are 
documented in the Express Language Help system.

How to reapply segmentation after a partial export and before an import
Any time that you export a variable, the segmentation that you might have 
specified with a CHGDFN command will be lost. Unless you want the variable to 
use the default segmentation, use the following procedure to reapply the 
segmentation that you want. You can also use this procedure to reduce the number 
of segments for a variable that currently has too many segments (typically, 
hundreds to thousands of segments qualifies as “too many”).

1. Export the variable(s) to an EIF file.

If your goal is to reduce the current number of segments, then also export the 
variables and relations that use the same dimensions as the variable whose 
segments you want to reduce.

2. Execute a MAINTAIN command with the DELETE ALL keywords for one of 
the dimensions in the variable’s definition.
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3. Execute a CHGDFN command for the variable, using the SEGWIDTH keyword 
to define the desired segmentation.

Refer to the CHGDFN command Help topic in the Express Language Reference 
Help system for details.

4. From the EIF file, import all of the variables and relations that you exported in 
the first step of this procedure.

How to reapply segmentation during a full export and import
Use the following procedure to reapply segmentation whenever you perform a full 
export and import.

1. (Optional) Sort the TIME dimension values to group all the related dimension 
values for the year together. You can do this with the LIMIT, SORT, and 
MAINTAIN (with the MOVE keyword) commands.

2. Export the entire database to an EIF file, for example:

EXPORT ALL to EIF FILE ’fulldb.eif’

3. Define a new database.

4. Import only the database objects into the new database, for example:

IMPORT ALL from EIF FILE ’fulldb.eif’ DFNS

5. Specify the segmentation, for example:

CHGDFN sales SEGWIDTH 20 2000000

6. Import the data into the new database, for example:

IMPORT ALL from EIF FILE ’fulldb.eif’ APPEND DATA

Case study: Specifying one-year segments
The customer’s database is intended to store 3 years’ worth of data. The dimension 
values for all 3 years have already been added to the database. Currently, just over 
one year of data has been loaded into the database, and more data will be loaded 
incrementally, one month at a time.
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The customer’s problem
The following results did not meet the customer’s needs.

■ Data load time: 40 minutes (to load 1.2 million records for 1 period)

■ Aggregation time: 3 hours

■ Database size: 500 MB

The dimension order in the customer’s variable definition was:

time sparse<store product>

The solution
The solution was to segment the variable on TIME.

First, the time dimension values were ordered so that they were grouped by year. In 
other words, all of the dimension values for the first year were grouped together, 
followed by all of the dimension values for the second year, followed by all the 
dimension values of the third year. There were 20 dimension values for each year.

Next, segments were specified for the variable so that each year’s worth of data 
would be stored in a single segment. For example, assuming that each year has 20 
dimension values and the composite has 2 million tuples, then you would use the 
following command to specify segments to store one year of data each for a variable 
named VAR1:

CHGDFN var1 SEGWIDTH 20 2000000

In this case, the solution yielded the following results:

■ Data load time: 10 minutes (to load 1.2 million records for 1 period)

■ Aggregation time: 1 hour 50 minutes

■ Database size: 100 MB
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5
How to Use AGGREGATE

Chapter summary
This chapter describes how to use the AGGREGATE command to precalculate data, 
and how to use the AGGREGATE function to specify that data should be calculated 
on the fly.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ How to Get the Fastest Data Aggregation Performance

■ The Building Blocks of AGGREGATE

■ Getting the Names of the Parent Relations or Self-Relations

■ Getting the Names of the Hierarchy Levels or Self-Relations

■ Defining and Editing the Aggregation Map Object

■ Precalculating Data

■ Calculating Data on the Fly

How to Get the Fastest Data Aggregation Performance

Overview
In most cases, you should use the AGGREGATE command instead of the ROLLUP 
command to aggregate your detail-level data. By using AGGREGATE, your 
aggregation performance times can become significantly faster. For example, if you 
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use the AGGREGATE command instead of the ROLLUP command, the amount of 
time that it takes to aggregate the same data can be up to 2 to 5 times faster.

However, AGGREGATE does not support conjoint dimensions. For any variable 
whose definition includes conjoint dimensions, you must use the ROLLUP 
command to aggregate your data. Alternatively, you can replace your conjoint 
dimensions with composites.

When to use AGGREGATE
As a general guideline, you should use the AGGREGATE command when the 
detail-level data for a variable is less than 10 percent dense.

If the detail-level data for a variable is 10 to 20 percent dense, the ROLLUP 
command will probably aggregate the data faster. (In most applications, input data 
is rarely as high as 10 to 20 percent dense. Therefore, in the majority of cases, you 
will probably benefit from using AGGREGATE.)

The exception to this guideline is the case where you have multiple cubes that share 
the same dimensionality and composite. If you plan to aggregate multiple cubes 
with a single AGGREGATE command, then using AGGREGATE should always be 
faster than using ROLLUP.

How to estimate the density of your detail-level data
Use the following procedure to estimate the density of a variable’s detail-level data.

1. Find out the actual number of detail-level data values. These are the data values 
that you will load and aggregate in the Express database.

2. Determine the total number of detail-level dimension values for each dimension 
in the variable’s definition.

3. Determine the number of possible detail-level data values by multiplying the 
number of detail-level dimension values.

4. Compare the actual number of detail-level data values to the number of 
possible detail-level data values. Calculate the percentage of actual data. That 
percentage is the density of your detail-level data.

Example: Step 1 — The number of actual detail-level data values
Suppose you have a variable named Sales. If you do not know the number of 
detail-level data values for SALES, then you can use Express commands to get that 
number. First, limit each dimension to its children that have no descendants (the 
detail-level data), and then count the values that are not NA values.
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For example, you would use the following commands to determine the number of 
detail-level data values for the SALES variable, which is dimensioned by TIME, 
GEOGRAPHY, and MARKET. 

allstat
limit time complement t1.parent
limit geography complement g1.parent
limit market complement m1.parent
show count(sales ne NA)

To limit the dimension to its children that have no descendants (the detail-level 
data), use the LIMIT command with the COMPLEMENT keyword followed by the 
name of the dimension’s parent relation (which is automatically generated by 
Administrator). In the above example, the parent relation of TIME is T1.PARENT, 
the parent relation of GEOGRAPHY is G1.PARENT, and the parent relation of 
MARKET is M1.PARENT. See the LIMIT command in the Express Language Help 
system for information about using this command and the COMPLEMENT 
keyword.

Example: Step 2 — The number of detail-level dimension values
Find out how many detail-level dimension values exist for each dimension. The 
detail-level dimension values are the dimension values at the lowest level of that 
dimension’s hierarchy.

For example, suppose you have a TIME dimension whose detail-level data is at the 
monthly level. The TIME dimension values might be JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, 
JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, DEC, Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, and YEAR. In this case, the 
TIME dimension has a total of 17 dimension values — and it has a total of 12 
detail-level dimension values (JAN through DEC).

Suppose the SALES variable has the following dimensions and number of 
detail-level dimension values:

Dimension Detail Level Number of Detail-Level Dimension Values

TIME month       12

GEOGRAPHY town 25,000

PRODUCT product 20,000

CHANNEL channel of sales       13
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Example: Step 3 — The number of possible detail-level data values
Now, determine the number of possible detail-level data values. This number 
represents every possible combination of all of the detail-level dimension values for 
every dimension in the variable definition. For example, for the SALES variable, 
this would be the number of all products that are sold in all towns through every 
channel in every month.

Therefore, you determine the number of possible detail-level data values by 
multiplying the number of detail-level dimension values from Step 2:

12 * 25000 * 20000 * 13 = 78000000000

The number of possible detail-level data values for SALES is 78,000,000,000.

Example: Step 4 — Calculate the detail-level data density
You estimate the density of the detail-level data by dividing the number of actual 
data values by the number of possible data values.

For example, when you divide the number of actual data values (which is 2,037,119) 
by the number of possible data values (which is 78,000,000,000), the result is .0025 
percent. Now you know that the detail-level data density is less than 10 percent and 
that performance will be faster if you use AGGREGATE instead of ROLLUP to 
aggregate the SALES data.

Best practice: Combine aggregation with calculation on the fly
If you use AGGREGATE, all of the following strategies are possible. You can:

■ Aggregate all of the data. This means that all of the data for the variable will be 
aggregated and stored on disk. This is likely to result in relatively slow 
aggregation performance and extremely fast user query performance.

■ Calculate all of the data on the fly. In this case, you eliminate aggregation from 
the build process, which means that build performance will be very fast — it 
will be reduced to the time that it takes to load data into the database. However, 
if you specify that all data should be aggregated on the fly, user query 
performance will suffer greatly. Therefore, this is not a good strategy.

■ Aggregate some data, and specify that the rest of the data will be calculated on 
the fly. A typical strategy is skip-level aggregation; that is, to aggregate the data 
for every other hierarchy level for one or two dimensions. This is the best 
solution in most cases, because aggregation performance will improve and user 
query performance will still be fast.
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This chapter explains in detail how to combine aggregation with calculation on the 
fly.

Performance tip: Make sure that all composites use BTREE indexes
You will achieve the best performance results with AGGREGATE when all of your 
composites use the BTREE index algorithm. This is most likely to be an issue when 
you have used the CHGDFN command to change conjoint dimensions into 
composites, because the default index algorithm for conjoint dimensions is HASH.

When you define a composite, its definition includes information about which 
index algorithm will be used to load and access the values of the composite.

If the composite is defined with the DEFINE COMPOSITE command, its index 
algorithm is specified in one of the following ways:

■ You can use the BTREE or HASH keyword with the DEFINE command.

■ If you do not specify either of these keywords, the composite will be defined 
with the index algorithm that is currently specified by the SPARSEINDEX 
option. By default, SPARSEINDEX specifies BTREE.

You can use the DESCRIBE command to find out if a composite uses BTREE or 
HASH. If a composite uses HASH, it will be displayed in the composite definition. 
If a composite uses BTREE, no index algorithm will be displayed in the composite 
definition, because BTREE is the default algorithm for composites.

Example: A composite uses BTREE
The following command and results show the definition of a composite named 
PROD.GEOG:

DESCRIBE prod.geog
DEFINE PROD.GEOG COMPOSITE <PRODUCT GEOGRAPHY>

This composite uses the BTREE index algorithm. When a composite definition does 
not include an index algorithm, this indicates that it uses the default for composites, 
which is BTREE.

Example: A composite uses HASH
The following command and results show the definition of a composite named 
MARKET.PROD:

DESCRIBE market.prod
DEFINE MARKET.PROD COMPOSITE <MARKET PRODUCT> HASH
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The composite uses the HASH index algorithm. In this case, it is important that you 
change the index algorithm from HASH to BTREE before you use the AGGREGATE 
command in order to achieve the best performance.

Example: How to change composites from using HASH to BTREE
If you discover that any of your composites use HASH, use the CHGDFN 
command to change the index algorithm for each composite.

For example, to change the index algorithm for the MARKET.PROD composite, use 
the following CHGDFN command:

CHGDFN market.prod BTREE
DESCRIBE market.prod
DEFINE MARKET.PROD COMPOSITE <MARKET PRODUCT>

The results following the above DESCRIBE command show that the 
MARKET.PROD composite now will use the BTREE index algorithm.

Performance tip: Promoting good I/O for AGGREGATE
One way to promote good I/O when you use AGGREGATE is to make sure that the 
EXPTEMP files and the Express database files are on separate disks. Refer to “For 
I/O subsystems: Set the correct file system paths” on page 2-17 for details.

Putting the Express database files on a striped volume set can also be very helpful 
for improving I/O.

The Building Blocks of AGGREGATE

What are the building blocks of AGGREGATE?
Using AGGREGATE is much faster and easier to use than ROLLUP. Typically, you 
will write significantly fewer lines of code in a program that uses AGGREGATE 
than in a ROLLUP program.

In order to use AGGREGATE effectively, you need to become familiar with the 
following building blocks:

■ The aggregation map

■ How to use the AGGREGATE command to precalculate data

■ How to use the AGGREGATE function to calculate data on the fly
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Learning about the aggregation map
The aggregation map is an Express object that you first define and then edit, similar 
to the model database object. When you edit an aggregation map, you will add 
commands to its contents. These commands tell Express which data should be 
precalculated and which data should be calculated on the fly. Therefore, you will 
use this aggregation map when you use the AGGREGATE command and when you 
use the AGGREGATE function.

The steps that you take in regard to editing an aggregation map depend on the way 
in which you will edit it:

■ If you use Administrator to edit the aggregation map, then you will edit a 
template of an aggregation map that is automatically created for you. Refer to 
the following topics, in this order:

■ “Getting the Names of the Hierarchy Levels or Self-Relations” on page 5-9

■ “Defining and Editing the Aggregation Map Object” on page 5-10

■ If you do not use Administrator to edit the aggregation map, then it is necessary 
to take an extra step. Before you edit an aggregation map, you must gather 
information from your database, if you do not already have that information at 
hand. To do so, refer to the following topics, in this order:

■ “Getting the Names of the Parent Relations or Self-Relations” on page 5-8

■ “Getting the Names of the Hierarchy Levels or Self-Relations” on page 5-9

■ “Defining and Editing the Aggregation Map Object” on page 5-10

Learning about the AGGREGATE command
Once you know how to define and edit an aggregation map, you can learn how to 
use it with the AGGREGATE command to precalculate data. The data that you 
precalculate will be stored on disk. Refer to “Precalculating Data” on page 5-16 to 
learn how to use the AGGREGATE command.

Learning about the AGGREGATE function
Once you know how to define and edit an aggregation map, and you have learned 
how to use it with the AGGREGATE command, the final step is to learn how to use 
the aggregation map with the AGGREGATE function to calculate data on the fly. 
For details, refer to “Calculating Data on the Fly” on page 5-22.
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Getting the Names of the Parent Relations or Self-Relations

If you defined the hierarchies with Administrator
Remember that this step is unnecessary if you use Administrator to edit the 
aggregation map. The parent relations will be provided for you in the aggregation 
map template, as described in “How to edit an aggregation map” on page 5-12.

However, if you do not use Administrator to edit the aggregation map, then you 
must get the names of the parent relations that were generated by Administrator 
when you defined the hierarchies.

If the dimension hierarchies have been defined with Administrator, then the 
metadata that supports those hierarchies has been generated automatically. This 
metadata is needed so that you can specify exactly which data you want to 
aggregate.

First, you need to get the name of the parent relation for each dimension. To do so, 
use the OBJ function:

SHOW OBJ(property ’parentrel’ ’dimension_name’)

In the above command, dimension_name is the name of a dimension in the variable 
definition.

Example: Getting the names of the parent relations
Suppose you want to aggregate data for the SALES variable, which is dimensioned 
by TIME, PRODUCT, and GEOGRAPHY. To do so, use the following commands, 
which are followed by sample results.

SHOW OBJ(property ’parentrel’ ’time’)
myti.parent
SHOW OBJ(property ’parentrel’ ’product’)
mypr.parent
SHOW OBJ(property ’parentrel’ ’geography’)
myge.parent

In this case, suppose that the dimensions and their hierarchies were defined in a 
database named MYDATABASE. Note that the prefix of each parent relation name 
consists of the first two letters of the database (“my”) and the first two letters of the 
dimension (“ti,” “pr,” and “ge”).
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If you defined the hierarchies with the Express language
If you used the Express language to define your hierarchies, then you have a level 
dimension and a relation to it that specifies the level for each dimension value.

If you did not define these database objects yourself, you need to find out the names 
of the levels that have been specified for each dimension value. If you do not know 
who defined these objects, you can look at the contents of the relation that specifies 
the level names.

Getting the Names of the Hierarchy Levels or Self-Relations

If you defined the hierarchies with Administrator
Typically, a good strategy is to use the skip-level approach — select one or two of a 
variable’s dimensions, and aggregate every other level in those dimension 
hierarchies. If you find out which levels are queried most often by users, it can also 
be a good strategy to precalculate those levels of data.

By default, when you create levels in a hierarchy, Administrator assigns names to 
those levels. The highest level of the hierarchy is “L1,” the next highest level is “L2,” 
and so on. For example, if you create a hierarchy with five levels, those levels will 
be named “L1” (the highest level of the hierarchy), “L2,” “L3,” “L4,” and “L5” (the 
detail-data level of the hierarchy).

If you are unsure of the level name that is associated with the level that you want to 
specify, select the name of the dimension in the Browser, and choose Edit Values 
from the right mouse menu. This displays the Edit Dimension Values dialog box. If 
you choose the Rename Hierarchy Levels from the main tool bar, the Rename 
Hierarchy Levels dialog box will be displayed. One column displays the internal 
names (L1, and so on), and another column displays the descriptive name that may 
have been assigned to that level. You can use that descriptive name to verify the 
internal level name that you will need.

An alternative approach is to use the OBJ function. For example, use the following 
command to get information about a dimension named GEOGRAPHY:

report &obj(property ’leveldim’ ’geography’)
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If you defined the hierarchies as self-relations
If self-relations have been defined to act as hierarchy levels for the dimensions, then 
they exist as relations, along with the other database objects that have been created 
in the database.

If you did not define these self-relations yourself, you need to find out the names of 
the self-relations. If you do not know who defined these objects, you can look at the 
contents of the relations in the database to determine which ones you need.

Defining and Editing the Aggregation Map Object

What is an aggregation map?
An aggregation map is an Express database object that you use to specify the data 
that should be aggregated for each dimension in the variable definition. You cannot 
execute an AGGREGATE command or an AGGREGATE function without an 
aggregation map.

How do I create an aggregation map?
To create an aggregation map, you must:

■ Define the aggregation map, and

■ Add contents to the aggregation map by editing it

What can an aggregation map contain?
An aggregation map can contain the following commands:

■ One or more RELATION commands — A RELATION command identifies a 
dimension’s parent relation or self-relation (which acts as a hierarchy) that 
should be used to aggregate data. If you want to aggregate only some of a 
variable’s data — for example, if you want to aggregate certain levels of a 
dimension’s hierarchy — then use the PRECOMPUTE keyword and a 
limit-phrase with the RELATION command to specify which data should be 
aggregated. This acts as a way of limiting dimension values to the ones for 
which data should be aggregated.

■ A CACHE command — This command describes how or if the AGGREGATE 
function should store any data that is calculated on the fly. This issue is 
important in regard to how quickly all of a variable’s data will reflect changes 
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that users make to some of the variable’s data. To learn more about the CACHE 
command, refer to the CACHE Help topic in the Express Language Help 
system.

■ An AGGINDEX command — This command describes whether Express should 
create indexes (composite tuples) that are needed by the MODEL command and 
by commands that use the ACROSS phrase. This issue is important in regard to 
ensuring that the results of such commands are accurate. To learn more about 
the AGGINDEX command, refer to the AGGINDEX Help topic in the Express 
Language Help system.

In most cases, an aggregation map should have one RELATION command for every 
dimension in the variable’s definition.

You might not need to add CACHE or AGGINDEX commands to the aggregation 
map, depending on your circumstances. There are default settings for the CACHE 
and AGGINDEX commands. Therefore, if you do not include the CACHE and 
AGGINDEX commands in an aggregation map, the defaults for each will be used. 
Be sure to read the Help topics in the Express Language Help system for each of 
these commands to determine whether you need to use them.

How to define an aggregation map
You can define an aggregation map with the DEFINE AGGMAP command. The 
syntax of the DEFINE AGGMAP command is as follows:

DEFINE name AGGMAP <dims>

In the above syntax, name is the name of the aggregation map, and dims is a list of 
the dimensions that are in the definition of the variable whose data you want to 
aggregate.

The dimensions in the DEFINE AGGMAP command must be an identical match to 
the variable’s dimensions — they must be the same dimensions in exactly the same 
order, including composites.

For details about defining aggregation maps, see the DEFINE AGGMAP Help topic 
in the Express Language Help system.

Example: Defining an aggregation map
Suppose you have a composite named PROD.GEOG.CHAN that has been defined 
with the following command:

DEFINE prod.geog.chan COMPOSITE <product, geography, channel>
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Suppose you have a SALES variable that has been defined with the following 
command:

DEFINE sales INTEGER <time prod.geog.chan <product, geography, channel>>

Suppose you want to define an aggregation map named SALES.AGGMAP that you 
can use to aggregate the data for SALES. Use the following command to define the 
SALES.AGGMAP aggregation map:

DEFINE sales.aggmap AGGMAP <time prod.geog.chan <product, geography, channel>>

You can use the SALES.AGGMAP aggregation map to aggregate data for any 
variable that has the same dimensionality; that is:

time prod.geog.chan <product, geography, channel>

However, you do not have to use the same aggregation map with variables that 
share the same dimensionality. You can define and use different aggregation maps 
for variables with the same dimensionality, if you wish.

How to edit an aggregation map
Once you have defined an aggregation map, you must then add contents to it by 
editing the aggregation map. In this way, an aggregation map is similar to an 
Express model.

You can use any of the following ways to edit an aggregation map. See the examples 
that follow this list for details.

■ Use the EDIT command in the Administrator Command Window. A template 
will be displayed, whose RELATION commands specify that all data should be 
precalculated. If you want to combine precalculation with calculation on the fly, 
you will need to edit this template.

■ Create a text file. You can enter both the definition of the aggregation map and 
its contents in the text file, and then use the INFILE command to read it into 
your database. This defines the aggregation map and adds contents to it in one 
step.

Alternatively, if the aggregation map has already been defined, enter a 
CONSIDER command instead of a DEFINE command, followed by the 
AGGMAP command, the contents of the aggregation map, and END.

■ Use the Express Connection Utility with AGGMAP and JOINLINES.
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■ Send a message through SNAPI that includes the AGGMAP command, 
followed by a semicolon, followed by all the lines of the aggregation map 
separated by semicolons or newline delimiters (\n), followed by END.

■ If you use OLAP Worksheet, enter the EDIT command, followed by the name of 
the aggregation map, to display an edit window.

Example: Using Administrator to edit an aggregation map
You can use the Command Window to define an aggregation map. For example, 
suppose you define an aggregation map named SALES.AGG. To edit the 
aggregation map, enter the following command in the Administrator Command 
Window:

EDIT sales.agg

The Edit Window is now displayed in Administrator. A template for the 
aggregation map is displayed in the Edit Window. For example, suppose the 
dimensions that you specified in the definition of the aggregation map are TIME, 
PRODUCT, and GEOGRAPHY, in that order. The template that you see in the Edit 
Window would be similar to the following:

DEFINE SALES.AGG AGGMAP <TIME PRODUCT GEOGRAPHY>
AGGMAP
" RELATION statements may be modified to precalculate only parts of the 
" variable. To do this, modify the PRECOMPUTE clause. Instead of the keyword 
" ALL, you may list level identifiers, e.g., ’L1’, ’L2’, similar to a LIMIT
" command.

RELATION myti.parent PRECOMPUTE (myti.leveldim ALL)
RELATION mypr.parent PRECOMPUTE (mypr.leveldim ALL)
RELATION myge.parent PRECOMPUTE (myge.leveldim ALL)

Suppose that you want to precalculate all of the TIME and PRODUCT data. 
However, you want to precalculate only the data for Levels 2 and 4 in the 
GEOGRAPHY hierarchy. Therefore, you do not need to make any changes to the 
RELATION statements for the TIME and PRODUCT dimensions. However, you 
would need to edit the RELATION statement for the GEOGRAPHY dimensions, as 
shown below:

RELATION myti.parent PRECOMPUTE (myti.leveldim ALL)
RELATION mypr.parent PRECOMPUTE (mypr.leveldim ALL)
RELATION myge.parent PRECOMPUTE (myge.leveldim ’L2’ ’L4’)
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Example: Using a text file to define and edit an aggregation map
You can create a text file in which you can enter the commands that will define an 
aggregation map, as well as its contents.

For example, suppose you create a text file named SALES.TXT. 

Suppose you have a composite named PROD.GEOG.CHAN that has been defined 
with the following command:

DEFINE prod.geog.chan COMPOSITE <product, geography, channel>

You then enter the following commands as the contents of the SALES.TXT text file.

DEFINE sales.agg AGGMAP <time prod.geog.chan <product, geography, channel>>
AGGMAP
RELATION myti.parent
RELATION mypr.parent
RELATION myge.parent PRECOMPUTE (myge.leveldim ’L2’ ’L4’)
END

The DEFINE command defines the aggregation map. The AGGMAP command 
indicates the beginning of the contents of the aggregation map, while END indicates 
the end. The three RELATION commands are the actual contents of the aggregation 
map.

Use the following command to read the SALES.TXT file into your database.

INFILE ’sales.txt’

The aggregation map will not be defined, or the contents added to it, until you read 
the text file into your database.

Example: Using the Express Connection Utility to edit an aggregation map
Once you have defined an aggregation map, you can use the Express Connection 
Utility to add contents to the aggregation map.

For example, suppose you define an aggregation map named SALES.AGG. To edit 
the aggregation map, enter the following commands in the Express Connection 
Utility:

consider sales.agg
AGGMAP JOINLINES (-
’RELATION myti.parent’ -
’RELATION mypr.parent’ -
’RELATION myge.parent PRECOMPUTE (myge.leveldim ’L2’ ’L4’))’
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Example: Using SNAPI to define and edit an aggregation map
Once you have defined an aggregation map, you can send a message through 
SNAPI to add contents to the aggregation map.

For example, suppose an aggregation map named SALES.AGG has been defined in 
the database. First, send a CONSIDER command to identify SALES.AGG as the 
current aggregation map.

consider sales.agg

To add contents to SALES.AGG, you could send the following message through 
SNAPI.

aggmap;relation myti.parent;relation mypr.product;relation myge.geography;end

The AGGMAP command indicates that the commands that follow are the contents 
of the aggregation map, while END signifies the end of the contents.

In this example, each RELATION command indicates that all data should be 
aggregated for the TIME dimension, the PRODUCT dimension, and the 
GEOGRAPHY dimension. In other words, all SALES data will be aggregated, and 
none will be calculated on the fly.

Example: Using OLAP Worksheet to define and edit an aggregation map
If you use OLAP Worksheet, you can use the EDIT command to add contents to an 
aggregation map that has already been defined.

For example, you can define an aggregation map named SALES.AGG by entering 
the following command in OLAP Worksheet’s Command Input window.

DEFINE sales.agg AGGMAP <time prod.geog.chan <product, geography, channel>>

Otherwise, if the aggregation map has already been defined, enter a CONSIDER 
command to identify SALES.AGG as the current aggregation map.

CONSIDER sales.agg

Then use the EDIT command to display an edit window in OLAP Worksheet.

EDIT sales.agg

You can then enter the contents of the aggregation map in the edit window.

RELATION myti.parent
RELATION mypr.parent
RELATION myge.parent PRECOMPUTE (myge.leveldim ’L2’ ’L4’)
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Performance tip: RELATION commands should match dimension order
To promote the best possible performance, be sure to list your RELATION 
commands in the same order as the variable’s dimensionality.

Example: Ordering the RELATION commands
Suppose you have a composite named PROD.GEOG.CHAN that has been defined 
with the following command:

DEFINE prod.geog.chan COMPOSITE <product, geography, channel>

Suppose your SALES variable has been defined with the following command:

DEFINE sales INTEGER <time prod.geog.chan <product, geography, channel>>

Your RELATION commands should match the order of the SALES dimensions:

■ The first RELATION command should be for the TIME dimension.

■ The second RELATION command should be for the PRODUCT dimension.

■ The third RELATION command should be for the GEOGRAPHY dimension.

■ The fourth RELATION command should be for the CHANNEL dimension.

Precalculating Data

A typical aggregation strategy: Use the skip-level approach
Good performance is a matter of trade-offs. Therefore, one of the most effective 
steps you can take to achieve overall good performance is to balance the amount of  
data that you aggregate and store in an Express database with the amount of data 
that you specify for calculation on the fly.

In general, it is a good practice to use the skip-level approach for one or two 
dimensions.

Example: Using the skip-level approach
Suppose you want to aggregate SALES data. The SALES variable is dimensioned by 
TIME, GEOGRAPHY, and PRODUCT.

First, consider the hierarchy for each dimension. How many levels does each 
hierarchy have? What levels of data do users typically query? If you are designing a 
new database, what levels of data do your users plan to query?
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Suppose you learn the following information about how users tend to query SALES 
data for the TIME dimension hierarchy:

The following information shows how your users tend to query SALES data for the 
GEOGRAPHY dimension hierarchy:

The following information shows how your users tend to query SALES data for the 
PRODUCT dimension hierarchy:

TIME’s internal 
levels

Descriptive level 
name

Examples of 
dimension values

Do users query this 
level often?

L1 Year YEAR99, YEAR00 no

L2 Quarter Q199, Q299 ... Q400 yes

L3 Month JAN99 ... DEC00 yes

GEOGRAPHY’s 
internal levels

Descriptive level 
name

Examples of 
dimension values

Do users query this 
level often?

L1 all continents ASIA ... AFRICA yes

L2 all countries UNITED STATES no

L3 all states or regions MASSACHUSETTS yes

L4 all cities BOSTON no

L5 all stores JORDAN_MARSH yes

PRODUCT’s 
internal levels

Descriptive level 
name

Examples of 
dimension values

Do users query this 
level often?

L1 All products sold ALL yes

L2 Products grouped by 
season

WINTER, SPRING, 
SUMMER, FALL

no

L3 Individual products SNOWSHOES ... 
SWIMSUITS

no
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Using this information about how users query data, you should use the following 
strategy for aggregation:

■ In general, it is good practice to fully precompute the data for most of the 
dimensions, and execute a skip-level approach for one or two dimensions.

■ In this example, TIME and PRODUCT will be fully aggregated.

■ For the GEOGRAPHY dimension, aggregate data for L1 (all continents) and L3 
(all states or regions). This is the skip-level approach, which aggregates data for 
every other level in the hierarchy.

It is unnecessary to aggregate data for the lowest level of data (L5 for 
GEOGRAPHY), because that is the data that you load into the database — it will 
already exist and be stored on disk.

Therefore, the contents of the aggregation map might look like the following:

RELATION myti.parent
RELATION myge.parent PRECOMPUTE (myge.leveldim ’L3’ ’L1’)
RELATION mypr.parent

When you use the skip-level approach, it is a good practice to skip levels for only 
one or two dimensions. In addition, if a variable has four or fewer dimensions, it is 
also good practice to skip levels for half or fewer of a variable’s dimensions. In this 
example, that means a skip-level approach should be applied to only one 
dimension, because there are a total of three dimensions. Furthermore, it is  good 
practice to choose the dimension with the most levels in its hierarchies, which is the 
GEOGRAPHY dimension. Finally, you should apply the skip-level approach to a 
dimension that is either the fastest- or an intermediate-varying dimension — 
GEOGRAPHY is the intermediate-varying dimension.

Do not skip more than two adjacent levels
In general, it is good practice to skip every other level in a dimension’s hierarchy. 
Try to avoid skipping more than two levels that are adjacent to each other. For 
example, if a hierarchy has seven levels, it would be good practice to skip L2, L4, 
and L6 — that means you would precalculate L1, L3, and L5. (The detail-level data 
is at L7.)

It would not be good practice to skip more than two levels at a time. For example, if 
you skipped L2, L3, L4, and L5, you would be skipping four levels that are adjacent 
to each other. This can degrade query performance, because the runtime cost of 
calculating data in the skipped levels from several levels below can become too 
expensive. In this case, if a user queried data at L2, Express would have to begin 
calculating data at L5, aggregate that data up to L4, aggregate that data up to L3, 
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and finally aggregate it to L2. On the other hand, if you skip every other level, when 
a user queries L2, Express only needs to aggregate data from L3.

The one exception to this rule is if each level has very few children per parent. 
When this is true for every adjacent level that you want to skip, then you can skip 
more than two adjacent levels.

Limit calculation on the fly to one or two dimensions
It is a good practice to use a skip-level approach for only one or two dimensions. 
You should use the skip-level approach for half or fewer of the dimensions in a 
variable definition — for example, if there are three dimensions, then you should 
use the skip-level approach for one dimension; if there are four or more dimensions, 
then you can use the skip-level approach for two dimensions.

In fact, the more dimensions a variable has, the more important it is to restrict the 
skip-level approach to a maximum of two dimensions.

Skip-level is best for fastest- or intermediate-varying dimensions
If possible, choose a dimension that is either fastest- or intermediate-varying in the 
variable dimension. Performance of calculation on the fly will always be best for 
dimensions in this position.

Choosing the best candidates for skip-level aggregation
The dimensions that are the best candidates for skip-level aggregation are the 
dimensions whose hierarchies have many levels.

How to use the AGGREGATE command to precalculate data
Once you have defined an aggregation map and added contents to it, you can use 
the AGGREGATE command to aggregate data.

To do so, use the following syntax:

AGGREGATE variable_name USING aggregation_map

In the above syntax, variable_name is the name of the variable whose data you wish 
to aggregate, and aggregation_map is the name of the aggregation map that you have 
created.

Executing the AGGREGATE command precalculates whatever data you have 
specified with the PRECOMPUTE keyword for each RELATION statement in the 
aggregation map.
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In order to specify calculation on the fly, you must use the same aggregation map 
with the AGGREGATE function, as described in “Step 2 — Define and edit an 
aggregation map” on page 5-23.

For more details about using the AGGREGATE command, refer to the 
AGGREGATE Help topic in the Express Language Help system.

Example: Using the AGGREGATE command to precalculate data
Suppose you have defined an aggregation map named SALES.AGG, and you want 
to use it to aggregate SALES data. To do so, you would execute the following 
command:

AGGREGATE sales USING sales.agg

Example: Writing an AGGREGATE program
An AGGREGATE program could consist of the following lines of code:

limit time to ALL
limit product to ALL
limit geography to ALL
AGGREGATE sales USING sales.agg
update

If you have written ROLLUP programs in the past, note that it is unnecessary to 
limit the dimensions to the detail-level data, as you would when using the ROLLUP 
command. When you use the AGGREGATE command, there is no advantage to 
limiting data to the detail level, because this step is managed internally by the 
AGGREGATE command.

Aggregating multiple variables with a single command
You can use one AGGREGATE command to aggregate data for more than one 
variable, as long as the following conditions are true:

■ All of the variables have identical dimensionality — meaning, every variable 
definition has the same dimensions in the same order.

■ You can use the same aggregation map for all of the variables. This means you 
will be precalculating the same levels of data for every variable. Therefore, you 
must be sure that your users tend to query the same levels of data for each 
variable.
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Example: Variables that can be aggregated with one command
Suppose your database contains the following named composite and variable 
definitions:

DEFINE prod.geog.chan COMPOSITE <product geography channel>
DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time prod.geog.chan <product geography channel>>
DEFINE units INTEGER <time prod.geog.chan <product geography channel>>
DEFINE projected_sales DECIMAL <time prod.geog.chan <product geography channel>>

Because these three variables have identical dimensionality, you can use one 
AGGREGATE command to aggregate the data for all three variables.

Suppose you have defined an aggregation map named SALES.AGG. You would use 
the following command to aggregate data for all three variables:

AGGREGATE sales units projected_sales USING sales.agg

Examples: Variables that cannot be aggregated with one command
Suppose your database contains the following definitions for a named composite 
and three variables:

DEFINE prod.geog.chan COMPOSITE <product, geography, channel>
DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time prod.geog.chan <product, geography, channel>>
DEFINE units INTEGER <time SPARSE <product, geography, channel>>
DEFINE projected_sales DECIMAL <time SPARSE <product, geography>>

The following comparisons explain how the dimensionality is different for each 
variable:

■ The SALES variable uses a named composite, PROD.GEOG.CHAN, whose base 
dimensions are PRODUCT, GEOGRAPHY, and CHANNEL.

■ The UNITS variable uses an unnamed composite, whose base dimensions are 
PRODUCT, GEOGRAPHY, and CHANNEL. Even though the unnamed 
composite has the same dimensions in the same order as the named composite, 
Express considers the named composite and the unnamed composite to be two 
different database objects. Therefore, SALES and UNITS do not have the same 
dimensionality.

■ The PROJECT_SALES variable also has an unnamed composite, whose base 
dimensions are PRODUCT and GEOGRAPHY. However, it is not identical to 
the unnamed composite that the UNITS variable uses, because it does not 
include the CHANNEL dimension.
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Because the dimensionality for each variable is different, you will have to define a 
different aggregation map to aggregate data for each variable. Therefore, you will 
have to use a different AGGREGATE command for each variable.

Calculating Data on the Fly

What is “calculating data on the fly”?
Calculating data on the fly means that data will be aggregated at the time a user 
requests that data.

In other words, this data is not aggregated and stored in the database. When a user 
requests data that has been precalculated and stored in the database, query 
performance is typically extremely fast, because Express simply needs to locate that 
data and return it. When a user requests data that is calculated on the fly, query 
performance is slightly slower, because Express must calculate the data before it can 
return it to the user.

What do I need to set up calculation on the fly?
If you want to calculate some data on the fly, you need to perform the following 
steps:

1. Decide which data should be precalculated and which data should be 
calculated on the fly.

2. Define and edit an aggregation map.

3. Use the AGGREGATE command with the aggregation map to precalculate the 
data that will be stored on disk.

4. Compile the aggregation map.

5. Add a property to the variable, which indicates that if a data cell contains no 
data, the AGGREGATE function will be called and use the aggregation map to 
calculate the data for that cell.

All of the above steps are described in detail in the rest of this chapter.

Step 1 — Decide which data should be calculated on the fly
To get the best overall performance, you will probably need to balance the time it 
takes to load and aggregate data with the time it takes for users to get a response 
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from the database when they query it. One of the best ways to achieve this balance 
is to use a skip-level approach for one or two dimensions.

Refer to “A typical aggregation strategy: Use the skip-level approach” on page 5-16 
for more information and examples.

Step 2 — Define and edit an aggregation map
Once you have decided which data should be calculated on the fly, you should 
define and edit an aggregation map.

In the aggregation map, use the PRECOMPUTE keyword with each RELATION 
command to specify which data should be aggregated. Whatever data is not 
specified by the PRECOMPUTE keyword is data that can be calculated on the fly.

See “How to define an aggregation map” on page 5-11 and “How to edit an 
aggregation map” on page 5-12 for more information.

Step 3 — Use the AGGREGATE command to precalculate data
Use the AGGREGATE command with the aggregation map that you have created to 
precalculate data. For more information, see “How to use the AGGREGATE 
command to precalculate data” on page 5-19.

Step 4 — Compile the aggregation map
One of the most important steps you can take to promote the fastest possible query 
time is to compile the aggregation map.

When you execute an AGGREGATE command, the aggregation map is 
automatically compiled, as long as you include the FUNCDATA keyword. For 
details, refer to the AGGREGATE command Help topic in the Express Language 
Help system.

The information that results from the compilation is used by the command to 
precalculate data. However, after that data has been precalculated, the aggregation 
map needs to be compiled again — this time, the results will be used by the 
AGGREGATE function. Each compilation produces different results, which is why 
it is necessary to compile the aggregation map after the AGGREGATE command 
has finished executing.

When you compile the aggregation map, the AGGREGATE function will have the 
information it needs to determine which data is needed to calculate data on the fly.
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If you fail to compile the aggregation map, the AGGREGATE function will 
automatically compile it in order to get the information that is needed to perform 
calculation on the fly. If this happens, query performance will suffer. Every time a 
user queries the database for the first time, that AGGREGATE function call will 
have to compile the aggregation map before it can calculate the data. For example, if 
100 users query the same database, the aggregation map will be compiled 100 times. 
Compiling an aggregation map can take a significant amount of time. If you 
compile the aggregation map, then it is a task that is done once as part of the build 
process. If you leave the compilation to be done as a result of user queries, then it is 
a task that will be repeated for every user.

Use the COMPILE command to compile an aggregation map. For example, if your 
aggregation map is named SALES.AGGMAP, then use the following command to 
compile it:

COMPILE sales.aggmap
UPDATE

Be sure to execute the UPDATE command in order to save the compiled 
aggregation map in the database.

Step 5 — Add the AGGREGATE function as a property to the variable
In order to indicate to Express that the AGGREGATE function should be called 
whenever a user requests data that has not been aggregated yet, you must add a 
property to the variable.

For example, suppose that you have already executed an AGGREGATE command 
that has precalculated the SALES data that you specified in the SALES.AGGMAP 
aggregation map. Furthermore, you have compiled SALES.AGGMAP. The final step 
is to add a property to the SALES variable, as shown below:

CONSIDER sales
PROPERTY ’$NATRIGGER’ ’AGGREGATE(sales using sales.aggmap)’

This property indicates that if a data cell contains an NA value — which is true 
when you have not precalculated data for that cell — then the AGGREGATE 
function will be called to calculate the data for that cell.
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6
Case Studies

Chapter summary
This chapter presents a variety of case studies that are based on real-life customer 
problems that were fixed with the solutions that are presented in this guide. The 
first part of this chapter presents very short case studies that each address a specific 
problem and how it was fixed. The last part of this chapter presents a 
comprehensive case study that uses a step-by-step approach to identify and resolve 
a series of problems that were solved for one customer.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Case Study: A Data Load and Database Size Problem

■ Case Study: Aggregation Problem with Five Dimensions

■ Case Study: Aggregation Problem with 7 Dimensions

■ A Comprehensive Case Study

■ Step 1: Examine Hardware and Operating System Settings

■ Step 2: Add a Month of Data to the Data Load/Aggregate

■ Step 3: Investigate How the Data Is Rolled Up

■ Step 4: Investigate the Rollup/Aggregation Log

■ Step 5: Increase the Detail-Level Data to One Year of Data

■ Step 6: Investigate the Data Model

■ Step 7: Try a New ROLLUP Strategy

■ Step 8: Find Out What Is Necessary
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■ Step 9: Test a Solution Against User Queries

■ Step 10: Reorder the Dimensions in the Variable Definition

Case Study: A Data Load and Database Size Problem

The customer’s problem
The customer has a Financial Analyzer database with the following problems:

■ Data load/aggregate time: 1 hour 17 minutes

■ Database size: 500 MB

The solution
When sparsity was managed by adding a composite to the variable definition, the 
following results were accomplished:

■ Data load/aggregate time: 2 minutes

■ Database size: 24 MB

For more information about sparsity and composites
To learn about sparsity and why it is necessary to take steps to control sparsity, refer 
to Chapter 3.

For guidelines on using composites, refer to “The Database Design Checklist” on 
page 2-23 and in Chapter 4.

Case Study: Aggregation Problem with Five Dimensions

The customer’s problem
The customer has a database with 5 dimensions and the following performance 
times:

■ Data load/aggregate time: 17 hours

■ Database size: 16 GB

■ Query performance: 1 second per query
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The solution
Previously, all data had been pre-calculated and stored in the database. The new 
strategy was to aggregate data for every other hierarchy level in 2 out of the 5 
dimensions, which yielded the following results:

■ Data load/aggregate time: less than1 hour

■ Database size: 1 GB

■ Query performance: 1-5 seconds per query

Although query performance is somewhat slower, it is still within the acceptable 
range that is required by users.

For more information about skip-level aggregations
To learn how to aggregate data for only some levels of a hierarchy, refer to 
Chapter 5.

Case Study: Aggregation Problem with 7 Dimensions

The customer’s problem
The customer has a database with 7 dimensions and the following performance 
times:

■ Data load/aggregate time: 35 hours

■ Database size: 8 GB

■ Query performance: 1-2 seconds per query

The solution
Previously, all data had been pre-calculated and stored in the database. The new 
strategy was to aggregate data for every other hierarchy level in 3 out of the 7 
dimensions, which yielded the following results:

■ Data load/aggregate time: 6 hours 45 minutes

■ Database size: 1.5 GB

■ Query performance: 1-4 seconds per query
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Although query performance is somewhat slower, it is still within the acceptable 
range that is required by users.

For more information about skip-level aggregations
To learn how to aggregate data for only some levels of a hierarchy, refer to 
Chapter 5.

A Comprehensive Case Study

The purpose of this case study
This case study describes an actual Express tuning session that was performed for a 
customer. It is intended to give an example of the steps you can take to improve the 
performance of an Express database.

The customer’s hardware
The customer has two computers:

■ Server A is the development machine. It is dedicated to Express Server 
development. The customer uses Oracle Express Web Agent to create an 
easy-to-use tool for performing complex analysis.

■ Server B is the production machine. It is a dedicated server.

The following table provides information about each computer’s hardware:

The problem: Data loads/aggregates will not fit into the batch window
The customer loads and aggregates data once a month on each machine. The batch 
window for data loads/aggregates on the production machine, Server B, is 75 
minutes.

Currently, the customer is experiencing the following data load/aggregate times:

■ Server A — 5 hours to load/aggregate one month of data

■ Server B — 3 hours and 4 minutes to load/aggregate one month of data

Computer CPUs CPU Speed RAM Hard Disk Drive

Server A Double Pentium II 333 Mhz 256 MB SCSI

Server B Quad Pentium Pro 233 Mhz 1 GB SCSI with RAID
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In each case, the customer is not able to load/aggregate new data in the batch 
window that is provided.

Where to begin?
The first step taken was to consider hardware and operating system settings.

Step 1: Examine Hardware and Operating System Settings

The current hardware and operating system settings
The following table shows the current settings for Server A and Server B.

The Express configuration parameter settings
The Express configuration parameter settings are all set to their default values. This 
means that Express uses those default values to tell the paging manager how much 
memory to allocate. You can see how much memory is being allocated by looking at 
the Express Server log.

Analysis of the current hardware and operating system settings
The customer has followed the general rule of formatting their hard disk drive by 
specifying a 4K sector size. This is a good practice. (See “Format the hard drive” on 
page 2-10 for more information.)

However, note that RAID 5 is being used for disk striping. This is not necessarily 
the best strategy for Express.

Hardware/OS Setting Computer Current Setting/Comment

Network Server Server A 
Server B

Enabled

Other Processes 
Running

Server A 
Server B

No other processes are running. There is no 
RDBMS active during the data load.

Disk Striping Server B RAID 5 is enabled.

Swap File Server A 
Server B

256 MB * the number of processors

Hard Disk Drive 
Formatting

Server A 
Server B

Formatted as requested: 4096 bytes per sector
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RAID 5 spreads file blocks across all of the disks in the file system to prevent hard 
disk drive failure. This means that all of the data that is stored on any given disk 
can be recreated from copies of blocks of that data that reside on all of the other 
disks.

Express performs well when its data is stored contiguously on disk space. 
Therefore, Express uses its own method to stripe databases — Express 
automatically creates addressable database extensions. (For recommendations for 
using RAID with Express, refer to “Buy a good I/O subsystem” on page 2-6.)

The first step to improve performance is to remove RAID 5.

Test 1: Change RAID 5 to RAID 0+1
The following table shows the results in data load times that were achieved by 
removing RAID 5 and replacing it with RAID 0+1 on Server B.

When you use RAID 0+1 (striping and mirroring), this increases the probability that 
Express data will be stored contiguously on disk.

In this case, changing RAID 5 to RAID 0+1 reduced the data load/aggregate time 
by 37 minutes. That means that about 20 percent of the data load/aggregate time 
was being used for I/O with RAID 5.

If you need to use RAID 5, you can use it. Performance is a matter of tradeoffs. 
Therefore, you should understand that, if you choose to use RAID 5 that the 
security that you gain with RAID 5 will be costly in terms of time and performance. 
On the other hand, if you choose to use RAID 0+1, then the security that you gain 
will be costly in terms of disk space (and therefore money) — but not in terms of 
performance.

Server B Data Load/Aggregate Time Detail-Level Data Comments

Initial State 3 hours 4 minutes 1st month of data

Test 1 2 hours 27 minutes 1st month of data Changed RAID 5 to 
RAID 0+1
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Step 2: Add a Month of Data to the Data Load/Aggregate

Loading one more month of data
To test the incremental data loads, you add a new month of data. That means that 
the data that you add is different from the first month of data that has already been 
loaded into the database. In other words, to get significant results, you cannot 
simply copy the first month of data values and reload them as if they represented 
another month of data.

Test 2: Adding and Rolling Up a New Month of Data
As shown in the following table, when a new month of data was loaded and 
aggregated, the time required increased significantly.

Why should adding a new month of data cause a performance problem? The first 
thing to investigate is the program that is used to aggregate the data.

Step 3: Investigate How the Data Is Rolled Up

Reading the ROLLUP or AGGREGATE program
After loading a new month of data, aggregate the data in the database. In this case, 
the customer had used ROLLUP. By reading the customer’s ROLLUP program, it 
was discovered that the variables had been changed to INPLACE but without using 
exclusive read/write to attach the database. Refer to the CHGDFN topic in the 
Express Language Help system for details about using INPLACE. If you do not use 
an exclusive read/write attach, then you lose the benefits of INPLACE.

Therefore, the solution is to edit the ROLLUP program so that the database is 
attached in exclusive read/write mode before using INPLACE. Once this problem is 
fixed, the next step is to consider how the data is organized on disk.

Server B Data Load/Aggregate Time Detail-Level Data Comments

Initial State 3 hours 4 minutes 1st month of data

Test 1 2 hours 27 minutes 1st month of data Changed RAID 5 to 
RAID 0+1

Test 2 2 hours 53 minutes 2nd month of data Added a new month 
of data
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Export and import the Express database
Whenever you suspect that Express data is not organized on disk as efficiently as it 
can be, you can export and import that database. This will always make the 
database’s physical structure better.

If you use SEGWIDTH to specify the length of variable segments, please be aware 
that segment information cannot be exported and imported automatically. You can 
save your SEGWIDTH settings by using the following procedure whenever you 
export and import a database.

1. Export the entire database, for example:

EXPORT all to eif file ’fulldb.eif’

2. Create a new database.

3. Import only the database objects to the new database, for example:

IMPORT all from eif file ’fulldb.eif’ dfns

4. Specify segmentation, for example:

CHGDFN segwidth sales 20 2000000

5. Import the variable data to the new database, for example:

IMPORT all from eif file ’fulldb.eif’ append data

Test 3: Export and import the database
The following table shows the effect of exporting and importing the Express 
database before loading the new month of data and aggregating it.

By exporting and importing the database, performance time improves by 10 
minutes.

Server B Data Load/Aggregate Time Detail-Level Data Comments

Initial State 3 hours 4 minutes 1st month of data

Test 1 2 hours 27 minutes 1st month of data Changed RAID 5 to 
RAID 0+1

Test 2 2 hours 53 minutes 2nd month of data Added a new month 
of data

Test 3 2 hours 43 minutes 2nd month of data Export/import before 
data load
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Step 4: Investigate the Rollup/Aggregation Log

Reading the rollup/aggregation log
In this case, reading the ROLLUP log revealed that the time required to update the 
database was high. Long update times can be an indication that the paging cache is 
not working as efficiently as possible. You may be able to improve performance by 
changing the setting for the ModifiedPageWriterSleep parameter.

Test 4: Change the ModifiedPageWriterSleep parameter setting
In this case, the ModifiedPageWriterSleep parameter setting was changed to 75. 
This means that an “invisible thread” will wake up every 75 milliseconds to look for 
updated pages that are waiting to be processed by the UPDATE command. As a 
result, the page buffer will not be filled with pages that it no longer needs to read. 
That means there is room for new pages, which improves performance.

The following table shows the effect of changing the setting for 
ModifiedPageWriterSleep.

Performance has now improved by 25 minutes.

Server B Data Load/Aggregate Time Detail-Level Data Comments

Initial State 3 hours 4 minutes 1st month of data

Test 1 2 hours 27 minutes 1st month of data Changed RAID 5 to 
RAID 0+1

Test 2 2 hours 53 minutes 2nd month of data Added a new month 
of data

Test 3 2 hours 43 minutes 2nd month of data Export/import before 
data load

Test 4 2 hours 18 minutes 2nd month of data Set ModifiedPage- 
WriterSleep to 25
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Step 5: Increase the Detail-Level Data to One Year of Data

Test 5: Load and aggregate a year’s worth of data
Now that performance has been improved for one and two months of data, try 
increasing the data load and aggregation to one year of data.

The data load and aggregation time for a year of data takes slightly longer than the 
time to load and aggregate two months of data. The time has been reduced from 
over 3 hours to less than 2.5 hours, but the problem remains that the batch window 
is only 75 minutes for the production machine (Server B).

Now what?
Because hardware and operating system issues have already been investigated, this 
can be an indication that there is a problem with the data model. The next step is to 
examine how the Express database objects have been defined.

Server B Data Load/Aggregate Time Detail-Level Data Comments

Initial State 3 hours 4 minutes 1st month of data

Test 1 2 hours 27 minutes 1st month of data Changed RAID 5 to 
RAID 0+1

Test 2 2 hours 53 minutes 2nd month of data Added a new month 
of data

Test 3 2 hours 43 minutes 2nd month of data Export/import before 
data load

Test 4 2 hours 18 minutes 2nd month of data Set ModifiedPage- 
WriterSleep to 25

Test 5 2 hours 21 minutes 1st year of data Added 10 months of 
data
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Step 6: Investigate the Data Model

How have the dimensions been defined?
The following table shows the dimensions that have been defined in the Express 
database.

The Measure dimension is a typical measure dimension whose dimension values 
represent variables. (For more information about measure dimensions, see 
“Depending on User Queries, Consider Measure Dimensions” on page 4-13).

Examine the TIME dimension
The TIME dimension has one hierarchy, which has three levels: Day, Month, and 
Year.

New detail-level data is loaded daily. Therefore, every time data is loaded and 
aggregated, it has an impact on its Month parent.

A complication is that any given data load may contain corrections for data that 
was previously loaded. For example, if you load and aggregate data on April 15, 
that day’s data may contain corrections for data that was loaded and aggregated on 
April 2, April 7, and April 12. Most of this time, there are corrections for data in the 
same month (such as April), but there can also be corrections for data that was 
loaded in previous months (such as February and March). This makes it necessary 
to aggregate the entire database — or the months in which data for certain days has 
changed — every time that new detail-level data is loaded.

Examine the variable definition
The variable, named V1, has been defined with the following definition:

DEFINE v1 DECIMAL <measure, time, sparse<geography, product>>

Dimension Hierarchies
Dimension 

Values Have a Model?
In a 

Composite?

Geography 2 47 no yes

Product 1 500 no yes

Time 1 387 no no

Measure none 18 no no
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Now, consider the purpose of two dimensions: TIME and GEOGRAPHY.

The TIME dimension
Data for the TIME dimension is sparse at the beginning of the year, meaning, data 
will exist for few days out of the possible 365 days in the year. Alternatively, data 
for the TIME dimension will be very dense by the end of the year.

TIME is an intermediate-varying dimension in the definition of V1. That means that 
at the beginning of the year, Express is required to spend time rolling up cells that 
contain NA values. It takes just as long to process NA cells as it does to process cells 
that contain actual data. In other words, the customer has done nothing to manage 
TIME sparsity. This is a problem.

The GEOGRAPHY dimension
The GEOGRAPHY dimension only has 47 dimension values. The GEOGRAPHY 
dimension values do not represent detail-level data. Therefore, the data is not 
sparse in regard to GEOGRAPHY.

This is an indication that even though GEOGRAPHY is currently a base dimension 
of a composite, it is probably not a good candidate for being in a composite. The 
purpose of a composite is to create data storage cells for only those combinations of 
base dimension values for which data actually exists. Therefore, the best candidates 
for a composite base dimension are dimensions for which data is very sparse.

The composite in the definition of V1 contains GEOGRAPHY and PRODUCT as its 
base dimensions. A good next step is to test the effectiveness of the composite.

Test the effectiveness of the composite
Use the following steps to test the effectiveness of a composite:

1. Find out how many composite tuples have been created by Express.

2. Calculate the number of possible composite tuples by multiplying the number 
of dimension values in each dimension.

In this case, Express has created 20,987 composite tuples. The number of possible 
composite tuples is 22,748.

The density of data for all possible combinations of GEOGRAPHY and PRODUCT 
is 92 percent. That means they do not belong in a composite together, because there 
is nothing to gain. Therefore, one of the causes for performance problems is the 
improper use of a composite.
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Revisit the rollup program to investigate the dimensions
If you find a flaw in the data model design, then it is also a good practice to take 
another look at the rollup program in terms of how the ROLLUP commands are 
ordered in regard to dimension order.

If you use the ROLLUP command, a good practice is to match the order of your 
ROLLUP commands to the order of the dimensions in the variable definition. In this 
case, the ROLLUP program did not take dimension order into consideration.

Furthermore, the ROLLUP program did not follow the basic rules for rolling up 
data, which are described in the Tips for Ensuring Good ROLLUP Performance 
technical note.

Please note that this case study is based on experience with a customer who uses 
Express Server 6.2. If you have Express Server 6.3, use AGGREGATE instead of 
ROLLUP for better performance. Refer to Chapter 5 to learn how to use 
AGGREGATE.

Tests 6 through 9: Try different variable definitions
If you discover problems with a data model design, it can be a good investment of 
time to experiment with different variable definitions to see how they affect data 
load and aggregation performance, as shown in the table below:

In all of the above tests, the ROLLUP program code was corrected before any data 
was loaded and aggregated.

Server B
Data Load/ 

Aggregate Time
Detail-Level 

Data Variable Dimension Order

Initial State 3 hours 4 minutes 1 month V1<measure time <geog prod>>

Test 6 1 hour 31 minutes 1 year V1<measure time <geog prod>>

Test 7 1 hour 13 minutes (73 
minutes — fits in the 
batch window)

1 year V1<measure time geog prod>

Test 8 1 hours 30 minutes 1st year V1<measure <geog prod> time>

Test 9 1 hour 59 minutes 1st year V1<measure <geog prod time>>
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The following list describes the corrections that were made to the ROLLUP program 
code.

■ Test 6 shows the dramatic effect of simply putting the ROLLUP commands in 
the correct order. The original variable definition has not changed.

■ Test 7 shows the best performance time so far. (In fact, notice that the 
performance time is 73 minutes, which is the first time to fit into the allotted 
batch window of 75 minutes.) This results as a combination of using the correct 
ROLLUP order and eliminating an inappropriate composite.

■ Test 8 demonstrates that an inappropriate composite actually slows down 
performance.

■ Test 9 demonstrates a common mistake. It is generally a bad idea to put the 
TIME dimension in a composite, because data will eventually exist for all TIME 
dimension values. Putting TIME in a composite will typically make 
performance worse. Furthermore, in this case, the composite is larger than 
necessary. Notice that the processing cost results in the largest time required in 
the tests.

Even though we now have a solution, the 73 minute performance time barely fits 
into the 75 minute window for the production machine (Server B). It is a good 
strategy to keep looking for ways to reduce the performance time.

Examine the measure dimension
The measure dimension consists of 18 dimension values, all of which are variables. 
By considering the purpose of the variables, the following information is revealed:

■ Six of the 18 variables are variables for which detail-level data is loaded into an 
Express database and aggregated.

■ The other 12 variables can be implemented by using formulas.

■ Most of the variables have time-related calculations.

Perhaps it is unnecessary to have a measure dimension.
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Step 7: Try a New ROLLUP Strategy

Change the ROLLUP program
The major problem in this case study was that the customer had been rolling up 
detail-level data for one variable, V1, which was dimensioned by a measure 
dimension.

A possible solution is the following redesign of the ROLLUP program:

■ Delete the ROLLUP commands for the V1 variable.

■ Rewrite the ROLLUP program to roll up data for the six input variables (instead 
of for V1). The end result is that only six variables are rolled up instead of 18 
(the variables in the MEASURE dimension).

■ Set up the other 12 variables as formulas that can be calculated at runtime. The 
best dimension order for the time-related calculations is:

TIME PRODUCT GEOGRAPHY

Tests 10 and 11: Try changing the data model and the ROLLUP program
In the previous data model design, most of the data load/aggregation time was 
spent calculating and storing year-to-date and fiscal-year-to-date data. The next test 
was to aggregate data for six variables.

Although Tests 10 and 11 yield very efficient solutions, we now need to find out 
whether or not either one is a solution that is possible to use.

Server B
Data Load/ 

Aggregate Time
Detail-Level 

Data Comments

Initial State 3 hours 4 minutes 1st month Roll up 1 variable (V1).

Test 10 16 minutes 1st year Roll up 6 variables (ROLLUP 
program generated by the Rollup 
Wizard in Administrator).

Test 11 12 minutes 1st year Roll up 6 variables (ROLLUP 
program written by hand).
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Step 8: Find Out What Is Necessary

Is the MEASURE dimension necessary?
At this stage, it was necessary to ask some questions and find out what was 
necessary to keep in the data model design. The customer revealed the following 
information:

■ The application has many programs that refer to complex sets of QDRs. 
Therefore, it is not possible to change the number of dimensions in the data 
model. In other words, because of application constraints, it is necessary to 
maintain the four-dimensional structure of MEASURE, TIME, GEOGRAPHY, 
and PRODUCT.

■ The application needs to apply time-related calculations (year-to-date and fiscal 
year-to-date) to the detail-level data.

■ The application needs a four-dimensional variable set. This is because a Web 
interface has already been designed with Oracle Express Web Agent.

This means that it is not possible to use the solution that is shown in “Tests 10 and 
11: Try changing the data model and the ROLLUP program” on page 6-15. We must 
now find an alternative solution.

Tests 12 through 15: Testing for a solution that can be used
Each of the following tests used the same strategies:

■ A year’s worth of detail-level data was loaded and aggregated.

■ The variable definition of V1 is:

DEFINE v1 DECIMAL <time product geography measure>

The next step is to try to find a way to reduce the data load/aggregation 
performance time while still using the MEASURE dimension, as shown by the 
following tests:

Server B
Data Load/ 

Aggregate Time Comments

Initial State 3 hours 4 minutes The original data load/aggregate performance time.

Test 12 16 minutes Use the Rollup Wizard to generate 6 different 
ROLLUP programs — one for each of the 6 variables 
that have been identified as input variables.
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Step 9: Test a Solution Against User Queries

What are the data load/aggregate performance times?
By using the strategy in Test 12, we get the following performance times on the two 
computers:

So far, the data model has been tuned to improve data load and aggregation 
performance only. Before proceeding with the continued reduction of data load and 
aggregation performance times, it is important to test user query performance. 

Test 16: Test the possible solution for user query performance
There are three groups of users who use this database. Each group uses a different 
report interface. The following table shows the results of testing the best solution for 
user query performance:

Test 13 60 minutes Added calculation and store from existing program. 
Modified programs to reflect existing data structure.

Test 14 1 hours 25 minutes Programs converted to 2 sets of models: 1 for YTD, 1 
for inter-row operations.

Test 15 50 minutes A mix of models and programs to calculate and store 
YTD, FYTD, and other operations.

Computer Initial State Best Test Detail-Level Data

Server A 300 minutes, 1.6 GB 88 minutes, 400 MB 1st year of data

Server B 217 minutes, 800 MB 16 minutes, 400 MB 1st year of data

Report Group Data Values Returned Query Response Time

Group 1  4,470  12 seconds

Group 2 22,110 130 seconds

Group 3 43,890 185 seconds

Server B
Data Load/ 

Aggregate Time Comments
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For every report group, the user query performance is unacceptable. The first 
question to ask is “What kind of data do users need to see?”

Find out how users need to view data
The users need to see data displayed in a report that shows variations of PRODUCT 
and GEOGRAPHY per DAY.

For example, a user might want to see the units of products sold in every area on 
April 21. Therefore, a typical report that users view might look like this:

Now that you know how users view data, compare this information to the variable 
definition.

Compare the users’ needs to the variable definition
Users need to see reports that show product and geography information for a single 
day.

The current variable definition is:

DEFINE v1 DECIMAL <time product geography measure>

Now, consider what this means in regard to how Express stores cells of data on 
pages. This means that Express finds a new value of PRODUCT for every 387 cells 
of TIME. Therefore, Express has to move every page of data from disk to memory to 
find the data values that the users are requesting. Every report requires this.

The TIME dimension is misplaced. If users needed to view, for example, a year’s 
worth of data for one product in one geographic area, then the current order of 
TIME would be perfect, because all of those cells would be located on one or two 
pages.

Furthermore, in this case, TIME is not used for on-line calculations, because all of 
the data is aggregated after the detail-level data is loaded.

PRODUCT AREA 1 AREA 2

Product 1 100 456

Product 2 234 453

Product 3 367 890
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Therefore, the final step to take to balance good data load and aggregate 
performance with good user query performance is to redefine the variable to 
promote good query performance.

Step 10: Reorder the Dimensions in the Variable Definition

Change the dimension order to match the users’ needs
The users need to see PRODUCT and GEOGRAPHY data grouped together. 
Therefore, the best solution is to place those dimensions at the beginning of the 
dimension order:

DEFINE v1 DECIMAL <product geography time measure>

Now, the data that users request will be grouped together on the same set of pages. 
Express needs to move far fewer pages from disk into memory in order to retrieve 
the requested data and return it to users.

The importance of understanding TIME and segments
Whenever a TIME dimension is in any position other than slowest-varying in the 
dimension order, you must understand what segments are and how to use them. 
See “Keep the Number of Segments to a Minimum” on page 4-15.

Test 17: Try the new solution for user query performance
The following table shows the test results that the new variable definition has on 
user query performance:

The data is returned in response times that are now acceptable. But what is the 
impact on data load and aggregate performance? Is it possible to fit data loads and 
aggregations into the 75-minute batch window?

Report Group Data Values Returned Query Response Time

Group 1  4,470 1 second

Group 2 22,110 4 seconds

Group 3 43,890 8 seconds
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Test 18: Try the new solution for data load/aggregate performance
When this new solution is tested for data load and aggregation, the performance 
time is 50 minutes — which is well within the 75-minute batch window for the 
production machine (Server B).

This happens because the aggregation of product data is faster. All product 
dimension values can be stored on a single page when looping through other 
dimensions’ values.

How to avoid redesigning a database that performs poorly
This case study shows how much work and time can be required to solve 
performance problems that could have been prevented. The true solution is in the 
database design work that you should do before you build a database for the first 
time. If you use the following procedure, you can avoid having to redesign a 
database that fails to perform well:

1. Evaluate the business needs of your users.

2. Evaluate how time data will be used.

3. Evaluate the detail-level data.

4. Evaluate the data model: Decide what you need in terms of dimensions and 
dimension order and hierarchies and hierarchy levels.

5. Estimate sparsity for each possible pair of dimensions — determine where there 
is a real need for a composite.

6. Evaluate any special calculations that are needed (for example, models or SPL 
programs).

7. Evaluate which calculations could be set up as runtime formulas.

8. Evaluate the best aggregation strategy.
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A
Example: Sorting Detail-Level Data Files

Appendix summary
This appendix is an example of how detail-level data records should be sorted in 
order to promote the best possible data load performance.

List of topics
This appendix includes the following topics:

■ What Are the Database Objects?

■ How to Sort the Detail-Level Data

What Are the Database Objects?

The variable definition
Suppose you want to define a SALES variable. It is dimensioned by time, 
geography, product, and channel. Your users will be using Oracle Express Objects 
or Express Analyzer. You have data for all of the time dimension values, which 
means that time is a good candidate for a dense dimension.

First, consider the dimension values for each dimension, and how those dimension 
values should be sorted to promote good performance.

The TIME dimension values
The TIME dimension has two hierarchies: Calendar and Fiscal. The detail-level data 
is monthly data. You decide that you need only one year’s worth of data. Monthly 
data rolls up into quarters, and quarters roll up into years.
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In this example, the hierarchy that will be used most often is the Calendar hierarchy 
— the Calendar hierarchy is the primary hierarchy for the TIME dimension. For that 
reason, the Calendar dimension values are ordered before the Fiscal dimension 
values.

The following is the correct order in which you should add the dimension values to 
the time dimension.

1. YR99

2. FYR99

3. FYR00

4. Q199

5. Q299

6. Q399

7. Q499

8. FQ399

9. FQ499

10. FQ100

11. FQ200

12. JAN99

13. FEB99

14. MAR99

15. APR99

16. MAY99

17. JUN99

18. JUL99

19. AUG99

20. SEP99

21. OCT99

22. NOV99

23. DEC99
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The GEOGRAPHY dimension values
The GEOGRAPHY dimension has one hierarchy. The detail-level data is city data. 
In this example, there are 10 cities. City data rolls up into states, and states roll up 
into the U.S. dimension value.

The following is the correct order in which you should add the dimension values to 
the GEOGRAPHY dimension.

1. U.S.

2. Massachusetts

3. Rhode Island

4. Connecticut

5. New Hampshire

6. Maine

7. Boston

8. Springfield

9. Providence

10. Newport

11. Hartford

12. Danbury

13. Nashua

14. Plaistow

15. Bangor

16. Kittery

The PRODUCT dimension values
The PRODUCT dimension has one hierarchy. The detail-level data is product data. 
In this example, there are eight products. Product data rolls up into seasons, and 
seasons roll up into the All Products dimension value.
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The following is the correct order in which you should add the dimension values to 
the product dimension.

1. All Products

2. Winter

3. Spring

4. Summer

5. Fall

6. Ice Skates

7. Skis

8. Baseballs

9. Badminton Racquets

10. Swimsuits

11. Fishing Poles

12. Footballs

13. Soccer Balls

The CHANNEL dimension values
The CHANNEL dimension has one hierarchy. The detail-level data is the channel of 
sales. In this example, there are three channels, which roll up into the Channel Top 
dimension value.

The following is the correct order in which you should add the dimension values to 
the channel dimension.

1. Channel Top

2. Direct

3. Catalog

4. Distribution
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Order the dimensions within the composite
The time dimension is dense, and all of the other dimensions will be the base 
dimensions in a composite. Remember that these dimensions have the following 
number of detail-level dimension values.

You order the dimensions beginning with largest number of dimension values to 
smallest number of dimension values. Therefore, these dimensions are already in 
the correct order: GEOGRAPHY (10 dimension values), PRODUCT (8 dimension 
values), and CHANNEL (3 dimension values).

The variable definition
The SALES variable is defined with the following definition.

DEFINE sales DECIMAL <time SPARSE <geography, product, channel>>

How to Sort the Detail-Level Data

Sorting the data records for the first composite tuple
Sort the data according to the dimension order of your variable and the order of the 
dimension values.

For example, the first record should be ordered primarily by the TIME dimension, 
because TIME is the first dimension in the SALES dimension order. That means that 
the first 12 data records should be for JAN99 through DEC99 for the first City.

Therefore, the first 12 data records should be sorted as follows.

JAN99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct     3291.15
FEB99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct     3857.42
MAR99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct     4856.26
APR99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct      928.63
MAY99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct      742.66
JUN99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct      354.22
JUL99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct      124.98

Dimension Name Number of Detail-Level Dimension Values

GEOGRAPHY 10

PRODUCT 8

CHANNEL 3
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AUG99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct       92.97
SEP99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct      215.80
OCT99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct      674.82
NOV99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct     6738.82
DEC99     Boston     Ice Skates     Direct     9853.55

Sorting the data records for the second composite tuple
The next 12 data records should be for January through December for the next 
GEOGRAPHY dimension value, which is Springfield.

JAN99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct     3291.15
FEB99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct     3857.42
MAR99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct     4856.26
APR99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct      928.63
MAY99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct      742.66
JUN99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct      354.22
JUL99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct      124.98
AUG99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct       92.97
SEP99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct      215.80
OCT99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct      674.82
NOV99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct     6738.82
DEC99     Springfield     Ice Skates     Direct     9853.55

Sorting the remainder of the data records
The following shows the order in which the rest of the data should be ordered, 
where "JAN99 to DEC99" represents a set of 12 records, as shown above.

JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Ice Skates     Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Ice Skates     Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Ice Skates     Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Ice Skates     Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Ice Skates     Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Ice Skates     Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Ice Skates     Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Ice Skates     Direct

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Skis           Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Skis           Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Skis           Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Skis           Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Skis           Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Skis           Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Skis           Direct
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JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Skis           Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Skis           Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Skis           Direct

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Baseballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Baseballs      Direct

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Badminton Racquets      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Badminton Racquets      Direct

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Swimsuits      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Swimsuits      Direct

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Fishing Poles      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Fishing Poles      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Fishing Poles      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Fishing Poles      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Fishing Poles      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Fishing Poles      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Fishing Poles      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Fishing Poles      Direct
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JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Fishing Poles      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Fishing Poles      Direct

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Footballs      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Footballs      Direct

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Soccer Balls      Direct
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Soccer Balls      Direct

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Ice Skates     Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Ice Skates     Catalog

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Skis           Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Skis           Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Skis           Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Skis           Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Skis           Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Skis           Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Skis           Catalog
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JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Skis           Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Skis           Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Skis           Catalog

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Baseballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Baseballs      Catalog

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Badminton Racquets      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Badminton Racquets      Catalog

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Swimsuits      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Swimsuits      Catalog

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Fishing Poles      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Fishing Poles      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Fishing Poles      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Fishing Poles      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Fishing Poles      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Fishing Poles      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Fishing Poles      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Fishing Poles      Catalog
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JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Fishing Poles      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Fishing Poles      Catalog

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Footballs      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Footballs      Catalog

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Soccer Balls      Catalog
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Soccer Balls      Catalog

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Ice Skates     Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Ice Skates     Distribution

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Skis           Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Skis           Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Skis           Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Skis           Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Skis           Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Skis           Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Skis           Distribution
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JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Skis           Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Skis           Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Skis           Distribution

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Baseballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Baseballs      Distribution

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Badminton Racquets      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Badminton Racquets      Distribution

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Swimsuits      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Swimsuits      Distribution

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Fishing Poles      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Fishing Poles      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Fishing Poles      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Fishing Poles      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Fishing Poles      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Fishing Poles      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Fishing Poles      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Fishing Poles      Distribution
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JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Fishing Poles      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Fishing Poles      Distribution

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Footballs      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Footballs      Distribution

JAN99 to DEC99     Boston         Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Springfield    Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Providence     Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Newport        Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Hartford       Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Danbury        Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Nashua         Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Plaistow       Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Bangor         Soccer Balls      Distribution
JAN99 to DEC99     Kittery        Soccer Balls      Distribution
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B
New Features and Other Changes

Appendix summary
This appendix summarizes the changes made since the last release of Express that 
have an impact on performance issues.

List of topics
This appendix includes the following topics:

■ New Express Features

■ Obsolete Recommendations for Performance

New Express Features

Non-additive aggregation
In addition to performing aggregations that simply add data, you can now perform 
non-additive aggregations. For example, instead of adding a group of data values, 
you can calculate the average of those values.

In your aggregation map, use the RELATION command to specify a non-additive 
aggregation. Use the new OPERATOR keyword followed by a text expression that 
identifies the type of non-additive aggregation that you want to perform.

The following list describes the non-additive aggregations that are now available:

■ Scaled Sum — Adds the value of a weight variable to each data value, then 
adds the data values.

■ Average — Adds non-NA data values, then divides the sum by the number of 
data values that were added together.
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■ Weighted Sum — Multiplies each data value by a weight factor, then adds the 
data values.

■ Weighted Average — Multiplies each data value by a weight factor, adds the 
data values, and then divides that result by the number of data values that were 
added together.

■ Maximum — Identifies the largest data value among the children of any parent 
data value.

■ Minimum — Identifies the smallest data value among the children of any 
parent value.

■ First — Identifies the data value that is associated with the first dimension 
value to be added to the database.

■ Last — Identifies the data value that is associated with the last dimension value 
to be added to the database.

■ Or — For Boolean variables only. If any child data value is True, then its parent 
data value is True. A parent is False only when all of its children are False.

■ And — For Boolean variables only. If any child data value is False, then its 
parent data value is False. A parent is True only when all of its children are 
True.

■ Hierarchical Average — Adds data values, then divides the sum by the number 
of children, specified in the dimension’s hierarchy.

■ Hierarchical Weighted Average — Multiplies non-NA child data values by their 
corresponding weight values then divides the result by the sum of the weight 
values.

■ Hierarchical First — Identifies the first data value that is specified by the 
hierarchy, even if that value is NA.

■ Hierarchical Last — Identifies the last data value that is specified by the 
hierarchy, even if that value is NA.

Before you can use Scaled Sum, Weighted Sum, Weighted Average, or Hierarchical 
Weighted Average, you must first define and populate a weight objects, which can 
be a variable, formula, or relation, depending on the operation. The values that you 
store in the weight object are the weight values that are associated with the data 
values in the variable to be aggregated. For example, suppose you want to perform 
a Scaled Sum aggregation on a Sales variable. You define a variable named Sales.w 
that has the same definition as Sales. Instead of loading Sales data, you load the 
weight values for their corresponding Sales data values in Sales.w.
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For details about using non-additive aggregation, refer to the RELATION command 
in the Express Language Help system.

OLAP Worksheet
OLAP Worksheet is a new Express tool that provides a quick and easy way to 
debug Express programs. OLAP Worksheet is intended to replace the need to use 
Personal Express 5 with an XCA connection as a means of debugging programs. 
You can use all of the Express debugging commands (such as TRACE) in OLAP 
Worksheet.

For information about obtaining OLAP Worksheet, refer to the release notes for 
Express Server 6.3.2.1.

For information about using OLAP Worksheet, refer to the OLAP Worksheet Help 
system.

Obsolete Recommendations for Performance

The CollectorThreadCount parameter
In versions prior to Express 6.3.2.1, you could improve performance by changing 
the setting of the CollectorThreadCount parameter, depending on whether you 
were going to load data into the database or aggregate that data.

It is now unnecessary to change the default setting of CollectorThreadCount, 
because there is a new collectorless mode behavior that is activated automatically 
when needed. Regardless of whether you load or aggregate data, as long as 
CollectorThreadCount is set to its default value (which is 1), it will promote good 
performance.

The ModifiedPageWriter parameter
In versions prior to Express 6.3.2.1, you could improve performance by changing 
the setting of the ModifiedPageWriter parameter, depending on whether you were 
going to load data into the database or aggregate that data.

It is now unnecessary to change the default setting of ModifiedPageWriter, because 
this thread now goes to sleep when it is not needed. Regardless of whether you load 
or aggregate data, as long as ModifiedPageWriter is set to its default value (which is 
now 100), it will promote good performance.
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Glossary

aggregation

The consolidation of data values into a single value, such as the total units sold for 
all cities, or into a smaller set of values, such as the average units sold for cities in 
each region. Data is often collected at the lowest level of detail and is aggregated into 
higher level totals for analysis. Aggregation is synonymous with summarization.

(Contrast with calculation on the fly. See also rollup.)

ampersand substitution

An ampersand character (&) at the beginning of an expression, which tells Express 
to substitute the value of the expression for the expression itself in a command or 
function. This is useful in commands or functions that can take the name of an 
object as an argument.

bandwidth

The amount of data (for example, in MB) that can be processed per second.

(Contrast with throughput.)

base dimension

A dimension that is a component of a composite or a conjoint dimension.

batch window

The amount of time in which both the data load and aggregation must be 
completed. These tasks will probably be performed by running programs as batch 
jobs.
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block size

The size (for example, in bytes) of the unit of data that is read by disk drives.

bottleneck

A limitation on processing, which has a negative impact on performance. Once the 
cause of a bottleneck is identified, then steps can be taken to fix it.

calculation on the fly

The aggregation of data at the time a user requests that data.

(Contrast with aggregation.)

cell

A single data value of an expression. In a dimensioned expression, a cell is 
identified by one value from each of the dimensions of the expression. For example, 
if you have a variable with the dimensions MONTH and DISTRICT, then each 
combination of a month and a district identifies a separate cell of that variable.

cluster

A group of disk sectors.

(See also sector.)

composite

A list of dimension-value combinations in Express, in which a given combination 
has one value taken from each of the dimensions on which the composite is based. 
A given combination is an index into one or more sparse data variables. The 
purpose for using a composite is to store sparse data in a compact form.

You are not required to specify the list of dimension-value combinations that will be 
included in your composite. Instead, Express automatically adds values to the list 
based on the data in the variables that use the composite. A composite is not a 
dimension, but Express treats it like one for the purpose of storing sparse data.

(Contrast with conjoint dimension. See named composite, unnamed composite.)

conjoint dimension

A dimension that you build on base dimensions in Express. Each value in a conjoint 
is a combination of values, one from each of the conjoint’s base dimensions. The 
purpose for using a conjoint is to achieve fine control over the status of individual 
combinations of base dimension values.
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For storing sparse data, you should almost always use a composite instead of a 
conjoint, because composites are easier to use. The exception to this guideline is the 
case in which you want to be able to specify every dimension-value combination in 
status. In this situation, use a conjoint.

(Contrast with composite. See also base dimension.)

controlled sparsity

Occurs when a range of values of one or more dimensions has no data; for example, 
a new variable dimensioned by MONTH for which you do not have data for past 
months. The cells exist because you have past months in the MONTH dimension, 
but the cells contain NA values.

(Contrast with random sparsity. See also sparse variable, sparsity.)

cube

A logical organization of multidimensional data. The edges of the cube contain 
dimension values and the body of the cube contains data values. For example, sales 
data can be organized into a cube, whose edges contain values from the TIME, 
PRODUCT, and CUSTOMER dimensions and whose body contains Volume Sales 
and Dollar Sales data.

(See also multidimensional data.)

data model

The way in which you translate your users’ needs to an Express database.

dense dimension

Any dimension that is not included in a composite or a conjoint dimension when 
you define a sparse variable.

(Contrast with base dimension. See also composite, conjoint dimension.)

detail-level data

The data that you load into the database. In other words, the detail-level data is the 
lowest-level data that you load and aggregate into higher levels.

dimension

A structure that categorizes data. Commonly used dimensions include TIME, 
PRODUCT, and CUSTOMER.

In Express, a dimension is a type of database object that is a list of values. A 
dimension acts as an index for identifying values of a variable, much as a key 
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indexes data in a fact table in a relational database. For example, if you have sales 
data with a separate sales figure for each month, then the data has a MONTH 
dimension; that is, the data is organized by month. 

dimension value

One element in the list that makes up a dimension. For example, a computer 
company might have dimension values in the PRODUCT dimension called 
“LAPPC” and “DESKPC.” Values in the GEOGRAPHY dimension might include 
“Boston” and “Paris.” Values in the TIME dimension might include “MAY96” and 
“JAN97.”

(Contrast with tuple.)

disk

A magnetic disk on which you can store computer data.

fastest-varying dimension

The first dimension in a variable’s dimension order.

Express determines the order in which dimensions vary by the way you defined the 
variable or relation being used. Dimensions vary in the order they are listed in the 
definition, with the first varying fastest and the last varying slowest.

(See also intermediate-varying dimension, slowest-varying dimension.)

fault tolerance

A computer’s ability to respond to a hardware or software failure.

file server

A computer that is dedicated to storing files.

file system

A system that is used to organize files.

future time period

The dimension value for any TIME dimension that represents a time period for 
which data does not yet exist. For example, if today is January 21, 2000, then any 
date after January 21, 2000 (such as January 22, 2000 or April 2, 2000 or September 
15, 2002) is a future time period.
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hierarchy

A means of organizing and structuring data according to levels. A hierarchy can be 
used to define data aggregation. For example, in a TIME dimension, a hierarchy 
might be used to aggregate data from the Month level to the Quarter level to the 
Year level.

(See also dimension, level.)

historical data

Data that has already been loaded into an Express database and aggregated.

(Contrast with incremental data. See also aggregation.)

HOLAP

Hybrid online analytical processing, which means that MOLAP and ROLAP are 
combined in a hybrid environment. In Express, this means that you can use 
Relational Access Manager to store certain data in the Express database, while 
fetching other data from a relational database on an as-needed basis.

(See also MOLAP, ROLAP.)

incremental data

Data that is loaded into an existing Express database and aggregated on a regular 
basis, such as daily, weekly, or monthly. Typically, incremental data is added to 
historical data.

(Contrast with historical data. See also aggregation.)

index algorithm

The type of algorithm that composites and conjoint dimensions use to load and 
access their values. Types of algorithms include BTREE, HASH, and NOHASH.

intermediate-varying dimension

Any dimension in a variable’s dimension order that is neither the first dimension 
nor the last dimension.

(See also fastest-varying dimension, slowest-varying dimension.)

level

A position in a hierarchy. In a dimension hierarchy, each level above the base level 
represents the aggregated total of the data from the level below. For example, the 
TIME dimension might have ascending levels such as Month, Quarter, and Year. 
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Within a dimension hierarchy, a dimension value at one level has a family 
relationship with the dimension values at the levels above and below that level.

(See also dimension, hierarchy.)

memory

The computer’s working storage, which is physically a collection of RAM chips. All 
program execution and data processing takes place in memory.

mirroring

To write data to two disks at the same time to prevent the loss of that data. If one of 
the disk drives fails, then the data on the other disk can be retrieved.

MOLAP

Multidimensional online analytical processing. In Express, this means that either:

■ All the data in your database is pre-calculated and stored in the Express 
database, or

■ Some of the data in your database is pre-calculated and stored in the Express 
database, and the rest of the data will be calculated on the fly.

(See also HOLAP, ROLAP.)

mount point

A directory in a file system that is associated with a currently mounted file system.

mounted drive

A drive that is available for access.

multidimensional data

Data that is organized by two or more dimensions. With two dimensions, the data is 
structured as an array with rows and columns. With three or more dimensions, it is 
structured as a cube in which each dimension or group of dimensions forms an 
edge.

NA page

A database page that contains only NA values for a variable.
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NA value

A special data value that indicates that data is “not available” (NA). NA is the value 
of any cell to which a specific data value has not been assigned or for which data 
cannot be calculated.

named composite

A composite that you have explicitly defined. A named composite is a database 
object.

(Contrast with unnamed composite. See also composite.)

page

A unit of storage in an Express database.

page buffer

A buffer that is the same size as a database page. The value of the PageBufferCount 
parameter setting is specified as a number of page buffers.

page manager

The paging manager handles the creation of and access to Express databases.

page pool

A shared cache in which the Paging Manager makes database pages available to 
Express sessions.

page thrashing

Moving database pages in and out of memory.

performance tuning

Express performance tuning primarily refers to the actions you take while you are 
designing an Express database.

primary hierarchy

When a dimension has more than one hierarchy, the primary hierarchy is the 
hierarchy that is likely to be used most often.

(See also dimension, hierarchy, level.)
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random sparsity

Occurs when NA values are scattered throughout the variable, usually because 
some combinations of dimension values never have any data. For example, a 
district might only sell certain products and never have data for other products. 
Other districts might sell some of those products and other ones, too.

(Contrast with controlled sparsity.)

RDBMS

A relational database management system. A relational database stores data in 
tables that are composed of rows and columns that contain data values. The tables 
that make up the database can be set up in any number of ways, but the overall 
structure of a typical relational database management system is designed for online 
transaction processing (OLTP).

ROLAP

Relational online analytical processing. In Express, this means that all data is stored 
in a relational database, such as Oracle8. Using Oracle Express Relational Access 
Administrator, which is the graphical user interface for Relational Access Manager, 
you can build Express databases that model the data in a relational database.

(See also HOLAP, MOLAP.)

rollup

The consolidation of data for several dimension values into a single value, such as 
the total units sold for all cities, or into a smaller set of values, such as the average 
units sold for cities in each region. Data is often collected at the lowest level of detail 
and is aggregated, or rolled up, into higher level totals for analysis.

(See also aggregation.)

sector

The smallest unit that can be accessed on a disk.

segment

A block of disk space that is allocated for the storage of a particular variable.

skip-level aggregation

A strategy in which the data for every other hierarchy level in one or two 
dimensions is specified to be calculated on the fly, and all other data is aggregated 
and stored on disk.
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(See also aggregation, calculation on the fly, dimension, hierarchy, level.)

slowest-varying dimension

The last dimension in a variable’s dimension order.

Express determines the order in which dimensions vary by the way you defined the 
variable or relation being used. Dimensions vary in the order they are listed in the 
definition, with the first varying fastest and the last varying slowest.

(See also fastest-varying dimension, intermediate-varying dimension.)

sparse data

The data in a variable that has a large number of NA values.

sparse variable

A variable that you define as sparse along one or more of its dimensions. In other 
words, a sparse variable is a variable that includes one or more composites (or 
conjoint dimensions) in its definition.

sparsity

A concept that refers to multidimensional data in which a relatively high percentage 
of the combinations of dimension values do not contain actual data. Such “empty,” 
or NA, values take up storage space in the database. To handle sparse data 
efficiently, you can create a composite.

sparsity pattern

Two or more variables have the same sparsity pattern when all of the following are 
true:

■ All of the variables have exactly the same dimensions in exactly the same order.

■ All of the variables have many of the same NA cells.

■ Roughly the same number of cells have NA values.

SPL

A stored procedure language (SPL). In the Express environment, SPL refers to the 
Express language.

striping

Dividing data into units and storing those units on several different disks.
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thread

A stream of control that executes instructions for a process.

throughput

The number of transfers of data that can be processed per second.

(Contrast with bandwidth.)

time dimension

A dimension whose values represent time periods. For example, values in the time 
dimension could include the following:

Years such as 1999 and 2000

Quarters such as Quarter 1 - 1999 and Quarter 2 - 1999

Months such as February 1999 and March 1999

(See also dimension.)

tuple

Combinations or intersections of a composite’s base dimension values.

Instead of dimension values, a composite has tuples only for the combinations of its 
base dimension values that contain data (instead of NA values). For example, 
suppose a composite has three base dimensions: Month, Product, and Geography. 
One tuple represents the combination of one Month dimension value, one Product 
dimension value, and one Geography dimension value. Therefore, an example of a 
tuple is January 1999/Umbrellas/London.

(See also base dimension, composite.)

unnamed composite

A composite that is automatically created by Express when you define a variable 
with some dimensions specified as sparse. In this case, the composite is not a 
database object.

(Contrast with named composite.)

variable

A type of database object that stores data in Express. The data type of a variable 
indicates the kind of data that it contains.

If a variable has dimensions, then those dimensions organize its data, and there is 
one cell for each combination of dimension values. A dimensioned variable is an 
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array whose cells are individual data values. If a variable has no dimensions, then it 
is a single-cell variable, which contains one data value.

working set

A group of pages that are related and need to be in memory together. For example, 
suppose your database has two variables, SALES and UNITS, for which data needs 
to be aggregated. When you use the ROLLUP command to aggregate data for the 
SALES variable, then the pages that contain data for UNITS are not needed in 
memory for that operation — only the pages that are required to aggregate the 
SALES data need to be in memory at the same time.
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case study, 6-4
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aggregation map compilation, 2-42
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balancing with data aggregation, 1-7
definition, 5-22
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case study
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data aggregation (7 dimensions), 6-3
data loads and database size, 6-2
database design, 4-23
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avoiding & substitution, 2-40
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using LIMIT, 2-34
when to use ACROSS, 2-33
when to use FILEREAD, 2-31
writing explicit loops, 2-34
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overview, 2-39
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example, 5-12
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dimension order
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NT platform
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striping system, 2-8

T
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time dimension

case study, 4-23
in the dimension order, 2-28
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U
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V
variable

aggregating data for multiple, 5-20
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variable definitions, data type, 2-30
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